


EASY STREET 

&~1~07. .. 
Hello again. My, how the years do roll around! We can't remember when 

we have been as glad to see a new one as we are this year. As I write this, I am 
at last doing so from the new office on the new farm and after one of the 
most hectic years we have ever been through we are happy to say that we are 
here at last and have a complete planting on the new place and things all 
settled in. It seemed that we spent most of last year on a merry and sometimes 
-not so merry, chase from one planting to another, picking a plant here, one 
there and one from another place. I know that Tell has done something on 
this order for years but admit I don't know how he has survived it and now 
that we are all in one place again, it is going to take at least an atomic bomb 
or so to ever move us. It's pure Heaven just to look around and realize that 
everything is in short walking distance. We hope you will drop in and visit 
the new place and enjoy the Iris with us. We have one full show bed of all 
new things at the old Home place so whether you can make it to the farm or 
not, be sure and stop as usual for everything may still be seen there. We feel 
we have a fine lineup of new Introductions this year and most if not all can 
also be seen at Steve Moldovans, Auda Stewarts, Corrine Millers, Mrs. 
Noyds, Walter Luihns, Melba Hamblens, Tells, Ballards, Tommy Grahams, 
Rena Frantz and Frank Scotts. 

Please feel free to drop in at any time. We will enjoy showing you around 

Sincerely, 

EARLY ORDER BONUS 
On orders of $1 0.00 or more received before June 1st 
select one of these in addition to your regular extras. 

CORABANDE, FIRE RUBY, GLACIER GOLD, 
GYPSY LULLABY, IMPERIAL LILAC, 
KINGS MOUNTAIN, LAZY LAGOON, ONE DESIRE. 

If your order is $35.00 or more select still another 
from: 

ARPEGGIO, COMANCHERO, JET FIRE, CORAL WAVES, 
MARIE PHILLIPS, PIPES OF PAN, PATRICIA CRAIG, 
WINTER OLYMPICS. 

TERMS--Cash with order. Check, draft or money order. 

POSTAGE PAID-On all orders of $5.00 or more. With orders for 
less, add SOc postage. 

tion by supplying fresh plants or a refund, whichever we deem best. 
Any errors will be corrected at once. 

EXTRAS--There are no discounts on varieties marked NET. You 
may add 100% of the value of the order as your extras but to this 
list please add several alternates as we may be short on some items. 
Discount does not apply on iris listed under "Choice Older Varieties." 
You may suggest extras on orders for these. 

SHIPMENT-Will be made beginning July 1st and will continue 
until late November. 

We guarantee healthy stock, true to name. If plants do not arrive 
in good condition return them to us at once and we will make restitu-

WHOLESALE-WRITE US, BEST QUOTES GIVEN 

Rose Catalogs and information 
folders will be available later 
for those who request them. 



NEW IRIS FOR 1967 
CANDY COUNTER (Tompkins 1967) M.VL. 38 in. (Herald Angel x 

Tantallon) x (Herald Angel x Apple Valley). Here's a new pink that 
is as luscious and mouth-watering as any of the confections that 
graced the shelves,-"so near and yet so glassily remote," of the 
never to be matched "Candy Counter" in the country store of our 
old home town. This is a fluffy creation of wintergreen pink over 
heavy whipped cream topped off with wide ruffled borders of amber
toned taffy and sprinkled with golden flecks of maple sugar around 
rich maraschino red beards. Tall, with strong well branched stalks 
that carry many large flowers at once . A great favorite of ours, this 
seems to be equally well liked by visitors ............ Net $25.00 

COOL RIVER (Tompkins 11967) M.L. 36 in. (Trudy x Melodrama). A 
real beauty and an amoena with a distinct difference. It is an enor
mous globular flower with an almost Onco like form. At first glance 
many think it is indeed an Oncobred because of this form and be
cause of its very narrow foliage. It has ultra broad, perfectly domed 
standards of glistening white and huge, very broad, rounded falls of 
semi-flaring form done in clear, clean powder blue. Heavily sub
stanced and icily finished, the large flowers are very long lasting 
and the many buds per terminal extend its bloom over a long period. 
Producing remarkable new amoena colors and patterns. Net $25.00 

DISTANT DRUMS (Tompkins 1967) M.VL. 38 in. ((Mountain Music x 
Black Swan) x (Mountain Music x Dark Fury)). Here's the first black 
of our own breeding to truly please us. A huge, extra heavily ruffled 
flower of very thick substance and a rich velvety finish; it is much 
da.rker than our picture can show. Its glossy falls almost enfold one 
in a blackness as deep and chillingly mysterious as a jungle night 
with its darkly brooding sound of "distant drums" must be. A truly 
exciting Iris and the first very large and really heavily ruffled and 
fluted black; it also has strong, very well branched stalks and is a 
very good grower. Pictured on page 4 .. ...... .. ... Net $25.00 

GINGERBREAD CASTLE (Tompkins 1967) M.VL. 40 in . (Donnybrook 
x Brass Accents). A sister to Starburst this is just as large, perhaps a 
bit larger, with broader petals and it has the same beautiful flaring, 
ruffled form and sleek, clean, glossy finish . When it comes to color, 
instead of being the brilliant red of its sister this is a complete self 
of glossy Gingerbread brown, beautifully rich and compelling. Tall, 
strong, widely branched stalks show off the huge flowers to perfec
tion . Both this and Starburst are proving to be wonderful parents for 
red, blends and browns ... . ...... .... ... . . . . . . . Net $25.00 

PALO DUROS (Tompkins 1967) M.VL. 36 in. ((Mile Post x Checkmate) 
x Comanchero sib.)) x Tonalea. A gigantic red that carries the bril
liance of Mile Post and Checkmate and the velvety looking but 
glossy texture and finish of Comanchero with the enormous size of 
Tonalea added as an extra bonus . In color it is a self of dark but 
brilliantly glowing Carmine red, a color that in this case is even 
heightened by the form for its wide round falls are held stiffly 
horizontal and seem to actually gather and reflect light in a bright 
red velvety sheen . In spite of their large size and long lasting qual
ities the flowers do not blacken or burn . Stalks are strong and very 
well branched . . . ... ..... ...... ... ... . . ... . . . Net $25.00 

PEARLY WATERS !Tompkins 1967) M.L. 40 in. !Mountain Music x 
High Above). A large, lightly ruffled flower with broad semi-flaring 
falls and closely domed standards; this is very heavily substanced 

and has a thick, milky white, Gardenia like finish to its petals. Its 
milky purity is accented by a full blue beard and a clean, sleek, 
glossy lustre makes it really stand out. It has tall, very strong, well 
branched stalks and carries lots of buds. A favorite with almost 
every garden visitor as well as with us .. . .. . ... . . . . Net $25.00 

RESTLESS WAVES (Tompkins 1967) M.L. 35 in . (Blue Sdlg Line x 
Blue Sdlg Line). This new blue is one of the most spectacularly 
beautiful varieties we have so far produced. A beautifully formed 
flower of immense size with gorgeous ruffling and very broad 
heavily substanced peta ls, it is quite different in Color make-up 
than others, appearing to be a bright, chalky sky blue, like pow
dered blue chalk smooth ly blended over a milk white base giving a 
beautiful foamy, blue over white look to the whole flower. Its airly 
fluffed form, heavily ruffled, conically domed standards and broad 
overlapping hafts and flaring ruffled falls add to the frothy "Rest
less Waves" affect. H.C. 1965. Pictured on rear cover. Net $35.00 

SILVER SANDS (Tompkins 1967) E.L. 36 in. ((Clarion Call line Sdlg. x 
Ruth Hardy Sdlg from Jake, Ranger and pinks) x Schreiner Sdlg. 
from Cherry Flip lines)) x Clarion Call line Sd lg. Each of the above 
seedlings were the closest to pink-white amoenas that the lines 
produced . This child from these is a beautifully formed flower of 
medium large s ize and is really quite a good approach to the much 
sought after but so far, very, very elus ive true pink and white 
amoena. This has pure, silvery white stands and Sand pink falls 
with a medium pink beard. It is far from being the ultimate in this 
class but it is nevertheless much closer to a true pink and white than 
a number of orchid and lavender bicolors that have been heralded 
as pink and white firsts. We are releasing it both because of its 
charm and because so many have asked for it for breeding purposes 
as well. Parent of a superb amoena in pure white and deep pink 
which we can't seem to make increase beyond a fan a year even 
though Silver Sands itself grows rampantly. Excellently branched 
stalks with lots of buds ... .. . .. .. . ... .. ..... . .. Net $20.00 

STARBURST (Tompkins 1967) M.L. 44 in. (Donnybrook x Brass Ac
cents). An enormous flower with broad, ruffled petals, this has per
fectly domed standards and huge, round, flatly flaring, horizontal 
falls . It is an electrifying, shockingly bright Iris of flaming Orange 
red with a smooth blending of fiery Copper red throughout and is 
undoubtedly one of the most outstanding red blends we have grown . 
Tall, strong, widely branched stalks show the massive flowers to 
perfection and this placement coupled with the elegant ruffling, 
gives the huge flowers a regal grace not often associated with Iris 
of this size ...... ... . . ..... .. .. .. .... .... ... Net $25.00 

TINSEL TOWN (Tompkins 1967) M.VL. 39 in . !From involved lines 
that contain Herald Angel, High Note, etc.l. See our Cover Picture 
for this one . A tremendously large, beautifully formed and finished 
flower of purest white and molten gold that has created a real sensa
tion here. The almost fabulous blooms have the broadest, heaviest 
substanced petals imaginable with a crisp, cool, gleaming finish and 
as can be seen in the picture, the petals are also beautifully ruffled 
and have a delightfully laced edge that is brushed with the same 
glittering gold that smoothly dresses the hafts across the throat each 
side of the full, rich beard. The huge flowers are exceedingly well 
placed on thick, strong, very well branched stalks. A good grower, 
it is hardy and has wide clean foliage . H.C. '66 . ..... Net $35.00 

OTHER 1967 INTRODUCTIONS 

BUTTERFLY BABY IM. Herd 1967) E.M . 29 in . (Butterfly Wings x 
Castlerockl. A delightful new border iris, this has elegant form with 
closely domed standards of silvery toned lilac and beautifully flaring 
falls of Uranium Lilac with an allover network of deep Bishops 
Violet veining . A good grower with large foliage and rhizomes, this 
is one of the finest of the new Border Iris, and a wonderful little 
hybrid. H.C. 1966 . .. . . ... ..... . . .... ........ . Net $15.00 

KASHMIR LACE (Framke 1967) M.VL. 40 in . ((Cool Comfort x Gentle 
Star) x Cook Comfort)) x (Golden Garland x Festoon) . A large, showy 
flower of blended Chamois and Taffy gold with glittering overtones 
of Gilt and Smoky rose. The heavily substanced flowers are large, 
excellently formed and have a lovely, very delicately laced edge . 
While it is not a heavily laced flower as lacing goes, it does seem to 
carry genes for ultra heavy lace as well as for picoteed and serrated 
edges. It is tall, superbly branched and carries many buds. We used 
this one in achieving last year's "Silence ." .. ... .. . .. Net $25.00 

Litho in U.S.A. by Sweeney, Krist & Dimm 

SONG FEST IFramke 1967) M.VVL. 39 in . !Sudden Spring x Lilac 
Champagne). A massive, very broad petaled flower of great beauty 
done in a very pleasing combination of colors, this has very broad 
domed standards of sparkling creamy buff that contrast nicely with 
wide, semi-flaring falls of blended Powder Blue and Lilac. A creamy 
lemon beard adds to its charm. It has tall, widely branched stalks 
that often carry four open blooms at once. As a parent it has given 
us some exciting things when used with Camelot Rose, Pipes of 
Pan, etc . ... . .... ... . .. . . ... .... . . . .... .. . . Net $20.00 

THOU SWELL IF. Crandall 1967) M.L. 37 in. (Lovelia x Whole Cloth). 
A wonderful new blue-white self with a shimmering Ice green 
undertone and a truly exquisite form, this has extra broad petals, 
heavy substance and a glistening lacquer like finish. Its waved and 
ruffled standards are nicely domed and the falls flare widely, show
ing off their great width and lovely flaring and ruffling to the best 
of advantage . A real beauty on strong, widely branched stalks. Hardy 
and a good grower . . .. . . . .. .. . . . ....... .. . .. . Net $25.00 
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$4.00 each-Net or 1 each $1 0.00 

Here are three new Iris we think you will enjoy. All are top-notch and quite worthy of a much 
higher introductory price. However due to our holding them to use as parents, stock has grown 
quite plentiful and since we have had so many requests for new Personality Paraders, we are 
releasing them here and are also at the same time re-instating some paraders that we had to 
withdraw for propagation. We hope you enjoy these new ones as much as we have. 

CURLY McQ (Tompkins 1967) M.L. 39 in. 
(Sib. to Fleet Admirall. A lovely, large 
flower of brilliant Wistaria blue, this is a 
true self even to the full , bright beard. It 
is very broad petaled and has a delightfully 
ruffled and curled form. Wonderful stalks 
and branching. 
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MIDNIGHT MEDLEY IFramke 1967) M.VL. 
38 in. (Deep Space x Mountain Music) x 
Licorice Stick. A fine, near black of large 
size with elegant form and rich velvety fin
ish. Tall, excellently branched stalks with 
many buds. 

TEXAS STORY (Tompkins 1967) E.M.l. 38 
in. (Pink Enchantment x Cameo Coral). A 
huge pink, probably the largest pink we 
have grown . Huge, round petals with well 
domed stands and fat, flaring falls. It is a 
self of Clover pink with a slightly deeper 
beard. 

PERSONALITY PARADE 
REGULARS 

$1 each or any 7 different for $5.00 
ANGEL FACE (Tamp. '53) E.L. 36 in. IR. 

Marble x Firecracker) x Captivation. Very 
lovely plicata of white with rosy pink 
border. 

BAMBOO BELLE (Tamp. '58) M. 37 in. 
(Loomis Cream Mohr x P. Dawn). Very 
large reed yellow with chartreuse tone and 
sulphur green beard. 

BONGO BABE (Tamp. '59) M. 36 in. Bam
boo Belle sib.). Bamboo brown flushed 
with martius green and gilt finished . 

BOSSA NOVA IFramke '63) ML. 45 in . IIC . 
Toast x N. Adventure) x (Surrender x N. 
Adv.)). A shimmering lemon cream with all 
over specks and border of Watermelon rose 
and red beard. Like a cloud of butterflies. 

BRIGHT BROCADE !Tamp. '52) M.L. 38 in . 
(Lav. and Gold Lace x Matador). A beauti
ful bitoned blend of Tyrian gold and Pe
tunia violet with laced edge. 

CARIBBEAN SKY (Tamp. '53) M. 38 in. 
Congres x !Annabel x Narainl. One of the 
most vivid of the blues. Large, flaring and 
ruffled. 

COURTESY (Tamp. '50) M. 38 in. lB. Shim
mer x Lovely Day x And Thou. A lovely 
clean white of excellent form. Blue beard. 

DANCETTE IFramke '65) M.L. 34 in. Apri
cot Dancer x Cutie Pie . A delightful flower 
of bright gilt that carries iridescent over
tones of peachy pink and rich brass near the 
fire-red beard. 

DEEP DAWN (Tamp. '64) E. L. and Reblooms. 
36 in. (Glittering Amber x Dawn Crest). A 
large, excellently formed flower of Dawn 
pink and subtle shades of apricot. 

DIXIE DOLL (Tamp. '58) M.L. 38 in. (Echo 
Valley x Lunar Mist). Snow white with vivid 
purple edge. Flaring, swirled form. 

EARLICOT (Tamp. '64) EE. ML. 36 in. !Marie 
Fischer x Cotletl. A bright yellow of heavy 
substance and a glittering gilt-like finish 
accented by a bright red beard. 

EVERYTHING NICE (Tamp. '56l M.L. 36 in. 
Rio Valley x (Technicolor x Twilight Sky). 
Bright, lacquered, copper brown with vivid 
blue blaze. 

FANTASIA !Tamp. '49) M. 38 in. (Casa Mo
rena x G. Canyon). A gigantic, heavily 
ruffled flower of blended violet and rose. 

FOND CARESS !Tamp. '57) M. 39 in. (A. 
Supreme x G. Eagle) x Pink Sensation. Very 
rich and bright pink with rich geranium 
pink beard. 

GATHERING STORM IFramke '65) E. VL. 
40 in. ((Dark Halo x Masked Ball) x Dark 
Halo)) x Dot and Dash. Huge ruffled flow
ers with deep purple-black standards lined 
white on the interiors, offset broad, 
enamel-white falls patterned purple along 
the hafts. 

HAPPY LAUGHTER !Tamp. '57) M.L. 39 in. 
(Shannopin x Persian Prince) x IShannopin 
x Mist Glow). Standards cream tinted pink 
and falls of watermelon rose. Bright. 

HONEY AND SPICE (Tamp. '56) M: L. 36 
in . Rendezvous sib. x IBalmung x Tiffanja). 
A huge flower of creamy custard yellow 
stitched and sanded cinnamon and buff. 

JOYOUS SPRING (Tamp. '57) E.L. 38 in. 
New Hope x !Angel Face x Lovelace). A 
lovely ruffled plicata of creamy ivory 
flushed green, border violet. 



JUEGO (Tomp. '581 E.M. 35 in. (Eimohr x 
Gypsy Rose) x Caribbean Sky. Large, tail
ored and very clean flower of vivid Royal 
blue with blue beard . 

KINDLY SKY (Tomp. '641 M.L. 38 in. ((Sur
render x Consolation) x (Dixie Doll x Bam
boo Belle)). A beautiful plicata of snowy 
white with heavily hemstitched border of 
rich violet blue. 

LUNAR MIST !Tomp. '531 M. 36 in . ICon 
gres x M.L. Aureau) x !Golden Hind x Wa 
bash!. Giant hybrid of greenish amber and 
antique yellow with odd powdered on over
lay of lavender blue on the fall s. 

MANY SMILES (Tomp. '571 M.L. 40 in. 
(Lamplit Hour x Wabash). A vividly col
ored amoena with near white standards and 
bright red violet falls . 

MA YTIME MELODY !Tomp. '541 M.L. 40 
in. (Lamplit Hour x Maytimel. Large and 
broad petaled with creamy standards pink 
toned and watermelon pink falls. 

MILE POST ITomp. '631 M. VL. 36 in . 
(((Spring Maid x Far West) x F. Zenor)) x 
Se lf))) x (Cape Bon x Seashell) x Manana. A 
bright red of Defiance coloring. 

NIGHT WINGS (Framke '641 M.V.L. 39 in. 
Black Hills x (Brigadoon x Mountain Mu
sicl. A truly magnificent and elegant flower 
of dark satiny violet, touched brown at 
hafts . 

PALADAO (Rohman '631 M.L. 39 in. (Cin
namon Toast x Insignia!. Cream, blue 
tinted ground with all over splashings of 
copper and Manganese violet. 

PARISIAN PINK (Framke '641 M.L. 36 in. 
((Ivory Petals x Char-Maize) x !Tells Pink 
51 -1 1 C x Clarion Cal li I. One of the largest 
pinks we have ever seen. This is a clear 
bi-tone with Orient pink stands and rich 
Watermelon pink falls. 

PATCHWORK (Tomp. '541 M. 38 in. !Ren
dezvous x Firedancel. A very bright plicata 
of vivid yellow with rich rose red and dark 
cinnamon edge. 

PLEASANT HOURS (Tomp. '561 E.L. 48 in . 
(H . Parade x A. Supreme) x (P. Tower x A .. 
Supreme!. Very tall and showy pink of rich 
coloring with rich amber gold haft and deep 
red bea rd. 

ROMANY GOLD (Tomp. '581 M.L. 40 in . 
(Eimohr x Ola Kala l x P. Dawn) x P. Dawn . 
Gigantic flowers of greenish yellow. Broad 
and ruffled. 

SILENT SKY ITomp. '651 E.L. 34 in. Dotted . 
Swiss x Sky Crystal. An ultra broad petaled 
flower of milky blue with rich blue beard 
and a sleek finish. 

SONG OF SAMOA !Framke '651 E.L. 40 in . 
((Untinuf x Ahoy) x High Barbaree)) x An
them))) x Brigadoon. A brilliant and 
smoothly blended self of Oriental fuchsia , 
Petunia purple and Hollyhock red. A huge, 
flaring, velvety flower. 

TROPIC VALLEY (Framke '631 E. ML. 38 in. 
(Echo Valley x Tropicana F21. Lovely and 
different. White ground with flushing of 
milky orchid and orchid beard. 

TROUSSEAU !Tomp. '51 I M. 36 in. (((Spring 
Maid x Far West) x F. Zenor) x Hall 52-05 
x SQ7211 x Pink Tower. A rich flamingo 
pink with a creamy undertone. 

WAR CRY !Tomp. '501 M. 38 in . !Jasper 
Agate x Honeyflowl. Brilliant chestnut red 
se lf. Bright copper flame undertone . 

WHIZ (DeF. '631 E.L. Cloudcap x ICioudcap 
x F. Kentl. A huge flower of blended creams 
tinted pink with deeper flushed stands and 
amber haft . Red beard. 

WINTER WINGS !Crandall '651 E.M. 38 in. 
(Snow Flurry x Capitola). A truly magnifi 
cent hybrid with huge, broadly petaled 
flowers of gorgeous, ruffled form . Pale 
Baby Ribbon blue . 

HIGH ESTEEM 
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TALL BEARDED IRIS-General Listing 
1 00% in extras from this list except items $2.00 or under or marked NET 

ACORN (Hooker '66) M . 34. Toast an' Honey 
x Waxing Moon . A large, well formed 
flower of rich Buckthorn brown with shim
mering overlay of Antique copper that is 
delicately applied through an allover web-
bing of tiny texture veins . ... . .... 15.00 

ACAPULCO IFramke '64) M. V. L. 38 in. 
((Solar Maid x Fusilier) x (Penn Charter x 
FusilierH. One of the brightest of all the 
new yellows. A complete self, clean and 
unveined with a self-colored beard and 
shining finish . Nicely formed, semi - flaring 
flowers on strong well branched stalks. A 
fine parent, . .. .......... . . . .. I 0.00 

ADAM !Craig '62) E.ML. 40 in . !Molten, Sav
age, Lois Craig Lines). Deep Burgundy red 
with red violet and brown tones . Large, 
broad petaled flowers ............ 6.00 

AFTER DARK (Schreiner ' 63) E. 44 in . (Pa
rentage not listed). A very tall, ruffled black 
violet with velvety nap. A real loud "notice 
me" type iris you are sure to like . H.M. 
1964 .... . ....... .. .. .... .. .. 5.00 

ALEMBIC (Wills '64) M.L. 38 in . !Tobacco 
Road x IP. Sun . x Lancaster)) x Spring 
Fever))) x Mary Randall. Very much ad
mired here for the past three seasons, this 
is a vivid blend of rose red, copper red and 
golden brown . Huge, flaring flowers on 
tall, well branched stalks .... . . ... 7.50 

ALLAGLOW ITomp. ' 58) M .L. 38 in . (Ballet 
Dancer x L. Albright) x Golden Twilight. 
A gigantic new iris of beautiful form and 
heavy substance. It is a blend of bright 
Sunburst gold and Bittersweet orange with 
an overtone of clear coppery yellow. A 
glittering gilded finish and a tiny flash of 
orchid at the beard adds to the beauty of 
the broad ruffled petals. Strong, excel
lently branched stalks. Winner of Premio 
Firenze and A.M . 1960 .. .. . ..... 1.50 

ALPINE BLUE ISchr. '62) M . 35 in . (Biscay 
Bay x Harbor Blue) x Salem. A Silvery 
toned, light blue of excellent form that is 
thought to be even more exquisite than 
Salem by its originator .. . ...... . 3.50 

AMETHYST FLAME ISchr. '58) ML. 38 in . 
Crispette x (Lavanesque x Pathfinder). 
Large, wonderfully formed flowers of soft 
lavender lilac with a glistening overtone of 
pink . Good stalks and branching . Dykes 
Medal '63. Pat. No. 1793 . .. ... Net 2.00 

AMETHYST FLOUNCE IM. Knopf '64) M.L. 
36 in . (Jade Queen x Mission Trails) x 
Queen's Lace . A new and quite wonderful 
flower of rich Amethyst violet. Departs 
from the ordinary in that it has an ultra 
thick substance of a shimmery ice type 
that more than doubles the clarity and in
tensity of its color, making it about the 
brightest of this color that we have seen. 
The same icy undertone lights up every 
ruffle and flounce and seems to illuminate 
the already colorful Amethyst beard 5.00 
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AMIGO'S GUITAR !Plough ' 64) E.M. 36 in . 
(Kach ina Doll sib. x Melodrama ). Not un
like Gypsy Lullaby but considerably darker 
with a sultry smoky tone . The standards are 
dark Butterscotch with a dark violet mid
rib and midrib flush and the fall s are of 
dark red violet. H.M. '65 .. ... . 20.00 

ANGEL CAKE IFramke '66) M.L. 36 in. 
(Cameo Coral x Apple Valley) x (Herald 
Angel x High Note ). A huge, unbelievably 
broad petaled flower of luscious creamy 
pink with a velvety white undertone and a 
deep shell pink flush that is heightened by 
a brushing of dark apple blossom pink over 
the hafts around rich red beard ..... 25.00 

ANGELS DREAM IE. Smith '61) M . 40 in. 
lB. Chas. 51 -33 x Mission Starlight) . A 
new and very beautiful white of medium 
size and extra heavy substance . One of the 
heaviest ruffled and waved iris we have 
seen . A real beauty. H.M. 1963 ..... 2.50 

ANGEL LYRIC !Schmelzer '63) M.L. 38 in . 
(Classy Lass x Lynn Hall .) A large and lumi
nous pink with brilliant ceri se pink beard. 
Extra heavily substanced and beautiful flar
ing form with lacy tips on falls and ruffled 
edged . Lovely. H.M. '64 . ...... . . I 0.00 

APPLE-BLOSSOM TIME (Beattie '62) M .L. 
38 in . ((Tell Sdlg x P. Cameo) x Happy 
Birthday)) x Sib . A beautiful new combina 
tion of Dawn and Apple blossom pink. The 
falls seem to have a very pale, creamy 
undertone so that the whole flower seems 
to be a reverse bi -color when seen from a 
short distance . H.C. 1961 .... . ... 5.00 

APPLE CIDER (Tomp. '62) E.L. 38 in . ((Tech
nicolor x Twilight Sky) x Smoked Salmon)) 
x (Garnet Glow x M. Randall.) A blend 
of bright Candy pink and Salmon coral 
with a smooth overlay of glitter ing smoky 
toned Chamois pink. Heavily substanced 
and smooth with a brilliant Salvia red 
beard . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. 2.50 

APRICOT HONEY IE. Smith '61) M . 36 in . 
(Mary Randall x Garden Gold) . A very 
lovely rich Apricot buff with heavy orange 
beard which is offset by a small white 
blaze at its tip . Petals are laced . . .. 2.00 

APRICOT LUSTRE !Suiter '60) M. 34 in. 
(Beau Gay x Salmon Sheen) x (Chosen x P. 
Sunset x (Tell 47-72A x P. Formal). An 
extra rich and deep self of apricot orange. 
Large and showy with broad, heavily sub-
stanced flowers. Extra choice . . .. .. 3.50 

APROPOS (Babson ' 64) M. 38 in . (Commen
tary x Melodrama). A soft pale, pastel or
chid with a flush of deeper color in the 
falls which is intensified by a pastel blue 
beard and a touch of penciled in blue vein
ing around the beard. Beautiful form and 
heavy substance with ultra broad petals and 
nice ruffling . A.M. '65 .. .. . . . .. . 20.00 

AQUALETTE IFramke ' 63) M.L. 39 in. ((Ivory 
Petals x Charmaize) x (Cameo Coral x Grand 
Teton)) . A huge, heavily substanced, ex
quisitely ruffled flower of seafoam green 
undertoned a creamy opalescent green . 
Creamy green beard with tiny arrow of 
bright blue that varies in its brightness ac
cording to weather . This is giving an ex
citing new range of colors to its seed-
lings ... . ....... . .... .. ..... I 0.00 

ARCADY (Fothergill ' 62) M. 38 in . Uane 
Phillips x Pegasus). A beautiful light blue 
with a darker blue flush through the central 
portion . Excellent form and finish and large 
sized flowers H.C. 1959 . . . .. .. . . . 3.50 

ARCTIC FLAME (Fay '60) M . 35 in. Lipstick 
x Sib . Large flowered white of flaring, 
ruffled form, extra heavy substance and 
deep red beard. A.M. 1962 .. . .. .. 6.00 

ARPEGGIO !Tompkins' 64) E.V.L. 42 in . 
(Elysian Gold v Full Voltage) . A vividly 
bright, true yellow between Golden lemon 
and Dandelion with a self-colored beard . 
From plicata breeding, it carries a tiny 
web-like pattern at the beard that is most 
attractive. Gorgeous flaring form and with 
ultra thick substance and almost unbeliev
ably heavy ruffling. Strong, tall, beautifully 
branched stalks .... . ... . . . . . .. I 0.00 

AUGUST MOON ISchm. '62) M . 36 in . 
(Honeyhue x Queen's Lace). A lovely flower 
with the excellent form of Honeyhue as 
well as its heavy lacing and thick petals, 
this is done in clear Uranium green over 
green white. H .M. 1964 ... . . . ... . 5.00 

AZURE FLAME !Tompkins '63) M.L. 40 in . 
((Berta B. by My Happiness) x (Berta B. x 
Cliffs of Dover)). A huge flower of pale 
baby ribbon blue with faint lilac blue un
dertone . Large, broad petaled and nicely 
formed flowers are set off by smooth pale 
red beards ............ .. . . . . . . 3.50 

BALINESIAN (Tompkins '64) M.L. 40 in. 
(War Bonnet x Allaglow) x Clarion Call . A 
tremendously large Iris that can be quite a 
spectacular thing . Opens to a fine flower 
with conic, amber stands and downward 
hanging falls of red that stretch out to 
a nice flared form in spite of the huge petal 
size . For those who like big flowers, this is 
it. Its tremendous value we have found lies 
in its wonderful breeding qualities. It is 
giving us some spectacular advances in 
blends, coppers, browns, reds and in the 
various branches of the red bearded pink 
lines. Our new Camelot Rose is a child of 
this . Possesses tall, excellently branched 
stalks. A good grower . ... ..... .. . 5.00 

BANDWAGON !Tompkins '63) M .L. 40 in . 
Brigadoon x ((Brigadoon x Ahoy) x Lan 
tana)). Coloring is reminiscent of Briga
doon, its parent except this is much more 
to the Cherry red s ide, bringing out its 
more vivid brownish magenta coloring . 
Extra large and broad with ultra sleek clean 
finish and very smooth rich haft . ... 7.50 

BARBARA BURT (Watkins '63) M.L. 38 in . 
IEieanors Pride x Pierre Menard) . A huge, 
blue-lavender self of excellent form with 
broad, rounded petals and flaring falls. 
Very smoothly finished . Pale blue beard 
with white base .... . . ... . . ... , . 7.50 

BARBIZON ISchr. '61) M. 38 in. (From in
volved red and copper sdlgs.). A large, 
bright chestnut red with hints of orange 
undertones. Broad petaled and heavily 
substanced. H.M . 1962 . . . .. ..... 2.50 



BA YADERE (0. Brown '621 M. 28-34 in. 
Bang x ((Chantilly x Pretty Quadroon) x 
Mary Randall)). One of the first of the lacy 
browns, this is a metallic toned, light India 
mahogany with paler copper undertone . 
Domed stands and flat horizontal lacy falls. 
H.M. 1963 ... ... ...... . . . . ... 5.00 

BEACON FLASH INels~'n '591 E.L. 32 in. 
(Prospector x Rainbov. Room). A very bril
liant and intense orange yellow with large 
white area in the fall. Heavy orange beard 
and fine form . ... ..... . .. ..... 2.50 

BEAU BLACK (Plough '641 E.M. 39 in . (Ivory 
Black x Edenitel . A bi-tone black with 
standards of dark violet black and deep red 
black falls touched brown over the hafts 
around a brown-tipped, black-violet beard. 
Rather small foliage .. .. . . ...... 7.50 

BENGAL BEAUTY IMuhl. '621 M.L. 40 in . 
First Curtain x Pretty Carol. A self of bright 
rosy orchid or bengal rose . Large, wide, 
lightly ruffled. Excellently formed flowers 
on strong, tall, well branched stalks. 
H.M . 1963 ..... ..... . . .. . ... 10.00 

BERCEUSE !Babson '641 E.M. !Mary McClel
lan Seedling) x Goodness Sib. A novel, re
verse bi-tone with broad, fluted blue-white 
falls and standards of pale sky blue. A blue, 
yellow-tipped beard adds to the novel ap-
pearance . .. . .. ..... .. ...... . 12.50 

BERMUDA HIGH !Tompkins '641 M.L. 44 in. 
((Hermit Thrush x (Ahoy x Defiance)) x 
Donnybrook. This is perhaps the most ex
citing red we have had and seems to get 
better and better and we continue to think 
of more and more crosses to make with it 
for future reds. Chic and tailored with 
broad, perfectly domed standards and wide
ly flaring fall s . A self of glowing "Blood 
Ruby" red. Clean and absolutely unblem
ished. Shimmering finish with thick sub
stance and non-burning . A rich chocolate 
brown beard adds to its beauty as well as its 
perfectly branched, tall strong stalks. H.M . 
'66. Pictured on page 16 . ... . . ... 15.00 

BIG CHIEF (Hall '641 M. VL. 42 in. (Romulus 
seedling.) A huge and most impressive 
flower in dark, but glowing Mulberry and 
Tyrian rose tones with the same orange
brown or brown-red beard found on Rom-
ulus ..... .. . .. . . ... . . .... . .. . 6.00 

BIG JOHN (Schmelzer '641 M.L. 40 in. Hope 
Devine x Sdlg .) A deep orchidy self with 
an infusion of red, this has a lighter area 
around its yellow, white tipped beard. Lacy 
edge. A real Giant . ... .. . ... . . . 1 0.00 

BIG SUR (Craig '621 E. 40 in. ((Sieighride sib. 
x (Headlands x M. McClellan)) x (Headlands 
x McCiennan) . A giant, broadly flaring 
flower of rich violet. Said to be a continu-
ous bloomer. Scarce . . .. . . . .. . . . 20.00 

BLACK CHARM (Hooker '621 M .L. 38 in. 
((Pierre Menard x Bro. Chas. Sdlg.) x Ebony 
Queen). x Total Eclipse sib . A very deep 
and extremely rich royal purple of excellent 
form and substance with bronze tipped 
beard . Heavy well branched stalks with 
huge ruffled flowers . H.M . 1963 .... 3.00 

BLACK SWAN !Fay '601 M . 35 in. Black 
Hills Sdlg. x Sable Night . A very large, 
tailored flower of deep black from the red 
black side with a full brown, black tipped 
beard. Swell. A.M . 1962 . . . . . .. .. 2.50 

BLARNEY STONE IS . Babson '621 M. 36 in. 
(Spanish Peaks x Vatican Purple) x (Mexico 
x Sultan's Robe) x Savage)). An unusual 
flower of Olive green with an undertone of 
bright beige and an electric blue blaze 
around the beard. Tailored form .... 3.50 

BLAZING VIOLET (Carlson '621 M . 38 in . 
Vatican Purple x !Blue glow x unknown). 
A deep blue violet with blue beard. Lightly 
ruffled and semi-flaring. H.M . 1964 5.00 

BLEWETT PASS !Plough '631 E. ML. 39 in. 
(Galilee x Lost River). A very large, broadly 
petaled flower of medium blue with pale 
orange, blue-tipped beard . Heavily sub
stanced, nicely formed and beautifully ruf-
fled . H.M. '66 . . ... . ........ . . 10.00 

BLUE ADIAN (Walton '661 E.L. 36 in. Cas
cadian x Mary McClellan . We haven't as 
yet seen this but it is said to be a beauty. 
The huge, well formed, heavily ruffled 
flowers of extra heavy substance are of 
smooth, pale blue when first open but fade 
to frosty white when fully stretched. Strong, 
well branched stalks .... . .. ...... 10.00 

BLUE BALLAD !Branch '631 L. 36 in . Airy 
Charm x Sib. to H. Shaw. A self of very 
rich, medium blue. The flowers are very 
large with flaring form and broad, ruffled 
petals. Fine stalks. H.M. '64 . . . . .. 5.00 

BLUE BARON (Schreiner '621 M. 40 in. IH . 
McGregor x Fay sdlg.) x ((J. Phillips x 
E-398) x !Cloud Castle x Narain)). A mas
sive marine blue iris with classic, opulent, 
ruffled form . A.M. '65 . . .. . ... .. 7.50 

BLUE MOUNTAIN !Schreiner '641 M.L. 38 
in . First Violet x Blue Linen . A rich medi
um violet blue . Its outstanding feature is, 
of course, its enormous size. Very broad in 
all its parts. Good stalks and branching with 
large bud count. H.M. '65 .... .... 12.00 

BLUE PETTICOATS (Schreiner '651 E.M. 34 
in. Rococo x Dotted Swiss. Quite similar to 
its parents, this carries the ruffling of Ro
coco with the deeper blue edging coming 
from Dotted Swiss. The two traits are well 
combined. H.M. '66 .. .. . . . .. . . . 15.00 

BLUE STAGHORN (Tell '631 E.M. 36 in. 
Praiseworthy x Faught H20 x Alicia). Me
dium lavender blue with pale lemon yellow 
beard. Standards have protruding horns 
along their lower sides. An interesting nov
elty and a lovely iris even without the 
horns .... . ... .... . . . . ... . . . . 3.00 

BLUE TATTOO (Tompkins '631 E.L. 38 in. 
{((B . Shimmer x Tiffany) x DeF. P42)) x 
((Dotted Swiss x Azurite))). A very large, 
nicely ruffled plicata with snow white 
ground and markings of dark blueback or 
purple blue and with deep dark arrow un
der the beard. Heavy, long lasting, showy. 
Producing top notch seedlings . . . . 7.50 

BLUSHING BEAUTY (Noyd '641 ((Pink Mauve 
Mohr x (Midwest Gem x New Horizon)) x 
Apple Valley. A large warm white with a 
coral beard and rich pink hafts. Heavily 
substanced with a faint green line up the 
midrib. Strong well branched stalks. H.M. 
'65 . . . . .. . .. . ....... . . . ... . 15.00 

BOB'S BLUE (Craig '571 M . 32 in . !Sib to Blue 
Silhouette). A clean, clear strongly colored 
blue with extra heavy substance and perfec-
tion of form. H.M. 1961 .. . . ...... 5.00 

BON VIVANT (Plough '631 E.M. 34 in. 
(Kachina Doll Sib. x Melodrama). A bi-color 
with warm gray stands brushed upwards 
with pale copper buff and extra broad, 
rounded falls of light red-violet which 
pales around the light orange, blue-tipped 
beard. H.M. '64 ..... . .. . . . .... 12.50 

BRASILIA ISchr. '61) M . 35 in. ((Drum Major 
x Pacemaker) x Inca Chief)) x Caldron . A 
very glossy flower of richest copper and 
deep henna smoothly blended into a sleek 
orange red self. H.M. 1962 . .. . . . 3.50 

BRASS ACCENTS ISchr. '591 M. 40 in . !Cop
per Medallion x A. Pheasant) x Inca Chief. 
Another of the new blends, this is extra 
large and of a most unusual color. Almost 
a green-brown, it is actually a smooth blend 
of coffee-brown and saffron or green gold. 
A.M. 1961 .... . ........... . .. 2.50 

BRIGANTINE (Tompkins '661 E. VL. 48 in. 
(Sib. to Fleet Admiral) . A true giant among 
most Iris, this is a blended self tone of 
Vivid Amethyst violet, Petunia blue and 
Mulberry rose. Its rich color is height
ened by smooth Chocolate red hafts and 
vivid blue beards. Tall, strong, wonderfully 
branched stalks ... .. . . . . .... . . 15.00 

BRIGHT CLOUD 10. Brown '61 I M . 39 in. 
Melodrama x (P. Menard x Jane Phillips). 
Not unlike Whole Cloth . White, full domed 
stands and widely flaring, ruffled falls of 
medium blue. H.M. 1962 . . .. . . .. 4.00 

BRIGHT FORECAST (Hamblen '601 M . 36 in. 
(Fashion Show x Sib to Glittering Amber). 
A blazing, golden yellow of large size and 
very broad petals. The stands are closed 
and the falls are flaring and the whole 
flower is heavily laced and ruffled. Heavy 
tangerine beard . H.M. 1960 ...... 3.00 

BRIGHT HERALD (Wills '641 M.L. 39 in . 
Broadway Star x Silver Gilt. A real beauty 
here for the past two seasons. There aren't 
many in this color class so it is doubly 
welcome. Well formed with broad petals 
and nice semi-flaring style. Standards are 
creamy white and falls are rich brownish 
rose . We are anxious to see the seedlings 
of this crossed with Trudy and Postscript 
this year ...... . .. . ... . . . ... . 15.00 

BRIGHTSIDE ISchr. '61) E.M. 37 in. ((Golden 
Ruffles x IM. Gem x Chantilly)) x ((S. Peaks 
x IM. Gem x Chantilly)) . A pale yellow, that 
is large and frothy, ivory-smooth and 
copiously formed. An edging of lemon lace 
adds an entrancing sparkle . . . . .... 5.00 

BRIGHT SAILS (Goodman '601 M . 38 in . 
(Thotmes Ill x Dark Chocolate). A very 
large and brilliant copper self with hafts 
over 3" in width . Waved closed stands and 
semi-flaring falls. Some haft marks .. 3.00 

BRILLIANT STAR (Hall 861 I M. 30 in . (Frost 
and Flame Sdlg.L Another iris in the Giant 
rose class for size. Simply huge with gleam
ing white petals and rich red beard. H.M. 
1962 . . .... ... . . .. ... .. ..... 5.00 
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BROADMEADOW 10. Brown '61) E.M. 32 in . 
(Gosper x Beth Corey). An extremely large 
and wide-petaled flower of powder blue 
with flat, horizontal, ruffled falls . Not up 
to 32 inches here, its like a plate-sized 
border iris . H.M. 1962 .... . . . . . . . 4.00 
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BRONZE BELL (Schr. '57) E.M. 36 in . !Cop
per Medallion x Inca Chief). A massive 
flower with broad, heavily substanced and 
gracefully ruffled petals. The color is a 
blend of rich reddi sh copper and bronze . 
A.M . '59 . Plant Pat. No. 1728 . . Net 2.00 

RUMBLING THUNDER 

BROOK SONG (Tompkins '64) M. VL. 38 in. 
Silken Sail s x (!Surprise Party x Silken Sails) 
x IMt. Music x Wide World) ). A spectac 
ular flower with deep violet blue stands and 
falls of s leek, lacquer-like finished, slipper
satin white . This reverse amoena type col 
oring is offset by a thick bright beard of 
Olive green, tipped heavily with bright blue . 
Large, broad petaled, with domed stands 
and flaring fall s. Lovely at any time, clearer 
in color delineation on dry years . . 12.50 

BROTHER ED lA. Watkins '65) M.L. 36 in. 
(E. Pride x Chivalry) x IJ . Hess x E. Pride). 
A truly magnificent new azure blue self of 
fine form with broad, daintily laced petals 
and a pastel blue beard. A great favorite 
with visitors here last year .. .... . . 7.50 

BUDDING SPRING IDe Forest ' 63) M. 36 in . 
F. Kent x (F . Kent x Ballerina). A great 
favorite of mine since its seedling bloom. 
Its perfectly formed flowers have broad, 
heavily substanced icely finished petals and 
are gracefully fluted and ruffled. A powder 
pink beard offsets subtly blended tones of 
rich flesh pink and sparkling seawater 
green, to produce a flower as enticing as a 
cool, frothy Julep on a warm spring day. 
You will like this too .. .. . . .. ... 7.50 

BUTTERCUP BOWER (Tomp . ' 61) E.L. 38 in. 
!Bright Sight x Butterhornl. A rich creamy 
lemon and buttercup yellow recessive . 
Broad, gently waved petals of heavy sub
stance and superb form of flowers as well 
as a great many buds on the strong, beau 
tifully branched stalks makes this a perfect 
garden piece. H.M . '63 . Pictured on page 
13 ... ... ..... . ........ . . . . . . 3.50 

CAMELOT ROSE (Tompkins '65) M .L. 39 in. 
((Clarion Call x Recip. cross)) x Balinesian. 
An exciting Iris from long lines of inbreed
ing . This is a huge beautifully fluted and 
ruffled bi-color of excellent form with 
wide, doomed standards of silky, shining 
silvery orchid and brightly glowing Bur
gundy or Botticelli red falls of such width 
that the ruffled hafts overlap at the throat, 
giving added impetus to the spotlight effect 
of the bright orange-red beard against the 
thick, shiny, velvet-like finish of the falls . 
Strong, tall, excellently branched stalks 
advantage. H.M . '66. Pictured on page 
17 .. . .... . .... .. .. . .. . .. ... 25.00 



CAMEO CORAL (Temp. '59) E.L. 39 in . 
((Overture x Pink Sib to Color Carnival) x 
Golden Eagle) x Pink Pappa . The largest 
pink we have grown . Huge flowers of beau 
tiful form with broad domed standards and 
very wide, semi-flaring falls. A clean 
bright Coral or Cameo Coral pink with a 
vivid coral beard that further heightens the 
color, it has a thick, heavy, magnolia like 
substance and finish. Strong, tall, very well 
branched stalks .. .. . ....... . ... 2.50 

CAMPUS FLIRT (Plough '64) E. ML. 36 in . 
((Gay Paree x My Darling ) x (F. Kent x 
Palomino)). An approach to a pink amoena. 
Sure to be in demand for breeding . Stand
ards are white . Falls are a blend of buff
brown and rose pink. Zippy edges and 
bright tangerine beard. H.M. '66 .. 10.00 

CANDLEFLAME (Hall '61) M . 36 in. (From 
Pink Sdlgs.) A gigantic ivory white with a 
velvety cream finish and a rich tangerine 
beard offset by some cool green veins in 
the undertone of the falls. A whopper and 
a personal favorite. H.M. '62 . . . .. . 3.00 

CANDLELIGHT BOUQUET (Framke '65) EM. 
L. 44 in. (Primrose Path x Aqualette) A real 
showpiece and true beauty of bright, sil
very, orchid-blue with an all-over sprinkle 
of silver gilt that seems embedded in the 
thick translucent petals. A vivid Geranium 
red beard seems to set almost like a real 
flame, lighting up each sparkling fleck of 
gilt in every ruffle . This is one you are sure 
to like . ..... . . . ....... . . .. .. 20.00 

CARAMEL SUNDAY IZurbrigg '60) M. 38 in . 
Criterion x Princess Ann . Said to be the 
first brown and white amoena, this has 
white standards with heavy flush of brown 
gold up the midrib and as it bloomed here 
the falls were of pale caramel with an infu
sion of rusty rose . The color pales out 
around the outer edge giving a lighter bor
der. Excellent flowers on well branched, 
strong stalks . .. ..... .. .. . . . ... 4.00 

CAROLINA PEACH (Lo leta Powell '64) ML. 
34 in. (Midwest Gem x Ballerina). This new 
peach-pink was a real delight here in our 
garden last year . It is a real beauty of flar
ing form with ultra broad, daintily laced 
petals of thick icy substance . . . . .. . 7.50 

CAROLINA RUBY (loleta Powell '61l E.l. 
(Lost parentage. ) A large and most worth
while new red of glowing Carnelian Ruby. 
Broad, heavily substanced flowers of ex
ce llent form with smooth clean hafts. Good 
branching on tall stalks . Unfading .. I 0.00 

CASA GRANDE (Gibson ' 63) M. 40 in. (Port 
Wine x Flashing Geml. A huge, ultra showy 
plicata of white and rusty red. The stan
dards are a lmost solidl y washed with brown
ish Burgundy red and the creamy falls are 
wide ly bordered in the same color .. . 4.00 

VELVET BRASS 
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CASHMERE (Fay '59) M. 37 in. Native Dancer 
x May Hall. A deep rosy pink or Bengal 
rose self with reddish infusion and tiny 
blue blaze. A.M. '63 . ..... .. . . .. 5.00 

CAYENNE CAPERS (Gib. '61) M. 36 in . 
(From Sdlgs.) A large, broad-petaled flower. 
A plicata, this is so completely colored in 
rich cinnamon and burgundy red that only 
a minor area of cream on the fall prevents 
it from being a self. A.M. '64 ... .. 3.00 

CEDARCREST (0. Brown '61) E.M. 38 in. 
((Taholah x (Chantilly x Pretty Quadroon)) 
x My Darling . A fine plicata with stands of 
Apache rose, overtoned golden brown and 
falls of enamel white, heavily edged the 
color of the standards, and brightened a bit 
by a rosy undertone around the laced edge . 
Quite interesting . .. .. . .. ... .. . 4.00 

CELESTIAL GLORY (Reckamp '61) M . 36 in . 
(M . Randall x Techny Chimes) x D. Hall 
54-11 . Richest orange tan self, actually a 
blending of deep orange undertoned cham
ois pink and given a heavier cast by the 
deep red beard. A.M. '64 . . .. . ... . 5.00 

CELESTIAL HALO !Schm. '62) L. 35 in . 
(Queen's Lace x Honeyhuel. The reciprocal 
cross of August Moon, this is just as lacy 
but has lemon yellow standards and silver 
white falls with a glittering yellow tan edge 
setting off the gilt lace. H.M . '64 ... 3.50 

CELESTIAL SNOW (Bro. Charles '57) M. 38 
in . (Snow Flurry x Celestial Blue). A very 
large, extremely broad petaled cold white 
that has heavy ruffling around both the 
standards and falls. It has a heavy white 
beard that is faintly touched lemon. A 
real beauty. A.M. 1959 .. .. . ... .. 2.00 

CERAMIC BLUE (Mayberry '66) M.L. 36 in . 
(Lady Bluebeard x Marriott). A very smooth
ly finished ceramic or French blue self 
with faint undertones of heliotrope and 
wisteria. Broad petaled and flaring of form . 
with lovely blue tipped beard . Excellently 
branched. H.C. '65 ..... ... . .. 30.00 

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC (Fay '64) M. 36 in. 
(Pinks involving, May Hall, Pink Cameo, 
New Snow, Snow Flurry.). A heavily ruffled 
and frilled white with a pale blui sh orchid 
overlay. When fully expanded the blooms 
have a lovely opalescent quality that is ac
cented by white, red tipped beards. H.M. 
'65 ... . .. ... ... ..... ... . .. . I 5.00 

CHANT (Craig '60) E.L. 40 in . (((Cordovan x 
Molten) x ((China Maid x Tiffany) x Aztec 
Copper) )) x Harvest Tone. A huge and very 
showy new reverse bicolor blend. Wide, ruf
fled, domed stands of deep purple red and 
falls of rich Mascara, blended copper leaf 
and with gilted lacquer-like finish . .. 7.50 

CHECKMATE (Tompkins '63) M.L. 38 in . 
((Privateer x Rampage) x Ranger)) x (Tells 
Sdlg x Privateer). Huge new red with thick 
s leek varnished like finish . Beautiful of 
form with broad clean, unmarked petals 
of rich Carmine color deepening around the 
center of the falls to the rich bronze beard 
where a blueish ray emanates in a near 
signal patch like appearance which is due 
to the onco heritage from the red seed\ ing 
of Tells that I used. A good grower with 
strong foliage, stalks and fine branching . 
H.M . '65 . Pictured on page 17 .. .. . 7.50 
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CHERRY PINK (Plough '61 i M. 34 in . Truly 
Fair x Pink Enchantment. A fine new pink, 
reminiscent of One Desire but perhaps a 
bit pinker and more showy, its beard being 
heavier. Very fine here . H.M. 1962 . . 5.00 

CHINA FLAME (Framke '65) E.VL. 44 in . 
(China Girl x Amethyst Flame). A huge 
beautifully formed, heavily ruffled flower 
of leather-like substance, very broad petals 
and huge round, flatly flaring falls . A self 
between Misty Lilac and Wild Orchid. It 
has a gleaming silvery overtone that makes 
it a real show stopper .... . ... .. I 0.00 

CHINESE CORAL (Fay '62) L. 37 in. (Mary 
Randall x Lapham Sdlg .) x Fleeta . Pinkish 
orange self with a self colored beard. Vig
orous and produces good stalks. Rather nar
row as so far seen but nice color and said 
to be a fine parent. A.M. '65 . .... I 0.00 

CHRISTIE ANNE (Gaulter '64) M.L. 34 in . 
Glittering Amber x Marilyn C. An exciting 
peach pink with bright golden touch around 
the throat and a rich iridescent pearly area 
under the bright cerise pink beard . Beauti
ful form, heavy substance and a delight
fully laced edge. Not a heavy lacing but a 
dainty, irresistible touch all around the 
falls. Swell. H.M . '65 ... . .. . . . . . . I 0.00 

CHRISTMAS ANGEL (DeForest '6Q) M. 36 
in. (F. Kent x Paradise Pink) x Hall 54-62. 
Classically formed, heavily substanced, 7 
inch flowers. Starched standards and falls 
with bright gold hafts and ruffled ends. A 
gold hafted white that unfurls from creamy 
yellow buds. A.M. '65 .. . ... .. . . . 2.50 

CHRISTMAS TIME (Schreiner '65) M. 40 in . 
(White May Hall sport x Arctic Flame). A 
lovely new red bearded white, this is of 
large size with broad petals and semi-flar
ing form. Has an almost crepe-like finish 
around the lacy edged petals. Tall, well 
branched stalks. H.M. '66 ..... .. I 5.00 

CLARION CALL (Tompkins ' 60) E.L. 38 in . 
From several generations of (Three Cheers 
x Color Carnival) x (Color Carnival x Three 
Cheers) and reciprocal crosses. This line 
has produced larger and larger flowers with 
each generation. Clarion Call is a real giant 
with extra broad petals and heavily sub
stanced, beautifully formed flowers. The 
perfectly domed standards are pale flesh 
pink, tinted salmon and lightening to pearl 
pink along the ruffled edges . The broad, 
semi-flaring falls are of a rosy watermelon 
color which is accented by a lavender under-
tone and a full red beard .. ........ 2.50 

CLAUDIA RENE (Gaulter '63) E. ML. 36 in . 
(Glittering Amber x Madamoiselle). A 
beauty and a top parent. Raspberry pink 
standards flushed with golden amber and 
dusky toned, falls of rose violet with a 
brushing of sienna - brown over the shoul
ders. The falls blend out to a paler edge 
and fully extended flowers are several 
shades lighter than fresh opening ones, giv
ing a most fascinating appearance . Fine 
branching on good strong stalks. A.M. 
'66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.50 

CLOUD COUNTRY (Tompkins '66) M.L. 45 
in . (Rumbling Thunder x Galilee). A majes
tic Iris of near white . It is magnificently 
fo rmed and finished and is of ultra thick 
substance . The icily finished petals are 
smooth and broad and the standards dome 
perfectly while the falls flare to just the 
right degree. It is a pearly, cloud white 
with just a hint of pale greenish blue 
throughout and the beautifully ruffled 
flowers are accented by extra thick, lime 
yellow beards. Tall, strong and perfectly 
branched .... . ..... . . . . ... . .. 20.00 

CLOUD DANCER (Plough '59) M.L. 35 in. 
(Cloud Parade x Native Dancer). A heavily 
ruffled and fluted white self with a bright 
tangerine red beard. Standards do not fully 
close, showing the beard to good advan-
tage. H.M. 1959 .. .. ... .. . . .. . . 5.00 

CLOUD NINE (Tomp. '62) M.VL. 44 in . ((Fab. 
Kate x Paradise Pink) x P. Fulfillment)) x 
Cameo Coral. Of startling color and color 
pattern, this is a smooth Arbutus pink, lus
trously undertoned Watermelon Pink with 
huge, smooth thumbprints of rich Fiesta 
Orange on each side of the deep Arbutus 
pink beard. These prints merge with the 
rich pink of the flower about half way down 
the sides of the falls . Tall, beautifully 
branched stalks show the large ruffled 
flowers to advantage . . . .... . . .. . 7.50 

COLLEGE QUEEN (Hall '64) M . 36 in . (From 
Hall pink Sdlgs .). This lovely pink has been 
one of our favorites in the Cooley fields for 
several years now. Each year it has seemed 
to be uniformly good with little variance. 
Tall, well branched stalks show huge, broad 
petaled, thickly substanced and delightfully 
fluted flowers to the greatest advantage 
possible. H.M. '66 .. . .. . ... . .. .. 7.50 

COMANCHERO (Tompkins '63) M .L. 42 in . 
((inca Empire x Ahoy) x Allaglow)) x 
Schreiner L-305-2 (((Casa Morena x (Bryce 
Canyon x Sunset Blaze)) x Inca Chief). A 
rich glowing, reddish brown self. Large and 
heavily substanced with broad petals, this 
has wide, ruffled stands and flaring falls 
with beautifully marcelled edges. A blend 
of Coffee Copper, Indian Lake and Bra
zilian red so smoothly fashioned that at 
times it seems to be red brown and at 
others bright copper red with brown over
tones. Wonderful stalks and branching and 
many flowers. H.M. 1964 ... . .. I 0.00 

COMFORTING THOUGHT (Tompkins ' 63) 
M.VL. 36 in. (Cool Comfort x Limelight). 
A delightful iris with perfectly domed 
stands and flaring falls. Rich lemony gold 
and lime chiffon flowers are enhanced by 
a daintily laced, crimped and ruffled edge 
and fat creamy lemon beard . A good grower 
with strong zig-zag stalks, often 4 blooms 
open at once .. .... . .... . .. .. . . 7.50 

COMMENTARY (Babson '63 ) M. 38 in . Sdlg. 
X (Savage X Red Shadows). One of the 
most talked of blends. Huge, beautifully 
formed, widely petaled flowers with stand
ards of warm buff tinted lavender at the 
midribs and falls of violet lavender edged 
buff and brushed red brown over the haft. 
Bright and spectacular. H.M . '64 .. 12.50 



CONGENIALITY !Cook '61) M. 38 in. !Blue 
Self x Amoena Sdlg) x Whole Cloth. 
Another of the Whole Cloth type, this is 
very stylish with snowy ruffled standards 
and wide, flax blue, flaring falls . Very fine. 
H.M. 1962 . .. .... ... . ........ 5.00 

CONGO SONG !Christensen '63) M . 36 in. 
Storm Warning x Sable Nightl. A very 
richly colored new dark with stands of rich
est violet and velvet black falls trimmed 
in lighter violet and violet beard . Should 
be most interesting . H .M. 1964 . . . . 1 0.00 

COOL FLAME !Carlson '62l M. 35 in. !lip
stick x Frost and Flamel. A heavily ruffled 
white with flaring falls and domed ruffled 
stands. A rich coral-redbeard sets it off. 
The best growing of the lipstick seedlings 
we have so far seen. H .M. 1964 .... 7.50 

COPPEROPOLIS !Babson '60) M. 38 in. Cor
dovan x ((Sultans Robe x Tobacco Road) x 
!Sultans Robe x Remembrance)). A new 
brown blend of great brilliance. Cordovan 
and Ox-blood red is smoothly blended and 
undertoned with antique copper to produce 
this bright flower and ultra wide, heavily 
substanced petals help show it off. A fine 
one.H.M. l961 .... . ..... .... .. 3.50 

CORABANDE (Hamblen '63) E.L. 36 in . Glit
tering Amber x Tompkins No. 55-162 : 
((Chantilly x Lavender and Gold Lace) x 
Recipl . x Honeyflow)l. Coral buff Standards 
and Style arms and smooth white falls with 
a heavy border of deep coral buff which 
is set off by a fiery orange beard. Delight
fully formed with pleasing ruffles and lacy 
edges. A.M. '66 .. . . .. ....... . .. 7.50 

CORAL WAVE !Tompkins '65) M.L. 38 in . 
(((F. Kent x Ballerina) x June Meredith)) x 
Lute Song))) x High Note. A large, heavily 
substanced and nicely formed flower of 
rich pink. Deeper in color by at least twice 
than any we have had before. This seems 
to us to be a definite step ahead. It is an 
extremely showy flower of nice large size 
on tall well-branched stalks that carry two 
and three buds to the terminals . . .. 10.00 

CORDIAL !Craig '62) M.L. 39 in. !From two 
Craig Sdlgs.) . Stands are rich glowing Port 
Wine, undertoned Cherry red and the falls, 
while of the same rich red tones, are made 
to appear of a more burning red because of 
the splash of violet in their center and 
touches of brown at the haft .. .... 1 0.00 

COUNTRY CREAM !Sparger '61) EM. 40 in . 
Starshine x IS. Flurry x Amandinel. A flar
ing flower of huge size with broad ruffled 
petals. Stands are pure glistening cream 
white and falls are the same with an overlay 
of stardust blue. H.M. 1962 . . .... 3.00 

COUNTRY SQUIRE IGaulter '66) E.M. 38 in. 
!Rococo x Latest Level. A beautifully ruf
fled and rippled white plicata with a heavy 
stitching of deepest blue-purple and a 
heavy purple beard. It has beautiful form 
and thick wide petals. Strong stalks with 
nice branching .... ...... ..... . 20.00 

COURT BALLET !Moldovan '60) M. 34 in. 
Fleeta x IFieeta x Native Dancer). A broad 
pink self, ruffled, crimped edges and excel-
lent form . A.M. '63. Slow .... .. . . 5.00 

CRAFTSMAN !Knopf '64l ML. 40 in . Golden 
Garland x Mission Trails. A very striking 
new white and gold combination said to be 
a vastly improved Golden Garland type 
flower. Huge, with broad thick petals and 
fine form . Don't miss this . H.M . '65 . 17.50 

CRIMSON MANTLE IV. von Martin '63) M. 
37 in . (Garden Glory x Easter Gold). A mag
nificently handsome Ox-blood red. This 
might just be the thing to give the red lines 
a good shake-up. . ... .... . . .... 5.00 

CRINKLED BEAUTY ISchr. '61) M. 38 in. 
(((Cherie x Chantilly Sdlg.) x Crispette) x 
(Chantilly Sldg . x Lapham Sdlg.l. Soft 
orchid pink with a bright silvery lilac over
tone . Large broad petaled, heaviest laced of 
any iris to date. H.M . 1962 ... .. . 10.00 

CRINKLED GEM !Schreiner '64) M. 34 in. 
(Parentage not available). From crinkled 
seedlings, this is another one . Soft lavender 
flushed rose with a golden glow in the re
cess of the flower. Has an overtone of dia
mond dust that makes the whole flower 
glitter and glow ...... . . ....... 10.00 

CROSS COUNTRY IKnocke '63) M. 37 in 
(Harbor Blue x Cliffs of Dover). A very large 
light blue with extra wide hafts and heavy 
substance . A well formed iris with long 
lasting qualities. A.M. '66 ........ 5.00 

CRYSTAL RIVER !Plough) E. ML. 42 in. Gali
lee x Whir of Lace . A very light blue self, 
Cobalt by Wilson . Has a crystal glitter to 
its substance and finish . Yellow beard with 
white tip . H.M. '65 .. . .. ....... 20.00 

CURL'D CLOUD IHink. '62l M. 36 in . !From 
Sdlgsl. Immense white with curled and ruf
fled edges. Huge, fluffy and cloudlike. One 
of the better whites. A.M. 1 961 . . . . 1.50 

DANCER'S VEIL !Hutchinson '62l ML. 36 in. 
ISdlg. x Dancing Waters) x Rosy Veil. A 
new plicata from England. We haven't seen 

~ it yet but it is said to be large, excellently 
formed and of clean white with a wide bor
der of medium violet blue. English Dykes 
and Premia Firenze winner .. . . . ... 7.50 

DANCING BRIDE (Rudolph '63) L. 34 in. 
(Irish linen x Sdlg. inv. K. Fay, Snow Flurry, 
Pink Cameo, etc.). A heavily ruffled white 
with glistening frosty finish. Smooth lemon 
yellow hafts and beard. Lovely of form with 
broad, well domed standards and widely 
flaring falls . Strong, well branched stalks. 
H.M. '64 .................... 12.50 

DANCING RILL !Schreiner '64) M.L. 38 in . 
!(Copper Medallion x Watchfire) x Inca 
Chief) x Spellbound. A heavily ruffled, 
flaring flower of blended copper rose and 
dusty gold . Sparkling and showy . . . 7.50 

DAWN CREST !DeForest '60l M. 36 in. 
!Frances Kent x Apple Valley sib .l. A new 
bitone from Kent lines, with rich apricot 
orange, pink flushed standards and lemon 
yellow gilt touched falls. Large and showy. 
A.M. 1962 ................... 4.50 

DAWN STAR !DeForest '60l. M. 40 in. !Sib. 
to Dawn Crestl. Standards yellow with 
heavy rich flush of deep pink through their 
centers, leaving a near gilt yellow border. 
Falls rich cream with pink wash over the 
haft. H.M. 1960 .............. . 4.00 

DEBBY RAIRDON (Kuntz '65) E.L. 34 in. 
(Unknown). A large, nicely formed white 
with edges of the standards and backs of 
the falls heavily brushed yellow. Very broad, 
round petals with flaring falls. Lovely and 
quite different . H.M. '66 ....... . 17.50 

DEBONAIR BLUE IG. Rogers '62) M. 39 in. 
A large flower with domed standards and 
flat flaring falls. The large, rounded petals 
are delightfully ruffled. Color is Madonna 
blue with silvery, diamond dusted overlay. 
A beauty .......... .. . ........ 5.00 

DEEP SPACE ITomp. '61) M.L. 40 in . !ICon
solation x Columbia) x (Down Beat x Moun
tain Music)) x Dark Boatman. This has 
large, broad petaled, beautifully formed 
flowers of richest indigo blue. No veining 
or haft marks of any kind to mar its smooth
ness and a bright indigo beard adds to its 
rich purity. H.M. 1962 ........ . . 3.50 

DENVER DAWN !Durrance '64) M .L. 38 in. 
(Unknown). Said to be the color of a Colo
rado sky at Dawn, this pale, cool looking 
blue is of lovely form with broad heavily 
substanced petals. Standards dome nicely 
and the falls flare nicely. Strong, well 
branched stalks ................ 7.50 

DENVER MINT IM. Knopf '63l MO . 36 in. 
Mission Trails sib. x Glittering Amber. A 
rich Dresden yellow with a haze over the 
center of the flower that gives the whole 
thing a glowing light that just can't be 
ignored. Beautiful form with fluted ruffled 
petals and loads of substance. You will 
want it we know for one look at it and you 
are sure to realize that it is so rich that it 
simply spells Money from any angle and 
who doesn't want that. H.M. '65 . . 17.50 

DESERT THISTLE (Gibson '61 l M. 38 in. 
Sdlg. x Palomino. A glowing rosy mauve or 
lavender rose with slight blue cast and pink 
red beard. The broad, full petals are slightly 
laced, hafts touched brown by I ight vein-
ings. H.M. 1962 .. .......... ... 3.50 

DIAMOND CUP !Nelson '62l M. 34 in . Mag
net x Nike . A lovely orange buff self with 
an overall flush of rich pink and a wide 
tangerine red beard. Broad petals and fine 
form. Extra showy. H.M. 1964 ...... 7.50 

DIPLOMAT !Tompkins '66l E.M. VL. 40 in. 
!Salem x Mountain Music). This is very 
large and beautifully formed with extra 
broad petals, the stands being perfectly 
domed and the falls must flaring enough 
to show their great size and ultra broad 
hafts to perfection. The heavily ruffled 
flowers are completely clean and the dark 
but glowing Hayes blue color is intensified 
by a bright Ultramarine beard. Tall won
derfully branched Mt. Music type stalks 
show the huge ruffled flowers to fine ad-
vantage .. . ... ....... . ...... 20.00 

DOCTOR K. IMuhl. '60l M.L. 30 in. IP. Quad
roon x Bill Brown) x ((Arab Chief x Stag 
at Eve) x Glistening Copper)). A smooth 
golden brown self of medium size with 
long shaped petals. Very brilliant and 
should become popular . ........ : 3.50 

DOGE OF VENICE IJ . Nelson '65l M. 36 in . 
(Western Welcome x Black Taffeta) . A 
great ruffled flower of dusky plum purple. 
Its broad and cleanly fashioned petals are 
offset by a dark brown beard. Unusual. 
H.M. '66 ..... . ..... . . .. .... . 15.00 
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DONNYBROOK (Tamp. '61 l M.L. 38 in. 
IHyblaze x Defiance). A shade lighter but 
much like Defiance in its true redness, this 
is much larger and many times brighter. 
Broad petaled and well formed, the large 
flowers are nicely placed on tall, well
branched stalks. A good grower in every 
way. H .M. 1963 .. . ... . ......... 7.50 

DREAM SPUN !Gibson '62l M. 36 in. !From 
sdlgs.) A huge, wide petaled flower of white 
ground with an almost full wash of pinkish 
lavender that is slightly heavier on the 
edge- of the falls. H.M. 1963 .... . . 3.00 

DREAM STREET IFramke '64l M.L. 38 in. 
((Marsha Kay x Mary Randall) x !Mary Ran
dall x Cameo Coral )). A massive flower of 
rich orchid-rose, blended or undertoned 
lavender and coral. Very, very broadly pet
aled with nice form and ruffled petals of 
great substance. A huge red beard sets off 
the rich color. Strong, excellently branched 
stalks. Choice .... . . . .... . .... . 7.50 

EARLY DUSK !Brizendine '62) EE. 37 in. 
Night Shadows x !Black Forest x Storm 
Kingl. About the earliest of all the dark iris 
to bloom. Tall, well branched stalks carry 
large, flaring flowers of heavy substance 
and velvety finish . .... . ... . .... 3.00 

EASY STREET (Tompkins '66) E.L. 36 in. 
(((Full Circle x ((New Hope x Dark Halo) x 
Full Circle))) x Rococo. A real eyecatcher, 
this new plicata is glistening, snowy white 
with a beautifully stitched border of mid
night blue around both the standards and 
the falls. The very large flowers are extra 
heavily ruffled and have a glistening finish 
and very heavy substance. Well branched 
stalks. Pictured on page 2 . ... . ... 20.00 

ECRU LACE !Plough '62) M. 32 in. Yester
year x (Ruffled Gem x B. Kiss sib.). A huge 
flower of flaring form with extra heavily 
laced edges around all the petals. A self of 
Ecru tan. H.M. 1963 ... . ......... 7.50 

EDENITE !Plough '59) E.M. 30 in. !Great 
Day x Sable Night). A large flower of deep 
red-black with falls having a sooty black 
appearance. Broad petaled and clean with 
odd rounded form. A.M . 1 961 ..... 5.00 

EL GRANDE AZUL (Tolman '65) M.L. 35 in. 
IS. Flurry x Blue Valley) x !Cloud Castle x 
Chivalry). A very heavily substanced, me
dium blue with beautifully ruffled, conic 
standards and wide ruffled, flaring falls. A 
pale lemon, white tipped beard accents its 
blueness. Much admired here last year. 
H.C. '64 .. . .... . ............ 15.00 

ELIZA KAY (Schmelzer '61 l E.M. 32 in. 
(Hazel E. x J. Meredith) . Very large 
rounded, full flowers of neyron rose with 
lightly laced edges ... ........ . .. 2.50 

ELLEN MANOR !Blocher '63l M. 37 in. Arc
tic Skies sib. x (Celestia l Blue x Butterfly 
Blue). A sparkling, light blue self of large 
size and wonderful form. The heavily sub
stanced petals are extra broad and beauti
fully ruffled. Strong, well branched stalks 
show the blooms perfectly. H.M. '64 7.50 

EL MONSOUR (Hall '63) M. 36 in. (Likely 
Hall Pink lines). A huge flower of deep 
green ivory with full amber undertone and 
smooth shoulders of deep amber under a 
full orange red beard. H.M. '65 ... . 5.00 
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EMERALD ECHO !Framke '62) M.L. 36 in. 
USable x Late Sun) x Ebony Echo)) x (Ivory 
Petals x Char-Maize). This has fat, square 
topped, ruffled buds of dark green with 
Chartreuse tips that open into large, very 
heavily ruffled, crisply flaring flowers of 
rich saffron green overlaid deep chartreuse. 
A lemon green beard accents the smooth 
shining flower ..... .. .. . ....... 5.00 

EMERALD FOUNTAIN !Brown '61 l M . 38 in. 
Blue Sapphire x (((Hit Parade x P. Formall 
x M. Randall)) x Limelight))). Beautifully 
formed, heavily ruffled and laced flower of 
light Uranium green with pale blue falls 
edged greenish yellow and deep lemon 
beard. Lovely. H.M. 1962 . .. . . . .. 5.00 

EMMA COOK (Cook '59) M. 36 in. (From 
Cook sdlgs. from Progenitor, Shining 
Waters, Distance and Dreamcastlel. A 
beautiful new version of Wonderment but 
with a darker border. Standards are pure 
white. Falls white with a clean solid border 
of dark violet. A.M. 1961 . . ....... 3.00 

ESTHER FAY (Fay '61 l M. 39 in. (Fieeta x 
(Fieeta x Native Dancer). A very large 
flowered pink self with rich red beard. 
Tall. A.M. 1964 . .... . .. . . ... .. 6.00 

ETERNAL YOUTH !Schmelzer '63) EM. 37 in. 
Pretty Carol x Cashmere. A lovely new 
flower of pale icy pink with a delectable 
candy pink beard. Broad petaled, crisply 
finished and long lasting, it is a delight to 
look at ... .. . . .. ..... · . . .... .. 15.00 

EVER AND EVER !Hope '62) E.M. 36 in. Vio
let Harmony x (Lavanesque xArlene Wood). 
A light orchid self with lightly laced, ruf
fled and fluted petals. A symetrica lly per
fect flower as to form. A.M. '66 .. 10.00 

EYEFUL (Schreiner '63) M. 38 in. (Parentage 
not available). A new red of dark mahogany, 
almost a self with a dark orange yellow 
beard, velvety finish .. .. .. ... .. . 5.00 

FAIR AND WARM !Plough '64) M.L. 29 in. 
!Gay Pal x Patrician). Standards are white 
with a flush of canary up through the mid
rib area and the falls are cream with a pal
ing to white at the outer edges and heavy 
yellow veins and touches on the shoulders 
of the hafts around a yellow beard. H.M . 
'65 ........................ 10.00 

FAIR LUZON (Hamblen '60l M. 36 in. 
!Cherie x Radiation) x J . Meredith. An 
extravagantly laced bright pink with a 
flaming cerise beard. Standards are open 
and cupped and falls flare horizontally. 
H.M. 1960 . .. . .. . . .. . .... . ... 2.50 

FAIRY FABLE (Ernst '61 l M. 36 in . (Lynn 
Hall x May Halll . A real beauty of smooth 
rich pink of a shade just between the colors 
of its parents. Large, heavily substanced 
and excellent of form. H.M. 1962 ... 3.50 

FANCIES FLIGI:fT !Tompkins '63) E.L. 40 in . 
((Cool Comfort x Silver Sunset) x(Techny 
Chimes x .Cool Comfort)). One of my per
sonal favorites, this is a large ruffled flower 
of medium yellow, smoothly colored with 
thickly substanced, ruffled petals. Stands 
are perfectly domed and falls are broadly 
flaring. A rich orange red beard lights up 
the flower. Tall, many branched, strong 
sta lks with three and four blooms at once 
make it a real standout ........... 7.50 

WANDERING RAINBOW 



FANCY FROSTING !Tompkins '63) M.VL. 
Pink Fulfillment x !Memories x Cameo 
Corall. A tall, well branched, showy new 
pink with very large extra broad petaled 
flowers of excellent form . A deep smooth 
powder pink self with deeper pink or near 
self colored beard. Stands perfectly domed, 
wide and gently ruffled. Falls are huge, 
round and flare nearly horizontal .... 7.50 

FASHION FLAIR !Vallette '65 ) M. 36 in. 
!First Violet x Violet Harmony) A huge 
flower of deep purple with a shimmering 
central aura of electric blue and a deep blue 
beard. Very showy ............. 15.00 

FASHION FLING !Hall '65l M.L. 38 in . !May 
Hall sdlg. x Pink Magic ). A brilliant flower 
of bright pink with a heavy infusion of 
cerise and orchid. A faint shading of yellow 
on the haft around a rich orange red beard 
seems to further brighten the broad ruffled 
petals . Strong well branched stalks. H.M. 
'66 ...... .. . ... . .. .. . . . .... 12.00 

FAST TRACK !Plough '64) M. 31 in. !Hindu 
Wand x Wenatchee Kid) . A blended bi
tone of unusual makeup. The whole flower 
is a self of dark yellow tan but while the 
stands stay this color the falls have a heavy 
brushing of Pomegranate red or red brown 
that completely covers them except for the 
last inch on the tips . A bright orange beard 
comp!etes the ensemble ......... 7.50 

FAVRILE (Beattie '61) M.VL. 42 in. !Quad
rille sib. x Quecheel. A grandchild of Ebony 
Echo, this has the same flaring form and 
nice ruffling. The color is a rich Canyon 
Red, bright and glowing. Overlays of vel
vety Gypsy red or carmine give it a royal 
velvet smoothness ....... .... .. . 5.00 

BUTTERCUP BOWER 

FESTIVITY !Corey '59) M .L. 36 in . !Ballerina 
x Pink Tea). A large broad petaled and 
widely flaring flower of vivid red violet 
with a bright red beard . H.C. '57 .... 2.50 

FIFTH AVENUE !Hamblen '62) E.L. 32 in . 
Blue Valimar sib x Glittering Amber. A 
vinaceous petunia purple with a broad haft 
of a much paler lavender offsetting the 
yellow shoulders and deep marigold orange 
beard . Flowers are large with erect, heavily 
ruffled, cupped standards and horizontal, 
fluted fall s. A.M . '65 . .......... . 5.00 

FIRE DRAKE !Wills '66) M. 36 in . !From 
Spring Fever, Rose Garland and Wills 
sdlgs.). A rich rose red with heavy over
tones of rose brown and antique copper. 
The large, flaring flowers are carried on 
tall well branched stalks. Extra showy 15.00 

FIRE MAGIC !Schreiner '62) ML. 38 in. Sdlg. 
x Trim. A tall, large flowered red with well 
domed standards and wide semi -flaring 
falls. The beard is dark bronzy yellow set 
on a wide, slightly white veined haft some
what in the manner of Bang which probably 
is in its parentage. H.M. 1963 ... . . . 5.00 

FIRE RUBY (Tell '64) M.L. 38 in. !Defiance x 
Bang). A fine new red of large size with 
crimson standards and deep crimsony ox
blood falls. Smoothly done and heavily sub-
stanced. Vigorous ........ .. . ... 7.50 

FLAMENCO DANCER .!Schreiner '64) M. 36 
in. !Parentage not given). A new red of 
much brilliance, this is obviously closely 
related to Trim for at first glance it gives 
the impression of being a red and slightly 
more ruffled version of that iris. Not large 
but has real garden value . . .... .. 7.50 

FLAMING DRAGON !Fay '66) M.L. 34 in. 
(Chinese Coral x Prairie Blaze). A very 
large, smoothly tailored flower of cleanl y 
blended tones of Apricot and Orange . An 
allover dusting of gold dust yellow gives 
an added brillance and sparkle to the love
ly bl ooms. Well branched stalks with lots 
of buds. H.C. '65 . ...... . ... ... 25.00 

FLAMING HEART !Fay '63) EM . 36 in. 
!Seems to be confusion on parentage here. ) 
Checklist not as in catalogue li stings where 
it is given as Mary Randall and Fay sdlgs. x 
Cashmere sib . This latter probably correct. 
It's smooth and brightly done in rose pink 
with a bright beard of coral . Slow of growth 
here, but we like it even though it has only 
1 0 inch stalks here. A.M . '66 . ... 10.00 

FLASHBACK !Tompkins ' 64) E. VL. 36 in. 
Top Dollar x IAIIaglow x Golden Blaze). A 
gigantic yellow with ultra broad petals. 
Nicely formed flowers with well domed 
stands and widely flaring falls with very 
broad hafts. Heavy substance and rich fin
ish. Rustic or Royal gold color with no 
marks and a thick beard of a most unusual 
mixture of dark mustard and leather brown . 
Branching seems to be variable, some stalks 
perfect and some seeming too close . Three 
buds to the terminal and lots of open flow-
ers at once .... ... ...... ... . .. 7.50 

FLASHING GEM !Gibson '63) M. 40 in. !Pa
rentage not available). Probably from the 
usual line of Gibson Girl plic descendents . 
Butter yellow ground with rose purple, slate 
tinted borders and purple tipped style arms. 
Widely branched stalks. H .M. '66 .. 6.00 

FLEET ADMIRAL !Tompkins '64) M . VL. 42 
in. Mountain Music x Flag Ship. One of 
our personal favorites that seems to be a 
top favorite with visitors, too. Perfect stalks 
with beautiful wide, zig-zag, Mountain 
Music type branching and gorgeous, large 
flowers of excellent form with wide, ruffled 
petals, domed standards and flaring falls. 
In color it is a clean self of glossy violet 
blue with a very wide, thick beard of bril-
liant Royal violet . H.M. '65 . .. . .. 10.00 

FLORADORA FLOUNCES !Gibson '64l M. 34 
in. !Gibson plic sdlgs.) A novel plicata of 
great size with a lovely silky finish and very 
heavily ruffled and flounced petals. Ground 
color ivory with allover str iations and fleck
ings of nutmeg brown. H.M. '65 . ... 6.00 

FLORAL ART !Plough '64) E. ML. 30 in . 
FJeur D' Blanc x Cloud Dancer. A new nov
elty. Twisted open stands and likewise type 
falls. Standards are French blue, falls the 
same with greenish cast. Orange yellow to 
blue white beard. Hard to describe but has 
a sort of helter-skelter, sent for but couldn't 
come look that arrangers will love. Sets 
seed, too ..... ... . ........ .... 5.00 

FLUTED GLORY INoyd '64) E.M. 31 in. Bell 
Ringer x !Twilight Sky x June Bride). A 
fine yellow self with a rich red beard. One 
plant here made a startling show with 4 
good stalks and 5 other increase . Flaring 
and very ruffled and fluted ...... 1 0.00 
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FLUTED HAVEN !Reynolds '58 ) E.M. 35 in. 
!Snow Flurry x Cloud Castle). A truly top
notch white. Heavily substanced, clean, 
ruffled and large, with flaring, delightfully 
fluted falls. A.M. 1962 .... .. ... 5.00 

FLUTED LIME INoyd '66) E.L. 32 in. Green 
Glint x (Woodland Sprite x Whispering 
Bells). A fluted, flaring flower of light 
green with a midrib of dark green e xtend
ing the length of the falls. Style arms are 
serrated and there is a white crest at the 
end of the beard . . . . .. ... . ... . 20.00 

FLYAWAY U. Nelson '601 M.L. 30 in. !First 
Violet x Gussie). An extremely lacy and 
crinkled flower with light violet stands 
and amethyst violet falls. Very flaring falls 
and well domed standards. A light yellow 
beard is set off by very lacy style arms. 
H.M. 1961 ... .. . . .. . ..... .. . . 3.00 

FONA (Tell '631 E.M. 40 in. IH. Birthday x J . 
Meredith). A pink self with a self colored 
beard. This is a clean flower that gives a 
real pink effect. Large and well formed. 
Growing only 34 inches here and not as 
tall as in Utah evidently, it's a real beauty. 
Scarce. H.M . 1964 . .. . . . . .. .... 4.00 

FOUNTAIN BLUE !Hamblen '66) M.L. 38 
in . (Silver Chalice x S. Pacific) x Galilee. 
A luscious hyacinth blue with a violet 
undertone and a full beard of deep blue 
touched orange on the tips. Very large, 
extra broad petaled and beautifully formed 
and ruffled. H.C. '64 . . .. .. . .. .. 15.00 

FRENCH FLAIR !Nelson '61 l M.L. 40 in . 
!Wide World x Rehobeth). A reverse bitone, 
this has hyacinth blue standards flushed 
deeper around the midribs, and falls of 
pale blue white. H.M. 1962 .. .. .. 5.00 

FRENCH LACE (Plough '63) EM. 32 in. !Whir 
of Lace x Cloud Dancer). Originator says 
this is the most lovely laced flower seen. 
Large semi-flaring flowers of warm white 
with golden hafts H.M. '66 ..... . 15.00 

FRIEDA'S FAVORITE !Craig '60) M.L. 39 in. 
Clean Sweep x Sib. Mr. Craig says this is 
unsurpassed for substance, form and beauty 
in the white class ... . ....... . .. 12.00 

FULL DRESS 10. Brown '60) M. 34 in. Gay 
Princess x Country Cuzzin. A heavily laced 
bright yellow with dark saffron yellow 
beard. Form is good and substance is 
heavy. H.M. 1960 .. ... .. .... .. 4.00 

FULL VOLTAGE !Tompkins '60) M.V.L. 38 
in. IStarkist x Honor Bright). This is large, 
heavily substanced with broad domed 
standards and full horizontal falls which 
have beautifully fluted tips. The brightest 
of any plicata we have ever seen. The 
standards are of brilliant dandelion gold 
with a shimmering silky finish and the 
falls are like rich white velvet with a half
inch border of precise stitching the same 
bright color as the standards. A good 
grower, with tall, well branched stalks. 
H.M. 1961 ..... . . . ... .. ...... 3.50 

GAILY CLAD U. Nelson '63l ML. 36 in . 
((North Country x (Apricot Glory x Cloud
cap)) x Pretty Gay. Quite different in color. 
Light steel blue with bright Canary yellow 
hafts and a long bright tangerine beard. 
Large, broad petaled flowers. Should be 
quite a parent. H.M. 1964 . . . .. . 15.00 
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GALA GOWN !Corey '59) E.M. 36 in . !Gay 
Promise x Pink Teal. A gorgeous melon 
pink self of large size with delightfully 
ruffled petals and semi-flaring form. The 
beard is rich melon pink and a silky fin
ish accents the full, self colored flower. 
Very fine. H.M . 1959 ... .. . . ... . 3.50 

GALLANT BEAUTY !Schmelzer '64) M.L. 36 
in . (Captain Gallant x Damson Beauty). A 
huge heavily laced red, this has white haft 
marks around its bronze beard . . .. I 0.00 

GARDEN PARTY !Hamblen '60) M. 36 in . 
Valimar sib. x ((P. Tower x Radiation) x 
P. Enchantment). A rich apricot pink self 
with self colored beard and slightly deeper 
textured veining . Large, flaring flowers on 
well branched stalks. H.M. '61 . . ... 2.50 

GARISH GOWN IAiphar '641 M.L. 29 in. 
June Meredith x Rockwood Luck. A very 
gaudy, almost truly garish flower of ultra 
bright bishops violet with an extra fat, 
bright beard of tangerine red. Very broad 
flowers with flaring falls .... . . . . I 0.00 

GAY GEISHA !Olson '61) M. 32 in. I Hall 
sdlg. x Color Carnival). A bi-tone with 
shell pink standards and semi-flaring falls 
of Imperial purple and red beard . A vigor
ous grower with strong stalks. N.M. '64 
ous grower. H.M. '64 . . . ..... . . .. 5.00 

GAY LIGHTS !Schreiner '65) M.L. 34 in. 
IIWatchfire x A. Pheasant) x Inca Chief) 
x Spellbound. A reverse bicolor with stan
dards of silky Coppery brown with a dis
tinct crepy texture and falls of opaque yel
low gold . Petal tips are lightly crimped or 
laced. H.M . '66 .. ... ... .. ... . 15.00 

GAY TRACERY (Gibson '65) M. 34 in . From 
Sdlgs. One of Gibson's largest Iris . A huge 
dully smoky brown or slate gray amethyst 
with some white showing through. Its 
large bronze styles are its most unusual 
feature. Wide and ruffled. H.M. '66 20.00 

GEM STATE U. Nelson '62) ML. 38 in . INike 
sib. x Soaring Kite). Somewhat reminiscent 
of the Frances Kent type things, this is a 
pale mimosa or light butter yellow with 
stands tinted pink and a deeper yellow 
flush over the haft around its full buff 
orange beard. H.M. 1964 . . . ..... I 0.00 

GENTLE PERSUASION !Tompkins '65) E. ML. 
40 in. ((Pink Sdlg. 55-193 from Spring 
Maid, Far West, SQ 72, Honeyflow etc. 
lines x Lute Song) x Sunday Silk)) x Tantal
lon. A tremendously large flower with the 
great petal breath and exquisite form of 
the now old but still perfectly formed Hon
eyflow; this has even greater size with 
wonderfully ruffled, fluted and picoteed 
edges. A self, it is a particularly vivid shade 
of bright Arbutus pink which is accented 
by its thick opaque petals with their glit
tery finish and by a touch of Antique gilt 
webbing each side of the rich tangerine 
beard. Strong, tall, well-branched stalks 
with lots of buds. Pictured on page 
24 ... .... ..... . .. .. ... . .... 25.00 

GIANT ROSE ISchr. '59) M.L. 40 in . !Path
finder x Opal Beauty). The name describes 
it. If you live where you can't grow the 
giant Redwoods, but would like to, then 
try this. It's the giant of the iris world . Fur
thermore, it's mighty nice too, in spite of 
its brash size; so if you have a few square 
feet of garden air to spare, try it. Patent 
No. 2067. H.M. 1961 . . . .. ... Net 2.50 

GINGERSNAP !Schreiner '65) M.l. 37 in . 
(Brass Accents x Dark Chocolate). A spicy 
ginger-brown self of nice size. Inca Chief 
in darker robes . Very broad petaled and 
lightly ruffled flowers of rich silken finish 
are well placed on strong stalks . H.M. 
'66 ... .. . . . . . ... . . .... . . . . . 15.00 

GLACIER FALLS IAiphar '63) M. 35 in. 
!Parentage unknown.) A large, beautifully 
formed plicata with a snow white ground 
and broad edging of sky blue. Makes an 
extra showy plant in the garden ... . . 7.50 

GLACIER GOLD !Wills '64) M.L. 38 in. 
(Golden Sunshine, Antipodes and Wills yel
low amoena sdlgs.). An extra showy flower 
of this type. Large blooms with extra broad 
petals and heavy substance . Stands are 
snowy white and the falls are rich golden 
yellow. Strong, well branched stalks . . 7.50 

GLAMOROUS !Plough '61) MO. 34 in . IICo
lockum x (Gilt Edge x Hit Parade)) x Riv
iera . A heavily ruffled and laced flower of 
smooth tones of Empire yellow. A deep 
Indian yellow beard adds depth . H.M. 
1961 . ... ... .. . ... ... .. .... 10.00 

GLENDORA !Ricker '61 l M. 38 in. !Sass 
Sdlg. x P. Fulfillment). A very full, broad 
petaled and ultra stylish flower of deep 
Corinthian pink with a thick Arbutus pink 
beard . Large flowers . . .. . .... . . . 5.00 

GLISTENING SNOW !Schreiner '63) M. 38 in. 
(From Snowy Heron linesl. A new white of 
giant size with broad petals and ruffled 
flaring form. As white as Celestial Snow and 
as perfect of form as Cliffs of Dover. 6.00 

GLITTER GLOW INoyd '631 ML. 31 in. Bell 
Ringer x Techny Chimes. A creamy yellow 
self with antique gold hafts and a rich tan
gerine beard . Beautifully formed, heavily 
substanced flowers with lightly laced edges . 
good stalks with nice branching .. ... 7.50 

GLITTERING BRONZE IMuhl. '61) MO. 34 
in. IS. Blaze x Utah Sunset) x !Pretty Quad
roon x Bill Brown). A bright golden brown 
self with very broad rounded petals and 
lovely flaring form. A honey .. . . . . 3.50 

GOLD CARGO (Lyon '59) EM. 36 in. Orange 
Creamo x Inca Chief. A broadly petaled 
beautifully formed flower of pure orange 
gold. The stands are conic with a lovely 
rosebud twist at their peaks and the falls 
flare nicely and are delightfully fluted. A 
real beauty ..... .. ...... . .... I 0.00 

GOLD LIGHTNING !Mayberry '64) M. VL. 38 
in. !Spring Sunshine, Party Dress, Pink For
mal lines x Marilyn C.). A truly brilliant 
golden Dandelion yellow with a bright flash 
of white down the falls under a long in
tensely bright red beard. One you will like . 
H.M. '66 . .. . .... . . .. . . .. . .. . 15.00 

GOLDEN CHANCE !DeForest '621 M.L. 40 in . 
Tonalea x (Indian Nation x Col. Primrose. 
A gigantic yellow with broad domed stands 
and huge, very wide flaring falls. Not a 
bright yellow but a very smooth tone of 
antique brass or dusty gold. H.M. '64 I 0.00 



GOLDEN CHORD (Hamblen '66) M.L. 32 in . 
((( Desert Song x !Vatican Purple x Cherie)) 
x Pretty Carol))) x ((Monique x (Valimar Sib 
x G. Amber sib.). A huge flower of taffeta 
like texture and heavy substance with very 
broad, ruffled and crimped petals. Slightly 
open standards show broad laced style arms. 
It is a lovely shade of Aureolin yellow with 
slightly deeper beard . H.C. '65 .... 15.00 

GOLDEN FILAGREE (Gibson '65) M. 36 in . 
(From Gibson Plicata Sdlgs.). Heavily laced 
and crimped flowers of creamy white with 
its overly large standards heavily flushed 
gold and its falls edged with old golden 
tan stippling . H.M. '66 ... . .... . . I 0.00 

GOLDEN GENE (Quadros '62) M.L. 36 in. 
Orange Frills x Gold Torch. A rich golden 
yellow self with rounded, full flaring form 
that appears to have come from Char-
Maize blood at first glance . . ... . . . 5.00 

GOLDEN MASTERPIECE IE. Smith '58) M . 36 
in. (Mary Randall x Truly Yours). Gigantic, 
heavily substanced flowers with very broad 
ruffled petals and flaring form . A smooth 
creamy toned yellow with an ivory white 
blaze at the end of the beard. A .M . 
1962 .. ..... . . .. . ... ... . ... . 5.00 

GOLDEN PLUNDER (Fay '66) E.L. 36 in. 
(Pollen parent of Kingdon x Ellerayl. A 
blended self of cystal clear tones of Lemon 
yellow and Gold with a bright fluorescent 
glow. The beard is deep yellow, very wide 
and full. It has a tiny white spot on the 
falls below the beard. Excellently formed 
flowers on strong well branched stalks. 
H .C. '65 . . . .. ...... .... . . . . . 25.00 

GOLDEN RIOT IE. Smith '64) M.L. 35 in. 
(Party Timex Top Flight). A large flowering·, 
orange yellow with a bright orange beard . 
It is such a fast grower and heavy bloomer 
that even one rhizome seems to make a 
crowd stopping clump the first year 3.50 

GOLDEN YEARS (Hall '61) E.M. 35 in. 
(Golden Garland Sdlg.l. A brilliant new Iris 
of white and gold. Standards are brilliant 
gold and falls are of snowy white with a 
heavily laced edge. H.M. 1962 .... 3.50 

GOLD FORMAL ISchort. '59) E.M. 36 in. ((S . 
Flurry x Mid. Gem Sdlg.) x (Tobacco Road 
x Berkeley Gold Sdlg .)) x Solid Gold. A very 
large gold self of fine ruffled form . Has 
been tender in our area due to early growth. 
H.M. 1960 .. . . .... . . . . . .. . ... 3.50 

GOODNESS (Babson '62) M. 37 in. !Rehobeth 
x Mary McClellan) . A magnificent new 
white of gigantic size with broad fluted 
petals. The petals are very heavily sub
stanced and the flower has a pale misty 
blue infusion in the throat around the 
powder blue beard. H.M. 1963 . . .. I 0.00 

GRACIE PFOST IE. Smith '61) E.M. 38 in. 
IM. Randall x Cordovan). One of the largest 
iris we have ever seen, this is a real show 
stopper. A blend of rich rose and coppery 
cocoa. A.M . 1965 . .. . .... . . . ... 5.00 

GRANADA !Carlson '63) M . 38 in . Ruffled 
Apache x (Blue Glow x Unknown). Blended 
self of mulberry, purple and plum with 
stands of slightly darker coloring and brown 
hafted falls which accent its blue beard. 
H.M . 1964 . . .. . . . . . . . . ... .. .. 8.50 

GRANADA GOLD !Schreiner '62) M. 34 in. 
Aspenglow x Gold Piece. A fine new yellow 
that carries the clean coloring of its mother 
and heavily midribbed substance of its pol-
len parent. Rich H.M. 1964 . . . .. . 2.50 

GRAND ALLIANCE !Plough '65) E.L. 34 in . 
(Polka Timex Allegiance). A smooth, clean, 
well formed flower of spectrum violet. 
Falls are a shade darker with a silken finish 
accented by a brownish beard which carries 
a tint of blue. Nicely ruffled flowers on 
strong stalks . H.M. '66 ........ 22.50 

GRAND RAPIDS (Tompkins '66) M.L. 38 in. 
157-55 x Allaglow) x War Bonnet. A 
giant blend of brilliantly glistening shades 
of Caramel, Orange Copper and Sandle
wood Orange with an undertone of Amber 
Rose and bulvous orange. A tiny high
light of shimmering lilac at the tip of its 
full orange beard accents its brightness. 
Wonderful form with broad rounded petals 
of heavy substance . Tall, well branched 
stalks . . ... . .. . . . . . . ... . . ... 20.00 

GRAND SPECTATOR !Haney '65) E.M. 37 in . 
(Rodeo x Tabasco sdlgl. Another new pli
cata of great beauty and fine form. It has 
creamy white standards which have a heavy 
wash of glittering gold, and falls of satiny 
white with a broad speckled border of cin
namon gold and a flecking of cinnamon 
purple across the haft . . . . . .. . . . 15.00 

GRINGO (Keppel '64) M. 42 in. (White Pea
cock x Char-Maize) x Lulu Marguerite. A 
large, very nicely formed flower with stand
ards of pale Bamboo yellow, blended olive 
and wide falls of amber-toned white, over
toned olive yellow and hazy blue. Well 
named. H.M. 1965 . .. ..... . . . . 8.00 

GREENE COUNTY IRees '60) M. 32 in . Green 
Hope x Green Pastures. A very nicely 
formed flower of large size and heavy sub
stance, this is a light leaf-green self, the 
standards being evenly colored and the 
falls having a greenish tan flush of heavier 
coloring around the beard where there is 
some blue flecking .. . .. ... .. . . . . 2.50 

GREEN QUEST IR. Brown '60) M. 36 in. 
(Taffy Wings x Pretty Quadroon) . A full 
fashioned, tailored flower of greenish yel
low with full, domed stands and wide 
flaring falls . Ideal stalks and branching 
and a good grower. H.M . 1962 . . .. 4.00 

GYPSY JEWELS (Schreiner '63) M. 35 in. 
(Parentage not available). A dark maroon 
or garnet red self with a plush-like sheen 
on the falls . The hafts are completely clean 
and the whole flower appears to have a 
chocolate undertone . I personally think this 
is the finest of the Schreiner reds to date 
A.M. '66 . .. ...... . .... . . . . . . 5.00 

GYPSY LULLABY 10. Brown '60) M . 36 in. 
(Fashionette x Melodrama) . A fascinating 
new bicolor with butterscotch yellow stands 
and dusky, red violet falls. Very fluffily 
and heavily ruffled with full standing 
standards and ultra wide, flaring falls. 
H.M. 1964 . . .. . ... .. .... . .... 7.50 

GYPSY SENORITA INoyd '65) M.L. 34 in . 
(Organ Music x Apricot Dancer). A lacy 
variegata, this has brilliant yellow stan
dards edged in heavy lace and held perfect
ly domed by dark green midribs and wide, 
beautifully laced falls of rich brown red . 
A beauty . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . .. . 15.00 

HALLELUJAH TRAIL (Tompkins '66) M.VL. 
36 in . (Copper Halo x Rimfire) x (Rimfire 
x Full Voltage). This has large, excellently 
formed flowers of flaming ruffled form and 
extra heavy substance . Its ground color is of 
enamel white and it has a broad, bold, half 
inch border of heavily stitched and sanded 
Starburst red, a color that seems to be a 
blend of Fire orange, Burnished Copper and 
Sunset flame. Strong, well branched stalks 
show the lovely fluted flowers to perfection 
. .. .... ... ... .... ... ... .. . . 20.00 

HAWAIIAN BREEZE ID. Hall '61) M. 36 in. 
(From Sdlgs.l. A rich mauve pink or me
dium pink with subtle undertone of laven 
der. A lovely flower with broad petals and 
lovely ruffled form . H.M. 1963 . . . . 2.50 

HEARTBREAKER !Hall '64) M.L. 36 in. !Hall 
Pink Sdlgs.). A large, flaring pink self with 
a rich pink beard. Quite different in tone 
than most of the other hall pinks, this has 
a creamy cerise tone to it that sets it quite 
apart. Very fine. H.M. 1965 .. . . . . 7.50 

HEATHER HALO !Hamblen '66) M .L. 34 in. 
!Top Favorite x Enchanted Violet) . A subtle, 
but lovely blend of Amethyst tones, this has 
standards of Manganese violet overlaid 
sienna and falls of smooth Amethyst violet 
with a lighter center area and a brushing 
of rich sienna brown over the hafts and a 
border of the same. Semi-flaring and nicely 
ruffled. H .C. '62 ..... . .... .. .. I 0.00 

HEATHER HAWK (Gibson '66) M. 36 in. 
(Henna Stitches x Wild Ginger) . Another 
new plicata with white ground, this has 
standards of Ivory white with a near com
plete flush of cinnamon copper and falls 
of pure white with a narrow band of pinkish 
copper. Choice . .... .... .. .. . .. 15.00 

HEAVENLY PINK IR. Brown '64) M .L. 34 
in. (Irene Brown x Mary Randall Sdlg.). A 
new beauty of quite a different pink color
ing. Seems to be deep geranium oink with 
a hidden undertone of cerise pink. The 
flowers are large, excellently formed and 
have rich pink beards . .. .... . . . . 15.00 

HEAVEN SENT (Plough '63) M.L. 32 in. 
Poets Dream x Cloud Dancer. Very large, 
rounded flower of medium Amethyst violet 
with a large area of pale white and laven
der over the haft and central fall around 
an orange beard. H.M . '66 .. . .. . . 7.50 

HELEN TRAUBEL IC. Benson '60) M. 40 in. 
(!Jane Phillips x (Spanish Peaks x Cloudless 
Sky)) x Starlift. A light cerulean blue of 
large size and flaring form with heavily 
substanced, ruffled petals. A.M. '65 3.50 

HENNA STITCHES (Gibson '61) M. 36 in . 
(From Gibson plies) . A large flower of 
gleaming white with reddish copper margins 
and style arms. Broad and heavily ruffled 
flowers with accented hafts of gold and 
magenta tipped gold beard .. .. . . . . 2.00 
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HENRY SHAW (Benson '58) M. 36 in. !C liffs 
of Dover x M. Marlowe). An exquisitely 
formed new white. Broad of petal and de
lightfully fluted and ruffled. One of the 
best new whites. A.M. 1961 .. . ... 4.00 

HERALD ANGEL ITomp. '61) E.L. 42 in . 
(Cameo Coral x May Halll . This has medium 
sized flowers of beautiful winged form, 
heavi ly ruffled and fluted . Opening from 
fat square-tipped green buds, this retains 
a hint of green in the throat that accents 
both its whiteness and its rich Dawn red 
beard. Tall, excel lently branched stalks 
with lots of buds ... . ........ .. 5.00 

HIGH ABOVE IDeF. '6 1) M. 38 in. (Rehobeth 
x ((S. Flurry x Silver Susie) x Chivalry)). A 
very clean flower of clear sky blue. Beau
tiful of form with broad petals and rounded 
flaring falls. Tops A.M. 1964 .... 3.50 

HIGH COUNTRY !Christensen '64) M. 36 in . 
((Cahokia x J. Phillips) x Dr. Wanless )) x 
Whole Cloth. A new neglecta with pale 
blue standards and deeper blue falls. Stand
ards are closed and falls are semi-flaring 
with clean hafts .............. 17.50 

HIGH ESTEEM !Tompkins '66) M.VL. 36 
4~ in . I High Note x Apple Valley). A huge, 
beautifully formed flower with broad ruf
fled petals of ve ry heavy substance and a 
lustrous finish. Its deep coloring of Peach
blow pink is accented by a bright Rose 
coral beard. A fine grower with, tall, strong, 
perfectly branched stalks. Pictured on 
page 5 .. . ....... . . . .... . .... 30.00 

HIGH LIFE !Schreine r '64) L. 36 in . ISch rein
ers p lic. lines ). A well named flowe r, high
sp irited and bubbly with lots of life. Ground 
color nea rl y non-existent but it is cream, 
a small oval in the center of an Oriental red 
pattern flower. H.M. 1965 .. . .. . 10.00 
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HIGHLAND CASCADE !Fothergill '62) M.L. 
40 in . ((High Seas x IS. Flurry x Blue En
sign)) x Pegasus. A magnificent new white 
of superb form with broad ruffled petals 
and pure white beard . ........... 3.00 

H!GH NOTE (Tomp . '61 l E.L. 42 in. !Herald 
Angel Sib.l. Heavily ruffled and beautifully 
formed flower quite similar in every way 
to its sister except this is the deepest pink 
we have grown so far. Its rich pink color is 
further enhanced by a brilliant Marischino 
red beard. A real showpiece .. . ... 3.50 

HOLIDAY MOOD IE. Smith '64) M.L. 36 in . 
(Bazaar x Honor Bright). A lovely new pli
cata of white and yellow, this has standards 
of rich buff offset by pure white midribs 
and falls of icy white with wide buff ber
ber splashed brown . Nice form with broad 
waved petals .. . .......... . .... 3.00 

HOMECOMING U. Nelson '62) MO 38 in. 
INike x Magnet sib .. ) A huge well formed 
flower with broad domed standards and 
semi - flaring falls. Stands are of apricot 
flushed pink and falls are deep apricot 
enhanced by dark red beards . . ... . 5.00 

HONEYBIRD ISchr. '60). L. 40 in. !Halo
light x Inca Chief), A massive new iris of 
rich honey colored copper. Heavily sub
stanced, nicely ruffled, broad petaled 
flowers. H.M. 1963 . ..... .. . . . . 3.00 

HONEY HUE ISchm. '59) M. 36 in. !Precious 
Cargo x Party Time). A real beauty and 
one of our own favorites. Very heavily 
ruffled and laced flowers of pure butter
scotch with a glittering amber brown edge 
around the lacy falls . H .M. 1 961 ... 2.00 

HUMORESQUE !Keppel '621 M. 36 in. Snow 
Flurry x !Mrs. J. L. Gibson x Stratosphere ). 
A novelty and a really weird one. Quite 
reminiscent of an old variety of DeForests 
called Daffy. No two flowers are ever alike 
in pattern. General color is white to pale 
blue with stippling of one or the other or 
something like that. We will enjoy having 
it around we know .. . . ..... ... . . 4.50 

IDAHO CREAM IE. Smith '61 l E.M. 38 in . 
(Mary Randall x High Torl. A pale cream 
self with deeper hafts and beard. Flaring 
flowers with 8-inch spread . Nicely ruffled 
and heavy of substance. H.M. 1962 5.00 

IMPERIAL LILAC (Schreiner '63) M. 36 in. 
!Amethyst Flame x Lavish Lady). A large 
flower of pale lilac with a shimmering 
frosty finish. A perfect self except for the 
lighter toned, lemony tinted beard . A little 
close branched but appears so because of 
its excessive size . H.M. '65 .. . . . ... 7.50 

INDIGLOW ISchortman '59) M.L. 34 in . 
!Sable x Destiny) x Chivalry. A wonderful 
new violet blue or bright navy blue self. 
Extra broad petals and flaring form with 
fine ruffling . The rich color is accented 
by a blue tipped orange beard. Extra fine . 
A.M. 1961 ... . .......... . ... . 5.00 

INNUENDO !Babson '601 M. 35 in. Figurine 
x Savage. A blended bi-tone with lavender 
standards undertoned pale copper and rich 
beige falls washed rosy lavender with a 
smooth brushing of deeper color at the 
hafts around a bronzy yellow tipped beard. 
H.M. 1961 . .. . ..... . . .. .. . . . 2.50 

IN ORBIT !Gibson '63) M. 30 in. !Gibson plic 
sdlgs). An oddly colored flower in the 
plicata class, quite similar to Desert Flow
er and its progeny except this is on the 
darker side. The stands are flushed violet 
tan and the falls are washed completely 
with strippings and dottings of plum violet 
on the cream white ground . ....... 6.00 

IRISH BROGUE !Schmelzer '621 EM. 39 in . 
Grand Teton x Capt. Gallant. A very dark 
bronzy brass gold self with a distinct red
dish cast and a greenish blaze in the falls. 
Nicely formed flowers . H.M. '66 . . 12.50 

IRISH LULLABY !Moldovan '65) M .L. 36 in . 
(Court Ballet x Sib.l. A huge very wide 
petaled flower of pure light pink with a 
tangerine beard. The petals are of extra 
heavy substance and heavily laced and ruf
fled. Standards dome beautifully and the 
falls flare almost to a complete horizontal 
placement. H.M. '66 . . . ... . .. .. 17.50 

JABOT IM. ·Knopf '641 ML. 36 in. !Blossom 
Valley x Mission Trail s sib. I x Queen's Lace. 
A very wide, ruffled, rippled and fluted 
lemon yellow flower of great size with stiff, 
slightly open stands and very broad, hori
zontal falls . A delightful cool and refresh-
ing flower . H.C. 1961 .... . . . . . . .. 7.50 

JADE (Abell '63) E.M. !White Ruffles or Due 
West x Yussuf) x Arabi Pasha. An attrac
tive new hybrid of pale cobalt with allover 
veins of lavender green . The underside of 
the falls is pod green and the hafts are 
patterned with fern green a color that con
tinues through the veinings of the stands. 
Beard is light cobalt blue with barium yel-
low center. Quite different .. ...... 5.00 

CAMELOT ROSE 
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JAVA DOVE (Plough '64) E.M. 28 in . ((China 
Gate x (Pinnacle x Party Dress) x Baby's 
Bonnet. An approach to the elusive pink 
and white amoena everyone is working for . 
This has warm white standards with just a 
bare hint of pink and creamy falls with a 
faint infusion of pink. H.M. 1965 . . 20.00 

JEALOUSY (Babson '62) M. 38 in. !Spanish 
Peaks x Vatican Purple ) x ((S. Flurry x Blue 
sdlg.) x Great Lakes)). A gigantic flower of 
flaring form done in green toned ecru . Said 
to be dominantly green in general appear-
ance, and very fine . .. . . . . ... . . . 5.00 

JEAN SIBELIUS (C. Benson '59! M . 36 in . 
IS . Peaks x Tosca) x Starlift. Large and ex
cellently formed, pure steel blue self. Petals 
are very heavily substanced and extremely 
broad and rounded with quite flaring falls. 
A.M. 1962 . .. . .. . . ....... .... 3.50 

JET FIRE (Tompkins '64) M. VL. 42 in. ((Rosy 
Veil x Starki stl x Tropicana)) x Rimfire . A 
very striking and brilliant plicata of pure 
white ground with a broad border of rich 
red around the falls and bright red stand 
ards in which the midribs are touched 
enamel white in slight marks at the base . 
Conical swirl tipped standards and semi
flaring falls . Very tall , stalks with excellent 
branching . H.M. 1965 . Pictured on page 
28 .. ... .. . . . .. ... .. . .. . ... . 12.50 

JILBY !Gaulter '65) E.L. 38 in. Mademoiselle 
x Claudia Renee. A beautiful new blend of 
vivid Amethyst, Imperial Purple and Chi
nese violet with a shimmering area over 
the central portion of the fa lis that seems 
to be done of lighter tones of Amethyst, 
Capucine rose and pearled violet, giving 
the flowers an iridescent taffeta-like color
ing . A real beauty with elegant form and 
broad ruffled petals. H.M. ' 66 . . .. 15.00 

KACHINA DOLL !Plough '62) ML. 34 in. 
Flaring Ivory sib. x ((P. Cameo x P. Formall 
x M . Randall)). A reverse bitone with orchid 
stands and falls of blended apricot, buff 
and orchid, touched deeper apricot at the 
shoulders. H.M. 1963 ... . . ... . . .. 5.00 

KAREN von HUGO IV. von Martin '62) M. 
(H. Birthday x P. Tower). A tall, very strong 
stalked, well branched iris with huge, per
fectly formed flowers. The wide, domed 
stands and broad, semi-flaring falls are of 
uniform Venetian pink given a deeper 
glow in the throat by the rich, darker 
Venetian pink beard . .. . .. .. . . ... 5.00 

KINGDOM !Fay '64) M. 36 in . (From Fay 
sdlgs. involving Waxing Moon, Celestial 
Sunlight, Techny Chimes and pinks). This is 
an extremely large, clear deep yellow with 
a white area below the full yellow beard. 
It is heavily ruffled and sports extremely 
wide, heavily substanced petals. Strong well 
branched stalks. H.M. '65 .. . .. .. 15.00 

KING'S MOUNTAIN !Wills '62) M.L. 40 in. 
Carnton x Hyblaze . A gigantic flower of 
rich rose red. A true self, it is rich and 
velvety in finish and thickly substanced. 
One of the showiest reds .. .. . .... 7.50 

KISSABLE (Neubert '65) M.L. 36 in . !Star
shine x Palomino). A real top notcher in 
the yellow and white combination class . 
The domed standards are of glistening yel
low and the falls are like white satin with 
a deep golden border. Broad petaled and 
wax like finish . .... . .. .. .. ... . 10.00 
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KRISTINA !Suiter '64! EM. 31 in. Sun Lakes 
x Silver Tower. Another fine Iris from Mel 
Suiter, this is a lovely, wide-petaled medi
um blue with a blue-tipped beard . Smoothly 
finished flowers of heavy substance and de-
lightful ruffling . . . .... . ....... . 7.50 

LACED CHARM !Mayberry '64) M.L. 38 in. 
Mary Randall x Jan Elizabeth . A very rich 
ivory with a delicate flush of pink that 
deepens from sea shell to rich flamingo 
toward the heart of the flower . Excellent 
form with domed stands and nicely flaring 
falls . Lovely laced edge . .. . . . ... . 1 0.00 

LACED GOLD (Noyd '65) M.L. (Bravado x 
Rainbow Gold ). Another very lacy yellow 
from Mrs. Noyd. This is a rich Indian yel
low self with a heavy self colored beard. 
Huge, semi-flaring flowers on strong well 
branched stalks that carry many buds 20.00 

LACE GALORE (Noyd '66) E.L. 36 in. !Dusty 
Frills x Carmela). An extremely lacy yellow 
self of large size and excellent form . Just 
about one of the laciest of all Iris. Strong 
stalks with excellent branching ... . 20.00 

LACY SURPRISE (Noyd '64) ML. 34 in. Organ 
Music sib. x Pin Up Girl. A lovely new Iris 
from Mrs . Noyd . Lacy orchid standards 
have a rich bright green midrib with a 
lighter area surrounding it and these and 
deeply laced style arms set off rich golden 
falls that have a caramel tan edge and an 
overlay of I ight orchid that covers even the 
lacy edge . Very beautiful . .. . . . . . 20.00 

LANTERN LIGHT (Beattie '66) M.L. 36 in. 
((Tiffanja x Quadrille sib.) x Irma Mel
rose)) x Jubilation. An ultra bright plicata 
with stands of near Dandelion gold and 
broad satiny white falls with a clean cut 
border of deep Chrome yellow applied in 
stitches and dots. A real standout .. 20.00 

LA PALOMA !Plough '60) E.M.L. 30 in. 
(Party Dress x M. Randall) . A rich cad
mium orange flower with standards and 
center of falls finished pink and hafts 
deepened to Indian yellow around a heavy 
tangerine beard. Petal edges are laciniated. 
H.M. 1961 . . ..... . . . ...... . . . 5.00 

LATEST LOVE IGaulter '63) E.M. 38 in. !Sass 
49-1 00 x Weather Bird) x !Memphis Lass 
x Lake Isabella). A daintily marked white 
ground plicata of white with lightly stitched 
purple margins and light purple stitches 
at the broad hafts . H.M. 1964 . . . .. 3.00 

LAURIE IGaulter '66) M.L. 36 in. !Claudia 
Rene x Glittering Amber). A heavily laced, 
exquisitely formed rose pink to lilac self 
of large size . The extra broad rounded 
petals are of heavy substance and have a 
glistening, iridescent finish. A beauty on 
well branched stalks. H.C . '65 . . .. . 20.00 

LAZY LAGOON !Tompkins '63) M .L. 39 in . 
(Tropicana x Harlequin) x Olympus Skies. 
A very large washed or fancy type plicata 
with vivid wine red stands and huge, round, 
flatly flaring falls of white, heavily washed 
and richly bordered with deep magenta 
or wine red with a faint undertone of la-
goon blue ... . . . . .. . .......... 7.50 

LE BEAU (Hinkle '59) M. 35 in . New Love x 
Good Manners. One of the most talked 
about of the top-notch new whites. A 
choice flower of large size, excellent form 
and ultra heavy ruffling ... . . . ... . 5.00 

LEMON BOWL (Plough '62) EM. 30 in. (A 
recessive yellow from Cin . Toast, Fire 
cracker, Bali Belle, Red Gleam, Tiffany x 
Butterhorn . A large flower of sulphur yel
low with large cream white area in center 
of the falls with lighter beards .. . . . . 7.50 

LEMON LILT (Plough '62) M.L. 36 in . Pink 
Sunset x Marilyn C. Another in the by now 
famous lineage of Frances Kent. This has 
lemon stands with an infusion of pink in 
the center and falls of a near Canary yellow 
with a pink infusion around the tangerine 
beard . . . ... .. .. .. .... . .. ... 1 0.00 

LICORICE STICK ISchr. '61 l M . 40 in. ((Blue 
Glow x Black Belle) x S. Warning) x ((Velvet 
Dusk x Black Valor) x Storm Warning). A 
fine new black . This one is a blue-black and 
a true self. A.M. 1964 . .... ... . . 3.00 

LIGHTUP !Plough '63) ML. 36 in. (Pink Sun 
set x Marilyn Cl . This has lemon stands 
flushed bright pink and brilliant blended 
pink falls with lemon tints and lighter 
center area with the petals edged in deep 
buttercup yellow . Lightly ruffled and 
fluted. H.M . 1964 . . ... . . ...... 12.50 

LILAC CHAMPAGNE (Hamblen '65) M .L. 38 
in . Mollie Emms x Whole Cloth . A large, 
wide-petaled, beautifully formed branches 
with standards of pale Barium yellow with 
an etched edge of blue violet and falls 
of blended Wisteria violet and French 
blue offset by a smooth yellow haft and 
beard. A beauty you are sure to like . H.M. 
'66 .. .. . .. .. . . . . ... . . . . .... 15.00 

LILAC FESTIVAL !Plough '59) E.M. 32 in. 
((Cascade Splendor x Chantilly) x Pink 
Bountiful x (Laurel Hill x Gems of Topaz)). 
A beautifully formed and finished, wide 
orchid self with a slightly paler orchid 
beard. A.M. 1963 .... .... . .. . ... 5.00 

LILTING MELODY (Palmer '61) M. 35 in . 
((Fay Sdlg . x M . Randall)) x Olson Sdlg.)) x 
Sdlg . Not a large flower, but a true pink 
self with a pink beard. Nice form with thick 
fluted petals which are sleekly finished . 
A.M. 1965 .......... .. ..... . . 7.50 

LIME JOY (Schmelzer '61) M. 34 in. Honey
hue x Queens Lace. Very green buds open 
into a huge fri lied and ruffled flower with 
rich lime green standards and pure white 
falls edged lime. Orange beard . H.M. 
1962 . .. . ....... . ..... .. .. . . 3.50 

LINGERING SUNSET (Tompkins '65) E. ML. 
38 in. (Herald Angel x Frost and Flame) x 
!Marie Fischer x Gaulter 57-44:-F. Kent x 
Ballerina)) x Orange Parade. An extremely 
large orange-apricot flower of lovely form, 
heavy substance and glistening finish . A 
self of medium orange-cot, there is a very 
subtle blending or undertone of dusky rose 
or reddish pink that adds much life and 
depth to the color. Strong, widely branched, 
zig-zag type stalks show the huge flaring 
flowers perfectly. Flaring . . . . .. . . 1 0.00 



LOLO TRAIL IE. Smith '61 I E.M. 36 in. 
Watermelon x Cliffde1 Sdlg. A huge flower 
with broad, three inch wide petals. Stand
ards dome perfectly and the falls flare 
nicely. All petal edges are very nicely laced 
offsetting the sparkling finish and the 
glittering golden copper color . . .... 5.00 

LONELY SEA !Tompkins '651 M. VL. 44 in. 
(Mountain Music x Flag Ship). A gorgeous 
self of shining blue with a glittering sky 
blue beard. It is clear, clean and unveined 
with ultra heavy substance and huge size. 
It has broad, elegantly ruffled, perfectly 
doomed standards and huge, round, ruffled 
falls, so broad their sides touch and so 
flatly horizontal that the whole flower has 
a delightful, ready-to-fly appearance and 
airy grace that belies the huge size. Extra 
strong and very tall, well-branched zig-zag, 
Mountain Music type stalks show these 
huge, flat flowers to perfection .. .. 20.00 

LOVE IT INoyd '621 L. 30 in . !!Midwest Gem 
x Heritage) x !Cherie x Pink Formal)) x 
Seventeen . A very wide, flaring flower with 
nicely laced petals and heavy substance. 
Color is true baby ribbon pink with a self
colored beard. Try with Tickled Pink 5.00 

LOVELy· LIGHT !Tompkins '641 M.VL. 36 in . 
58-2B :-Apricot sib. to Herald Angel and 
High Note x ((57 -82 (Orange cot sib to 
Marie Fischer) x (Top Flight x Mary Ran
dall)) . A new, extremely rich orange that 
has been very much admired and coveted 
here. Our picture of it shows a freshly 
opened flower. As the flower reaches full 
maturity it flares more and the ruffling 
and fluting becomes more distinct as does a 
tiny white blaze which accents its bright 
tangerine red beard. It has very heavy sub
stance and a sleek, glistening finish. Ultra 
clean and clear. It has no other colors or 
veining to dull or darken its rich coloring. 
H.M. 1965. A.I.S. plus 3 awards at the 
1965. Premio Firenze . Pictured on page 
16 ..... . .. . .... . . . . . . .. .... 15.00 

LOVILIA (Crandall '621 M .L. 45 in. !Chivalry 
x (Charmed Land Sib x Helen McGregor 
Sdlg.). A very large, extremely beautiful 
pale blue somewhat on the order of Blue 
Sapphire but with more flare and color. 
Choice. H.M. 1964 .. . . . . . . . . . . 3.00 

LUCILLE TOLMAN !Tolman '661 M.L. 36 in. 
(Spanish Peaks x Happy Birthday F31. x 
White Fire. A wide, ruffled cream with a 
rich buff border around the fluted flaring 
falls. Huge, showy flowers on tall, nicely 
branched stalks. H.C. '65 . . . ... 30.00 

LUNAR FIRE !Hall '631 M . 36 in. (From Hall 
pink lines). A giant flower of deep golden 
amber hues with contrasting beard of blaz
ing tangerine red and lovely laced edge. 
Beautiful of form with extra nice finish 
and leathery like substance. A beauty 
H.M. 1964 ... .. . ... . .... .. .. 7.50 

LUSTY SONG !Gibson '661 M.L. 38 in . !Wild 
Ginger Sdlg.l . A unique shade of Burgundy 
on white with very squarely held falls which 
have just a narrow edging of bright Bur
gundy to offset the almost r.olid Burgundy 
stands. Quite different and most showy. 
Very large flowers . . . . . . . . . .. . 15.00 

LUTE SONG !Tompkins '601 M.V.L. 38 in. 
(Honeyflow x Seashell) F3. x (Radiation x 
Pink Sensation). A large, exquisitely formed 
flower of large size with broad, heavily 
substanced petals. It has perfectly domed, 
lightly ruffled standards and beautifully 
fluted and ruffled, semi-flaring falls . It is 
a clean rich, opaque pink of outstanding 
brightness and a faint touch of gold at the 
throat and a bright rose pink beard accents 
its brilliance. H.M . 1961 ... . . . . . 3.50 

LUZON CROSBY !Tell '631 M.L. 36 in. (First 
Curtain x M . Randall) x (Convention Queen 
x P. Fulfillment). A soft, clean peach-pink 
self with very wide, heavily substanced 
petals. A smooth lovely color with slightly 
deeper toned beard . Open standards but 
truly a charming Iris. H.M. 1964 . .. 12.00 

LYNN HALL !D. Hall '571 M. 36 in. IF rom 
Hall pinks). A large, broad petaled flower 
with huge oval falls. A differently formed 
rich true pink. A.M. 1959 ....... 2.50 

MADAME BUTTERFLY ITomp. '61 I M.L. 38 
in. (Pretender x Fab. Kate). A fascinating 
new iris of amoena pattern, this has broad, 
well-domed standards of pure white with a 
touch of glittery gilt at their base under 
the broad snow white styles, and very broad 
nearly horizontal falls of pure white upon 
which vivid blue violet veins radiate out
ward from around the near white beard in a 
ray-like pattern accented by a touch of gilt 
on the edges of the haft. H.M . 1964. Pic-
tured on page 20 ... . . ... ... . ... 5.00 

MADAMOISELLE IGaulter '591 ML. 38 in. 
Lavanesque x Pathfinder. A delightful 
flower of large size and exquisite form with 
broad domed stands and wide flaring falls. 
Of rich lavender rose with chocolate copper 
hafts. A.M. 1 963 .. .. ...... .. . . 3.00 

MAD MAID !Gibson '661 M. 36 in. !Wild 
Ginger sdlg.l . Another of the Gibson pli
catas in the usual series. White ground 
with stands flushed reddish tan and white 
ground falls with a wide brushed and sanded 
border of copper which shades into reddish 
brown. Large broad petaled and nicely ruf-
fled ... . . ...... . ......... . . . 15.00 

MAGICOLOR INoyd '641 M.L. 30 in . !Teach
er's Pet x Firecracker) x Pink Sensation . A 
surprising flower to come from this cross 
but one most welcome for use in the red 
bearded plicata lines. It is a very lacy orchid 
blend with darker toned orchid lilac falls 
which are smoothly brushed brown around 
the rich orange tangerine beard .. .. 1 0.00 

MAGMA !Fred Crandall '651 E.M. 38 in. IRed 
Sdlg . 48-80:- Golden Eagle x Inspiration) 
x Kalifa Herfa. For those who like the huge, 
Onco-type flowers, here is a new beauty 
of dark Ox-blood red with a signal patch 
of pitch black around the thick bronzy ·gold 
beard. Oddly enough, for an Onco hybrid, 
it has a rich velvety appearing finish that 
makes the flower seem extra dark in some 
lights and positively black in others. A 
good grower .............. . . . . 15.00 

MALACCA STRAITS ID. Johnson '641 M. 36 
in. Mexico x Malabar. Malabar is from lOla 
Kala x Casa Morena) x Tobacco Road. This 
is a bright golden brown self with a self
colored beard . Very smoothly finished and 
and fine form. H.M. 1965 ....... I 0.00 

MARGARETE GRAFIN von KIRSCHBACH 
!Victor von Martin '621 M.L. 26 in . Tran
quil Moon x Salmon Shell. Standards are 
Empire yellow, perfectly domed and bor
dered with a ruffled laced half inch edging. 
The falls which flare flatly are of a deeper 
yellow at the hafts which extends half way 
around the lacy border. Special award at 
Florence 1961 ....... . ..... .. .. 5.00 

MARICOPA !Kepple '641 E.M. 38 in. (Golden 
Gleam x April Showers). A fancy plicata in 
the blended bi-color class, this has stand
ards of creamy bamboo blended Colonial 
yellow and falls of Colonial yellow washed 
with violet and a white network pattern at 
the beard which is white tipped with bronze. 
very lovely. H.M. 1965 . ..... . .. I 0.00 

MARIE FISCHER ITomp. '61 I M.L. 44 in. liP. 
Formal x lA. Supreme x Apricot Glory)) x 
Junes Sister. A large, extra broad and ex
cellently formed flower of richest apricot 
orange with a pinkish red undertone and 
a Geranium red beard. A velvety finish 
gives it an even more glowing appearance . 
Extra tall and extremely well branched 
stalks with fine placement . . . . . .. . 5.00 

MARIE PHILLIPS !Tell '631 E.ML. 36 in . 
IGraceline x Merry Lynn). One of the very 
very best of Tells new Iris as they have 
bloomed for us here, this is truly a real 
beauty and surely drew the crowds last 
year. A complete self of light Wisteria 
violet with a self-colored beard . Form is 
excellent with the large flowers having 
wide flaring falls and perfectly domed 
standards. A.M. '66 .. .... . . .... I 0.00 

MARRAKESH !Craig '601 M.L. 38 in . ((Sav
age x Molten) x Sdlg from Savage, Molten 
and Cordovan lines). Another brilliant vio
let rose blend much on the order of Royal 
Ruby and Witches Brew . ....... .. 2.50 

MARTEL IMuhl. '621 M.L. 36 in. Bang x 
Jungle Bird. A dark Amaranth or violet 
purple and red blend with claret red under
tone. A smooth, clean haft accents the rich 
bronzy beard. A.M. 1965 ....... . 12.00 

MAUD IE MARIE !Tompkins '651 E. VL. 36 in. 
i(((Cotlet x (((Chantilly x Lavender and 
Gold Lace) x Reverse cross)) x Honeyflow)))) 
x Marie Fischer. A frilled, fluted, delicately 
laced beauty of elegant form and luscious 
coloring . Very cool and crisply fashioned it 
has standards of rich cream, heavily flushed 
and brushed with golden gilt over their 
exteriors and edges and interiors of milky 
white touched faintly with gilt and broad, 
semi-flaring falls of gleaming satiny white 
outlined with a delightfully laced and 
gilded edge which widens to a broad golden 
band on the hafts along each side of the 
rich red beards. The understand of the falls 
are of the same bright golden yellow as 
the border which seems to add to the over
all brilliance of its snowy white and gilt 
combination. Strong, widely branched stalks 
carry three buds to the terminal giving it 
a very long period of bloom . . . . . . 15.00 

MAUVE MINK !Hall '61 I M . 36 in. !From 
Pink Sdlgs .l. Rosy lilac that pales to near 
white around the beard, over the hafts, 
making the deep red orange beard stand 
out fully. Nice form and broad petals. 
H.M . 1962 ... . . ... . . . .... . . . 3.00 
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MAY MELODY IHamblen '651 E.L. 36 in. 
Ye llow standards flushed pink and milky 
white falls bordered deeper yellow. Heavy 
tangerine beard. The flowers have nice 
flaring form with closed standards and are 
well placed on excellently branched stalks. 
H.M. '66 . .. ...... . . .. ....... 15.00 

MEMPHIS LASS ISchortman '571 M.L. 34 in . 
IS. Flurry x Orchid Queen) x IS . Flurry x 
Gibson GirD. A large ruffled plicata with 
a white ground and markings of burgundy 
red . Very showy. H.M . 1957 . ..... 2.50 

MERRY ORCHID IMuhl. '6]) M.L. 40 in . 
M. Randall x Pink Fulfillment. A large 
flower of bright Bengal rose . A rich cerise 
beard and a nicely laced edge add to its 
beauty. H.C. 1960 ......... .... . 2.50 

MERRY RIPPLE !Schreiner '64) E. 40 in. 
(Rococo x Caroline Janel. A larger version 
of Rococo done in whiter white and bluer 
blue with the same ruffling . H.M . '66 7.50 

MIDNIGHT SHADOWS (Terrell '62) M.L. 38 
in. (Northwestern x Storm Warning) x 
Black Hills . A wonderful rich , black-purple 
se lf even to the heavy beard, this has a lus
trous velvety looking fini sh and is com
pletely void -of haft marks of any kind. 
H.M. '64 .................. .. 5.00 

MIDNIGHT WALTZ (Burbridge '60) E.M. 35 
in . Black Hili s x Sable Night. A very dark 
purple with a rich dark beard and falls that 
seem almost pitch black due to their vel
vety finish. Lovely form with domed stands 
and semi-flaring falls . Good strong stalks 
with excellent branching . Premia Firenze 
1964 ....... .. . ..... . .. .. ... 4.00 

MILADY \Moldovan '66) M.L. 34 in . (Fay 
sdlg. involving S. Flurry, Pink Cameo, May 
Hall and Mary Randall x Court Ballet sib.). 
A heavily substanced flower with domed 
stands and semi -flaring falls with wide, 
clean hafts and tangerine beard. It is a 
very deep pink the color of which is intensi
fied by a trace of blue pigment in its fluores
cent like undertone. Lovely. H.C. '63 25.00 

MILESTONE (Plough '65) E.L. 35 in. \Rain
bow Gold x Whole Cloth). This has large 
semi-flaring flowers with standards of rich 
butterscotch gold, heavily fluted at the 
base and falls of Dahlia purple with clean 
brov:n hafts with a blue blaze under the 
rich yellow beard . H.M. '65 . . .... 25.00 

MILLISSKA \Morgan '641 M .L. 38 in. (First 
Violet x Whole Cloth) . Stands of pure white 
with blue tinted base and falls are smooth, 
clean blue violet. Large and showy with 
nice flaring form ........ . . . . .. 15.00 

MISCHIEVOUS \Beattie '661 M.L. 36 in . 
(!Snow Flurry x Fantasy) x Happy Birth
day)) x IP. Cameo sdlg. x H. Birthday). A 
delightful flower of rich powder pink. Very 
clean and bright with a sparkling geranium 
red beard . Many flowers to the stalk over 
a long season ................ I 0.00 

MISS INDIANA ICook '61 l M. 36 in . Amoena 
Sdlg x Whole Cloth. An excellently formed 
and colored new amoena. Standards silvery 
white, tinted lavender blue and lovely vio
let blue falls . Choice A .M. 1964 .... 7.50 
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MISSION SUNSET (Bro. Chas. '63) M. 36 in. 
!Techny Chimes x Fleeta ) x Celestial Glory. 
A gorgeous golden apricot with a faint pink 
glow through the standards and richer falls 
with a glowering chartreuse overtone and a 
deep red beard. Semi-flaring form with 
broad ruffled petals. A.M . 1966 . .. I 0.00 

MOLLIE EMMS (Hamblen '621 M.L. 30 in. 
(Fashion Show x Graduation Gift ). A deep 
and glowing flower of vivid orchid with 
shimmering area of lighter tone a round 
the bright Nasturtium red beard . The petals 
are ve ry broad and heavily ruffled and it has 
love ly flaring form . H.M. '63 . . . .. 7.50 

MOON RIVER !Sexton '631 M. 36 in. (Mixed 
Emotions x Limelight ). A clean self of An
tique gold. Well branched stalks and a 
vigorous grower. A.M. '66 .. . ... I 0.00 

MORNING BREEZE !Fay '631 EM. 35 in. 
IFieeta x May Hall Sdlg.) x Esther Fay sib. 
A lovely new Iris on the Rippling Breeze 
order, this is of warm blue orchid and cream 
with white tipped tangerine beard. Petals 
are very broad and heavily substanced. 
Stalks are seldom over 12" here. H .M. '64. 
... ... . ... . . .... . . ... ... Net 10.00 

MULBERRY LANE IE. Smith '64) L. 34 in . 
Apricot Glory x IM. Randall x Thotmes Ill. 
A brilliant flower of deep Mulberry rose or 
Tyrian rose with Mulberry overtone and 
bright orange beard. Very fine form with 
broad petals and semi-flaring falls . . 5.00 

MULBERRY WINE !Moldovan '66) M.L. 30 
in. !Regal Ruffling x Orchid Jewell. A half 
s ister to Sterling Silver, this has similar, 
but slightly more flaring form. A beauty in 
clear clean Mulberry Wine coloring, sort 
of a blend of Mulberry, Magenta and Vio
let . The white, lemon tipped beard adds to 
its beauty, making the color really stand 
out. Produces heav ily laced seedl ings 25.00 

MUSIC MAKER !Waters '631 E.M. 30 in. 
Muted Music x Regina Maria . A much dis
cussed Iris of clear shining sky blue. Nicely 
formed with broad ruffled petal s. Standards 
are well domed and the falls flare horizon
tally . Very clean, clear and bright. Not too 
tall and with fair branching . H.M. 1964 
tall. A.M . '66 .... ... . ...... .. 12.00 

MY JEWEL !Olson '61 l E.M. 30 in. IF. Kent 
x June Bride) . Intense orange apricot with 
overtones of peach, lemon and pink and a 
white area at the tip of the bright tangerine 
beard. Lovely. H.M. 1963 .. . . .. . . 5.00 

NANCY AMES !Buttrick '61 l M.L. 36 in . 
!Seafarer x G. Lakes) x ((New Snow x Cloud 
Castle) x (Blue Monarch x Cloud Castle)). 
A bright luminous lavender self with no 
texture veining and of heavy substance and 
perfect form .... . . . . . .. ... . . .. 3.50 

NATIVE CHIEF (Gibson '661 M.L. 36 in . 
(Henna Stitches x Wild Ginger). One of 
Gibsons largest plicatas and thought to be 
one of his best, this has buckskin yellow 
standards, heavily ruffled and full and 
broad falls of white with a border of the 
same buckskin yellow ........ . . 15.00 

MADAME BUTTERFLY 



NEWPORT (Schreiner '63) E. 38 in. (Caroline 
Jane x Belle Meade) x Dotted Swiss. A large 
plicata of white with bright blue flushed 
and brushed in a wide pattern over the 
stands and a heavy edging of blue along 
the sides of the falls and over the haft un
der the pale blue beard . H.M. '66 .. 6.00 

NIGHT SONG (Luihn '65J M .L. 38 in . Dark 
Fury x Black Taffeta. A very dark, violet 
black with se lf colored beard. Beautiful of 
form with broad, thickly substanced, heav
ily ruffled petals and velvety finish. Pe rfect 
branching with many buds. H.M. '66 15.00 

NIKE U. Nelson '59) E.M . 38 in . (Cioudcap x 
Palomino). Again we move into the giant 
class with this beauty. Flowers with an 
8-inch or larger spread. Wide ruffled 
stands and falls of apricot brushed canary 
at the haft near a full red beard. Tall, well 
branched stalks. H.M. 1961 ...... 4.00 

NOB HILL (Gaulter '66) M.L . 40 in . !Golden 
Stairs x Glittering Amber). A huge flower 
of Medium Chrome yellow with an Amber 
yellow overlay and a brushing of Ocrache
ous orange over the hafts around the full 
orange yellow beard. A large, ruffled beauty 
on tall, excellently branched stalks. H .C. 
'64 . .. . ... ...... .. ......... 10.00 

NORTHERN AIRE (Goodrick '65) M.L. 36 in. 
((New Snow x Party Dress) x Fay Pink)) x 
Blue Sapphire. A very heavily ruffled and 
fluted flower of silvery, dawn blue . The 
large, beautifully formed flowers are ac
cented by a lime yellow, powder blue tipped 
beard. Elegant here and proving a top 
parent. H.M . 1964 ........ .. ... 15.00 

OCEANSIDE (J. Craig '63) M. 35 in. !Sib. to 
Mrs. D. Pattison x SleighrideJ x (Headlines 
x Mary McClellan ). A very wide petaled 
flower of rich Columbine to Foxg love blue. 
Huge ... .. .................. 5.00 

OLYMPIC TORCH (Schr. '58) M .L. 38 in. 
!Unavailable). A bright, light golden 
bronze . Large ruffled flowers on tall stalks. 
A.M. 1960 .. ................. 2.00 

ONE DESIRE !Shoop '60J E.M. 34 in . (La 
Pariesenne x J . Meredith). Deep true pink 
with no lavender or apricot tones. A pink 
beard A.M . 1963 ... . .. .. ...... 7.50 

ORANGE CHARIOT(Fay '64J M. 32 in. !Chi
nese Coral x Prairie Blaze ). A complete self 
of light orange, this has large, lightly ruf
fled and ve ry well formed flowers with in
tense tangerine coral beards. Well branched 
stalks with nice placement for the huge 
blooms. An exciting parent. H.M. '65 20.00 

ORANGE JADE !Wise '63) M . 36 in. (Parent
age not listed) . A new iris of deep golden 
orange, said to have excellent form and 
substance and large size. We have not as 
yet seen this ...... . ..... .. .... 7.50 

ORANGE PARADE (Ham. '61 J E.L. 36 in. 
((P. Tower x Radiation) x P. Formal)) x 
Glittering Amber Sib.J. A wide-petaled, 
large flower of deep Marigold orange and 
Spanish orange with a rich red orange 
beard. Moderately ruffled and slightly 
laced. A.M . '62 ..... .. ........ 7.50 

WAR BONNET 

ORCHID BROCADE (Rudolph '65J E.M. 36 
in. A beautifully fashioned flower of rich 
orchid rose with a flush of smooth beige 
ove r the centers of the ultra broad fall s 
around the wide tangerine beard. Heavy, 
well branched stalks with 3 blooms open at 
once. H.M. '66 ....... . .... ... 17.50 

ORGAN MUSIC (Noyd '64) ML. 40 in. (Lucky 
Lady x My Darling ). A real beauty that 
greatly impressed visi tors to our garden. 
This has very broad petals and exce llent 
form with domed standards and flaring 
falls. The stands are light ye llow flushed 
and ve ined green and the falls are Colonial 
ivory ve ined green and have a love ly border 
of deeper yellow. Backs of the falls are 
green and reve rse of standards is white . 
Heavy yellow beard ... . .. .. .... 15.00 

PACIFIC HARMONY !Terrell '62J ML. 36 in. 
!Violet Harmony x South Paci fic ). A me
dium violet blue self with smooth finish . 
A large, very broadly petaled flower of 
excellent form .. .. . ..... . ...... 5.00 

PACIFIC PANORAMA !Sexton ' 60J M . 42 in. 
(Swan Ballet x South Pacific). Medium sea 
blue. Fluted and ruffled with flaring falls 
and very round, domed stands. Dykes. '65 
. ...... . ... . ......... .... . .. 5.00 

PACIFIC WATERS (Tolman '66J M. 36 in . 
South Pacific x Rippling Waters) . a ve ry 
wide, ruffled and rippled flower of light 
blue with undertones of orchid. A light 
lemon beard accents the clean coloring. 
H.C. '65 .. . ...... . .......... 22.50 

PAINTED DOLL !Boen '64J M.L. 36 in . Ex
travaganza x (Gypsy x Great Lakes J. A strik
ing combination, this has blue-white stand
ards flu shed pale yellow at the base and 
oddly tri -colored falls which have rich 
brown hafts over the deep red purple upper 
halves, a purple that pales to bright lav
ender on the lower ends. Should be inter-
esting with Mme. Butterfly ...... 3.00 

PALISADES !Plough '64) E.ML. 36 in. Mari
lyn C. x La Paloma . A brilliant flower of 
flaming pinkish orange tones, this has 
standards of Poppy red or deep pink blend
ing to Tangerine orange and falls of orange 
and Saffron yellow with a rich pink area 
around the bright tangerine beard. H.M. 
'66 . . . . . ... .......... . .... . 17.50 

PASSWORD (Tomp. '62) M .VL. 36 in. ((((Cape 
Bon x Seashell) x (Honeyflow x Seasheii1JF2. 
x (Technicolor x Twilight Sky)) x (Defiance 
x Garnet Glow )) x (Defiance x Apricot Su
preme ) x Mary Randall. A large, nicely 
formed, very broad petaled flower of heavy 
substance and silky finish on good plants 
with strong well branched stalks. Between 
bright Magenta Rose and deep Bengal red 
with a vivid Bengal red beard .... .. 5.00 

PATRICIA CRAIG (Craig ' 621 M.L. 39 in . 
(Frieda's Favorite x Sdlg. J. A very large, 
extra heavily ruffled white with huge, 
round petals of great substance. Tall, beau
tifully branched stalks . H.M. 1963 .. 12.50 

PAY DAY (Tomp. ' 62) E.L. 39 in . (Fusilier x 
AllaglowJ . One of the most brilliant of all 
yellows, large, nicely formed and very 
heavily ruffled and fluted. The reve rse 
cross of Top Dollar, this is an entirely 
different type flower. Long lasting with 
very good branching. H.M. '65 .... 4.00 
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PEACE PATROL (Carlson '64) ML. 34 in . 
(Spanish Peaks x Twenty Grand x Ivory 
Palacesl. A beautiful, large flower of pure 
white with a white beard. Broad petaled 
and well formed. H.M. '65 . . . .. 15.00 

PERIQUE (Beattie '60) M.V.L. 36 in . (Hermit 
Thrush x Campfire Glow). A deep, glowing 
copper beech color that is further height
ened by a bright undertone of rich Mars 
red. The broad touching hafts are smooth 
and clean. H.M . 1961 . ... .... . .. 4.00 

PICTURE PRETTY (Noyd '62) ML. 36 in . 
Seventeen x Mary Randall. A lovely flower 
with pink-tan stands and light orchid falls 
with a shining, mother of pearl overlay and 
an edge of rich pink-tan up to a deep tan-
gerine beard. H.M . '65 . ... . ... . . 5.00 

PIETY (Branch '60) E.M. 36 in . (Snow God
dess x (((Winter Carnival x Azure Skies) x 
White Sentry) x ((G. Lakes x W. Carnival 
x Sib.l) . A very pure white self. Beautiful 
wide petals and lovely flaring form. Tender. 
A.M. 1963 .... . ... ..... . . .. .. 2.50 

PINK INTENSITY (Meyer '66) M.L. 36 in. 
(Gold Ruffles, Pink Salmon sib, Pink For
mal, Pink Enchantment Sdlg . x sib.l. We 
haven't seen this as yet but the introducer 
says it is the pinkest he has ever grown 
or tested. The flower is wide and full with 
a deep coral pink beard . .. . . .... 22.50 

PINK 'N' PRETTY (Sexton 1962) M 37 in. 
(Nomohr x ((Party Dress x Happy Birthday) 
x Pink Cameo)). A smooth pink self with 
"Nomohr" form . Very floriferous . H. M. 
1965 ..... .... . ... ..... ..... 2.50 

PINK DRESDEN (Madsen '63) E.M . 40 in. 
Ruffled gem x Seedling from Gold Ruffles, 
Overture, Melloglow, Spindrift, P. Formal, 
Melitza and Hall 40-30 line. A delicate 
looking, translucent pale coral pink, wide 
of parts with very flaring falls and all 
petals delicately laced. H.M. 1965 . . I 0.00 

PINK LURE (l. Hooker '65) E.L. 36 in. fSdlg . 
from Dolly Varden, Hi Time and Gloriole 
Lines) x Fleeta. A silkily finished, pearl 
lustred shade of Venetian Pink. This has a 
smoother over all infusion of palest lav
ender blue that gives the flower a shim
mering ultra pink look. Excellent of form 
and large sized. It was wonderfully 
branched and budded here, giving a very 
long bloom season . H.C. 1964 .. . . 15.00 

PIPE DREAM (Tompkins '66) M.VVL. 44 in. 
Herald Angel x (((Apple Valley x (Clarion 
Call x Gaulters F. Kent x Palomino))). A 
massive flower of sparkling chamois pink 
or Baby ribbon pink undertoned with spark
ling creamy buff. Extra large with huge 
round petals and nice ruff I in g . The haft 
is slightly brushed with pinkish rose . Tall , 
Strong stalks with excellent branching 20.00 

PIPES OF PAN (0 Brown '63) M. 38 in . Gypsy 
Lullaby x ((Pinnacle x Pink Sdlg.l x Sib .l. 
A bicolor with standards of cream, tinted 
orchid at the midribs and base and semi
flaring falls of red violet accented by tan
gerine beard. Nicely ruffled and laced. A 
few veins and marks at the haft do not 
detract. H .M . 1964 . ... .. . .... . I 0.00 
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PIRATES TREASURE (Marsh '65) V.L. 32 in. 
(Prairie Blaze Sib . x Tarn Hows) . A brilli
ant gold flower of intense coloring with an 
extra heavy and rich beard of deep orange . 
Said to possess the greatest color depth 
in its class. H.M. '66 ... . . . . ... . 20.00 

PLICATA LACE (Noyd '65) M.L. 34 in. 
(( (Firecracker x Pink Sensation) x (Fire
cracker x P. Formal)) x (Lacy Oyster Sdlg. 
x My Darling)) . A blended plicata done in 
tones of cream with dull yellow gold in
fusion and flecks and sploches and over
tones of copper brown. Petals are edged 
in gift yellow lace ..... ....... .. 17.50 

POLKA TIME (Schortman '58) E.M. 36 in. 
(Snow Flurry x Violet Symphony) x (Sable 
x Chivalry). A massive, heavily ruffled 
flower of rich velvet. A bitone, the stand
ards are a shade lighter than the falls which 
are of ultra rich violet that is intensified by 
a white area around the beard. Stunning . 
A.M. 1961 . . . . . . .... . .. . . .. .. 5.00 

POMPANO PEACH (Schreiner '63) E.M. 36 
in. (Parentage not listedl. A large peachy 
apricot with a luscious luminescent quality 
that is most effective in the garden. Nice 
form and finish . H.M. 1964 .. . . .. 6.00 

PONGEE LACE (Plough '62l M. 34 in. Yester
year x (Ruffled Gem x Butterscotch Kiss 
sib.). A wide petaled and heavily laced 
flower of buff cream or dusty Chamois 
white. A true pongee color. H.M . '63 6.00 

POST SCRIPT (Tompkins '65) E.ML. 38-40 
in. (Helen Collingwood x Mystic Melody) x 
Madam Butterfly. A full sister to last year's 
Trudy, this is another brown and white 
amoena. A bit larger than its sister, this 
has considerably wider standards and falls 
plus a heavier touch of fluting or ruffling 
at the hafts . While both have near identical 
standards of white with faint gilt touches, 
this has falls of much more sombre color
ing, somewhere between the shades of 
burnt umber and burnt sienna without the 
somewhat orangey chestnut undertones 
found in the falls of Trudy ... .. . I 0.00 

POWAY (Craig '62) M.L. 38 in. (From L. 
Craig, Zombie, Bang linesl. A beautiful new 
flower in the blend class. this is of brilliant 
chocolate red with umber hafts . . .. I 0.00 

PRAIRIE BLAZE (Marsh '64) M.L. 30 in. 
(Hall pink sdlg. x (Native Dancer sib. x 
Marry Randall)). A beautiful flower of 
smooth and brilliant orange with bright 
coral beard. Erratic of growth with short 
bunched stem, it was offered as a breeding 
variety. Slow increaser. H.M . '65 Net I 0.00 

PRECIOUS PROMISE (Olson '61) E.M. 38 in . 
(F. Kent x Palomino). A lovely pastel blend 
with stands of apricot pink with lemon 
edges and falls of apricot pink and lemon . 
A rich tangerine beard adds to its vivid 
beauty. H.M. 1962 . . . . .. ....... 5.00 

PRETTY CAROL (Ham. '59) M.L. 40 in . (Pink 
Tower x Radiation) x M. Randall. A wide, 
lightly ruffled, broad petaled orchid pink 
with a lighter area in the falls around the 
rich red beard. Showy. A.M. 1961 . . 2.50 

PRETTY POISE (Shoop '65) M .L. 34 in. (One 
Desire Seedling) . Said to be the pinkest of 
many many One Desire seedlings. It has 
clean, smooth petals and a self colored 
beard. H.C. '64 ... ... .. ... .. .. . 17.50 

PRIMROSE DRIFT (Brummitt '61 l ML. 42 in. 
(Arabi Pasha x Cosmetic) . From pink and 
blue lines. We haven't seen this as yet but 
it is said to be a gorgeous primrose yellow 
even to the beard. Should be most interest-
ing as a parent . . . ..... . . ... . . . . 4.00 

PRIMROSE PATH (Framke '63) E. L. 39 in. 
((Starshine x Char-Maize) x (Cool Com
fort x Cool Comfort). In our estimation this 
is perfection in this cool, creamy, greenish 
yellow or Primrose Yellow class. Large, 
Velvety and perfect of form with broad 
semi-flaring fluted falls and wide ruffled, 
well domed stands. A real beauty . ... 6.50 

PRINCE INDIGO (Schreiner '64) L. 38 in. 
(Parentage not givenl. A rich Indigo blue 
that is quite reminiscent of Purple Haven . 
A rich Pansy violet with a silken, velvety 
look to its broad clean petals. Large and 
nicely formed flowers. H .M. 1 965 . . 12.00 

QUIET CHARM (Noyd '62l E.M. 34 in. Apri
cot Dream x Cotlet. A clear gilt lemon yel
low with deeper tints and flush of pink that 
gives a neon-like brightness to the flower. 
Lightly laced .. ... .... .. .... .. . 4.00 

RADIANT APOGEE (Gibson '66) M. 36 in . 
(Henna Stitches x Wild Gingerl. A differ
ent plicata from Mr. Gibson, this one has 
vivid yellow stands and pure satiny white 
falls with a solid yellow border. It would 
seem that it might not be a plicata at all 
but for the few brownish violet specks on 
the hafts near the throat of the flower. 
Good strong stalks with nice branching. 
H.C. '64 .................... 20.00 

RADIANT LIGHT (Fay '65) M.L. 33 in. (Chi
nese Coral x Prairie Blaze) . A brilliant 
orange self with shimmering highlights of 
apricot and gold . Wonderfully formed flow
ers of flaring, ruffled form with rich coral 
beards. Strong, well branched stalks on vig
orously growing plants. H .M. '66 . . . 25.00 

RAINBOW GOLD (Plough '60) M . 36 in. But
terscotch Kiss x ((Ruth x Rainbow Room) 
x Mary Randall)). A very large flower of 
intense Buttercup yellow with a rich tan
gerine orange beard. All petals are heavily 
laced and crimped . A.M. 1962 . . .. . 6.00 

RAINBOW VALLEY (Plough '65) E.M. 36. 
(Butterscotch Kiss x Queens Lace) x Rain
bow Gold sib. Standards are warm buff 
with a rich pink lavender undertone and 
the falls are orchid with a lighter central 
area and a buff pink border. Large with 
nicely ruffled petals. H.M. '66 ... . 12.50 

RAMPAGE (Temp. '59) M . 36 in. (Great 
Day x (Ebony Echo x Defiance) x Moulin 
Rouge . A giant, broad petaled red of ex
cellent form with good heavy substance 
and a rich velvety finish . A good grower 
with large rhizomes .. ........ . .. 3.50 

REAL DELIGHT (Waters '60) M. 38 in. 
(Frances Kent x Top Flight). Another of 
the glorified versions of Frances Kent. 
Apricot gilt standards heavily flushed pink 
through their center and falls of deep apri
cot peach with color deepening over the 
haft around the red beard. Tall well 
branched stalks. H.M. 1960 .. ... .. 3.00 



RED LANCE 10. Fay '61 l E.M. 32 in. !Arctic 
Flame sister\. A very broad-petaled and 
severely tailored flower of pure white with 
a brilliant red beard. Beautiful, but no faster 
or better of growth than its sib. H.M . 1963 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 

REGNA !Schmelzer '63) EM. 37 in. Classy 
Lass x Lynn Hall. A large excellently formed 
pink bi-tone, this has beautifully domed 
stands of deep peach pink and falls of much 
deeper coral peach. A beauty .. .. . 5.00 

REMEMBERED MELODY ITomp. '62) M.L. 
35 in. !June Meredith x Cameo Corall. A 
gigantic flower of beautiful semi-flaring 
form with very broad, heavily substanced 
petals, delicately ruffled nicely domed 
stands and widely flaring, fluted and ruf
fled falls. All petals are very broad and 
nicely finished . A rich Coral pink beard 
adds depth . Pictured on page 25 . . .. 6.50 

RHYTHMIC MOOD ITomp . '61 l M.L. 42 in . 
(Real Glory Sib.l. Similar to its sister, Real 
Glory, but a bit darker and with a self
colored Royal Violet beard instead of the 
yellow bronze beard of Real Glory. A bit 
larger, this is sti II as clean .... ... .. 3.50 

RIBBON ROUND (Tompkins '63l E.VL. 48 
in . !Crown Point x Caroline Janel. Here, 
without the faintest shadow of a doubt is 
the most beautiful plicata we have so far 
grown or seen, one that seems to become 
better and more beautiful each season. In 
spite of being one of the largest of all Iris, 
this nevertheless, is one of the most exquis
itely formed, having perfectly domed, swirl 
tipped standards and beautifully held semi
flaring falls. The petals are extremely 
broad, heavily substanced and smoothly 
finished and the whole flower is wonder
fully ruffled. Immaculately clean, it seems 
to be cut from snowy white velvet upo·n 
which a beautifully stitched edge of bright 
blue has been carefully applied. A delicate 
touch of the same blue repeated just at 
the tip of the thick creamy beard further 
accents its purity and beauty. Hardy, a 
fine grower with clean broad, purple based 
foliage, it has huge, tall, perfectly branched 
stalks that display the massive flowers to 
perfection. A.M. '66. Pictured on page 
24 . ...... . . .. ... . ... . ...... 10.00 

RIPPLED SUNSHINE !Hope '61) M. 36 in. 
((Truly Yours x Limelight) x Riviera) . Large, 
semi-flaring flowers. Medium yellow stand
ards and white falls widely bordered me-
dium yellow. Heavily laced . . . ..... 5.00 

RIPPLING WATERS (Fay '61 l M. 35 in. From 
Fleeta, M. Randall Sldgs. A blend of blue 
orchid, cream and pink with a tangerine 
red beard. Rippled and ruffled. Tall and 
well branched. Dykes. '66 . .... . .. 6.00 

RIVER QUEEN IFramke '66) M.L. 36 in . !Gal
ilee x Salem) x (((Rehobeth x ((Irma Mel
rose x Sass' Desert Flower, Ivory Petal 
sdlg.lll. A lovely milky white and milky 
blue combination . Almost a reverse bitone, 
the standards seem to be more blue than 
the falls, which are tinted orchid in contrast 
to the faint coppery tint that seems to show 
in the stands. A lilac orchid beard accents 
the color . . ... .. . .. . ...... ... I 5.00 

ROCKET RUST !Gibson '63l M. 36 in. !Gib
son sdlg . x Unknown/. This has for the 
past season, seemed to be the best of the 
new Gibson plicatas as seen at Cooley's 
Gardens. Very large, of excellent form with 
wide, domed and ruffled standards and 
broad, semi-flaring, nicely ruffled falls . The 
standards are of smooth but glittering rusty 
copper and the creamy falls are lightly 
brushed and broadly bordered with the 
same color. Very fine . H .M. 1964 .. . 5.00 

ROCKWOOD LUCK !Dr. Luckey '63l M.L. 34 
in . (Party Dress x Pink Formall. A fine 
flower of large size and rich clear apricot 
pink coloring. A bright Geranium pink 
beard adds to its brightness. Seems to be 
producing wonderful seedlings . . . . 3.50 

ROCOCO ISchr. ' 60l E. 39 in . IC. Jane x 
Flying Saucer) x Belle Meade. A large white 
and blue plicata that is ruffled to the nth 
degree. The silken standards are heavily 
bordered with a deep wash and flecking of 
blue that continues around the falls in a 
broad border on the ruffling. Extra showy. 
A.M. 1962. Pat. No. 2077 . ... . Net 3.00 

ROMANESQUE !Hall '60l M. 38 in. !Un
known .) A very deep violet rose with red 
beard. Extra large and broad petaled. Well 
branched. H.M. 1961 ... . . .... .. 3.00 

ROMULUS !Hall '63l M.VL. 36 in. !From Hall 
pink linesl. A true giant of an iris, this is 
done in rich mulberry rose with a flush
ing of rosy brown over the upper fall and 
haft. This has the most fascinating and 
unusual beard we've seen in years. It is 
a deep brownish red ,a strange and compell
ing color and especially showy against the 
color of the flower. H.M . 1965 .... . 5.00 

ROSE FLAME I Hall '61 l ML. 36 in. IF rom 
Hall pinks). A brilliant pink self with a 
full undertone of glowing cerise which is 
brought to completion by a fiery cherry 
red beard . Large and excellently formed 
with conical stands and wide flaring falls. 
One of the brightest .. .. ... . . . . . . 4.00 

ROSES IN SNOW INoyd '66l M.L. 34 in. 
Lipstick x (Pretty Gay x Revell. A magni
ficent flaring flower with extra, broad heav
ily laced petals of purest snow white with a 
vivid red beard . Wonderful form with heavy 
substance and wide, wonderfully laced style 
arms . . ...... . ......... ..... 22.50 

ROSIE 0 DAY !Corey '63) M.L. 38 in . (Mid
west Gem, Daybreak, SQ70, Fantasy, 
Chantilly, Cherie, Party Dress Sdlg. line 
x Cherito. This is one of the most intensely 
colored of the new pinks. The color seem
ing to be a clear clean shade of Dawn pink 
with a full and very bright undertone of 
brilliant cerise pink. The flowers have 
broad petals with nicely domed, ruffled 
stands and ruffled, near-horizontal falls . 
Its heavy substance and the dark red beard 
are added attractions . . .. . . . . . . . I 0.00 

ROULETTE (Tomp. '61 l E.L. 40 in. !Belle 
Meade x Full Circle). A huge flower of 
enamel white with a broad, precise border 
of brilliant red violet around both the 
standards and falls. A showy iris and a fine 
grower .... .. . ..... . . . . .. ... . . 3.50 

ROYAL CHARIOT IFramke '65) M.L. 38 in . 
Framke 56-44; ((Prairie Sunset x June 
Meredith) x Techny Chimes)) x Glittering 
Amber. A large excellently formed flower 
of heavy substance with extra wide petals 
and broadly fashioned, overlapping hafts . 
An intense orange with a full undertone of 
bright cerise-pink and a wide, full beard 
of Geranium rose that adds to its brilliance. 
Very few available .... ..... .. .. 17.50 

ROYAL GOLD !Hamblen '66) E.L. 36 in . 
!Bright Forecast x G. Amber) x ((Golden 
Valley x (Cold Torch x (Tobacco Road x 
Golden Spike) . An intensely rich and very 
smooth buttercup yellow self. Lightly ruf
fled petals, full closed stands and arched 
flaring falls. It has very heavy substance 
and a rich velvety texture. Lots of buds on 
strong, well branched stalks . H.C. '63 25.00 

ROYAL TAPESTRY !Schreiner '64) M.L. 38 
in . l inea Chief x L. Albright) x !Savage x 
Oriental Glory). One of our favorites at the 
Schreiners the past few years . An immense 
flower with extra wide petals and beautiful 
ruffled form. It is a blend of dark Fuchsia 
violet and coppery chocolate with a deeper 
Cocoa brown brushing around the edges 
and a pale yellow beard. H.M. 1965 12.00 

RUBELLITE !Crosby '62) M.L. 36 in . Pink 
Porcelain x Pink Enchantment. An irre
sistable new pink with great color depth 
and with a deep pink beard. Form is lovely 
and flowers are large . . . . . . ..... 1 0.00 

RUBY MINE !Schreiner '62l M.L. 40 in. 
!Tompkins 50-82 x Agatine . This is an 
extremely large iris with dark but glowing 
mahogany blended Ruby, toned flowers . 
H.M. 1963 . . ..... ..... ... . ... 3.50 

RUFFLED HEIRESS !Reinhardt '59) M. 40 in. 
!Oyster Pearl x Snow Flurry Sdlg.l. A pearly 
toned bone white with an infusion of buff 
yellow at the hafts. Large flowers with 
broad petals of very heavy substance and 
with corrugated type ruffling ..... 5.00 

RUMBLING THUNDER ITomp. '62) M .L. 36 
in . !Blue Sapphire x Down Beat) x Real 
Glory. A pure self of Midnight Violet, this 
has broad, perfectly domed standards and 
huge, rounded, near horizontal falls. A 
violet, bronzy yellow tipped beard on 
smooth, delicately ruffled hafts adds to its 
ultra clean, vivid violet color. Large, heavily 
substanced flowers on strong stalks. H. M . 
1963 . Pictured on page 8 . . . .. .. .. 7.50 

RUM JUNGLE !Roach '63) M . 30 in. linea 
Chief x Trim). A deep reddish copper flower 
with a darker overlay on the falls . The 
flowers are very large with domed stands 
and wide, flaring falls .... . . .. . . . 5.00 

RUTH'S LOVE !Sexton '62) E. 40 in . !Star
shine Sdlgs.l. A reverse bitone. Standards 
lemon gold and falls ivory white backed and 
bordered gold. H.M. 1965 .. . . . . .. 4.00 

SAIGON !Plough '62) E.L. 36 in . !Happy 
Meeting x Plic sdlg. from Castle Rock, Vat
ican Purple, etc.) . A very wide plicata of 
white with rosy violet markings. Stands 
have a wide suffused border and the falls 
are bordered only along the sides . . . . 7.50 
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SAILOR SUIT (Craig '62l M. 24 in. (Parent
age not available) . A deep Commodore blue 
self with wide petaled, five inch blooms. 
Topnotch quality . ... . .. . .. . . ... 7.50 

SASHAY !Plough ' 641 EM .L. 36 in. (!Black 
Forest x Pink Sensation) x Mary Randall)) x 
!Color Festival x Fuchsia) . Called a new ap
proach to red, this is Petunia purple with 
a Saturn red beard. Blooms are large. Should 
be interesting with Password, Mile Post, 
Gracie Pfost, etc .. . .. ... . .. .... 12.50 

SCARLET RIBBON (Tompkins '661 E.L. 38 in . 
(From involved red lines including S. 
Michaud, Tenebra, Tribolet, G. Sturtevant, 
Nene, Ossar, Campfire Glow, Moulin Rouge, 
Manana and Milepost.) . This is a huge 
flower of scarlet red. Extremely bright and 
vivid. Seems to show its pink blood as it 
has an odd orangish undertone that adds to 
its brilliance. Strong, well branched stalks. 
Ultra showy .... . ... . .. . . .. .. . 20.00 

SEPTEMBER SONG !Hamblen '621 E.L. 32 in. 
Bright Forecast x Glittering Amber. One 
of the brightest we have seen of the new 
iris. Shimmering Chinese coral standards 
and Chinese yellow falls set off by a bril
liant red beard on a small white area. 
Stands are semi-closed and falls are flat 
and flaring. Very ruffled and altogether 
delightful. H .M . 1963 . . . . .... ... 5.00 

SHADOW WALTZ !Tomp. '621 EM.L. 40 in . 
(Berta B. x Cliffs of Dover) x Spring Festi
val. Huge swirled flowers of beautiful form 
with wide, ruffled, swirled and closely 
domed standards and broad, ruffled, beau
tifully held, semi-horizontal falls . It is 
heavily substanced, of cool, subdued, trans
lucent orchid coloring with a shimmering 
silvery undertone and orchid beard. Tall, 
strong, widely branched stalks. H.M. 1963 
... . . . ... . .. . . ... .. . ....... . 5.00 

SILENCE !Tompkins '66) M.L. 38 in. (From 
Comforting Thought, Fancies Flight and 
Kashmir Lace lines.). We consider this to 
be our most beautiful yellow. It has large 
size, perfect form, heavy substance and 
wide, elegantly ruffled petals with wide, 
delightfully pleated hafts . A brilliantly rich , 
deep yellow with a rich self-colored beard 
and a slightly lighter Canary yellow glow 
over the central part of the falls. A good 
grower with tall, perfectly branched stalks 
that carry many buds. H.C. '65 . . . 30.00 

SILVERGILT !Wills ' 621 M .L. 40 in. (Mystic 
Melody x Soft Answer) x (Pinnacle x Soft 
Answer). A good grower with good sized 
flowers of excellent form with wide, round
ed petals, domed stands and semi-flaring 
falls . A fine amoena with white standards 
and deep yellow falls. Tops . .... .. . 5.00 

SILVER PEAK (DeForest '621 M. 39 in. Kin 
na-zin x Mazatlan . A very large broad 
petaled amoena with heavy substance and 
gentle ruffling . Stands are silver with pale 
blue tint heavier at their base and falls are 
white with a huge central blotch of blueish 
violet overlain on the white in jagged style 
leaving a broad silvery white, blue tinted 
border. H.M . 1965 .. . . .... . . . .. . 6.00 

SILVER SONG !Tompkins ' 631 M.VL. 38 in. 
((Sky Crystal x (Rehobeth x Cloudcap)) x 
Dotted Swiss. A large, excellently formed 
flower with broad, gently waved and per
fectly domed stands and wide gently 
ruffled, semi-flaring falls. Unveined and 
ultra clean. Its coloring of rich milky blue 
white is enhanced by a citron green, elec
tric blue tipped beard. Strong, perfectly 
branched stalks ... ....... .. ... 10.00 

GENTLE PERSUASION 

SING ALONG !Plough '631 E.L. 33 in. Gay 
Pal x (Pinnacle x Party Dressl. A medium 
sized flower and a real delight . One of 
Plough 's best, this has white stands with 
pale yellow midribs and flaring, gently 
waved falls of Canary Yellow. A swell Iris 
and one we are anxious to use in amoena 
lines. H.M. 1964 . . . .. .. ... .. . . 7.50 

SINGING STRINGS !Beattie ' 66) M.L . 48 in . 
IF. Kent x Salmon Shell Sdlg.) x Revel. One 
of the very finest of this type we have ever 
seen. A very distinct reverse bicolor, this 
has clean, clear orchid standards and satiny 
white falls which are smoothly tinted with 
pale orchid. A vivid red beard further 
stresses this pattern. The broad petals are 
heavily substanced and the flowers have 
fine semi-flaring form . Tall, strong, well 
branched stalks. H.C. '63 .. . .. . . . 15.00 

SIR GORDON (McGee '641 EM. 34 in . Jane 
Phillips x Capitola . An Aril-bred of great 
beauty, this is a rich lavender blue self with 
a deep blue beard . Domed stands and huge, 
rounded, slightly ruffled falls. H.M. 1965 
.. . .... .. . ... . .... . . ... . . . 10.00 

SIVA-SIVA (Gibson '621 M. 36 in. !My 
Honeycomb x sdlg.l. This was our favorite 
of all the Gibson plicatas we saw at Cooleys 
last year . The stands are broad, nicely ruf
fled and are of a rich golden sand color 
while the broad ruffled falls are of enamel 
white with a very coarsely applied border 
of dark mahogany brown . H.M . 1963 4.00 

SKOOKUM (Noyd '63l M.L. 29 in. ISdlg . from 
Honeyflow x Tobacco Road) x Clifdelll x 
.((Salmon Shell x Hall Sdlg .) x P. Formall 
x Garden Gold. A large buff pink self with 
daintily laced edges. A soft yellow color at 
the haft sets off its bright tangerine beard . 
Sib. to U ltrapoise . .. ... . ....... 7.50 
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SKY FLAME !DeForest '61) ML. 34 in. !Cara
bella x Pink Sensation) x C!oudcap x Frances 
Kent). Here is one that has been much 
overlooked and never given due credit. We 
have seen it when it has been positively 
magnificent. A large flower of beautiful 
ruffled semi-flaring form . Broad petaled 
and delightfully ruffled . A self it is a dis
tinct blue-white self. Icy cool and utterly 
lovely. Red beards light up the whole flow
er. Strong, tall and beautifully branched . 
Nothing quite like it. H.C. 1960 ... . 5.00 

SMOKY MOUNTAIN !E. Smith '64) L. 36 in. 
Margie Lee x (M. Randall x Palomino). Un
usual breeding to achieve this bicolor. 
Standards are pale creamy chartreuse . Falls 
are golden brown. It has an orange tanger-
ine beard ... ... ... .. ... ... ... 7.50 

SOLAR FLARE !Fred Crandall '65) E.ML. 39 
in. Golden Stair Sdlg . x Bang . A very 
heavily substanced and quite large flower of 
deep Forsythia gold. A complete self even 
to the beard. It has fluffy ruffled, well
domed stands and flat, widely flaring, 
ruffled falls. A real knockout that is a wel
come addition to the yellow class. A good 
grower with strong, well branched stalks . 
H.C. 1964 ... ... . ... . .. ...... 15.00 

SPANISH AFFAIR !Shoop '61) M. 36 in. ((J. 
Stewart x Floradora) x (S . Shell x Apricot 
Glory)) x (J . Stewart x Floradora) x (S. Shell 
x P. Formal)). A large well formed lovely 
ruffled flower of great brilliance, done in 
rich deep orange. H.M . 1963 ...... 5.00 

SPARKLING CHAMPAGNE !Ernst '65) M . 36 
in. (Pink Sdlg . line x Dancing Tiger). A 
massive flower with slightly flaring form 
and broad gently waved petals. Almost a 
self of buff champagne, this has a faint 
brushing of dust like dots over the haft . 
A beauty. H.M. '66 . ... ...... . . 1 0.0.0 

SPICE ISLAND !Plough '62) E.M. 34 in. 
((Late Sunset x Tieton) x !Elsa Sass x Fire
cracker)) x Bazaar. A very heavily patterned 
or washed type plicata, this has stands of 
near solid Garnet Lake and cream white 
falls washed and streaked with the same 
color and edged in Beetroot. Brown hafts, 
set off the brown orange beards. 
H.M. 1964 .. .. ..... .. . . .. . ... 8.00 

SPRING BOUQUET !Suiter '64) M.VL. 37 in. 
(Lady April x Fairday). A new yellow 
amoena and a very fine one. Very large, 
broad petaled and heavy of substance with 
domed stands of silken white and rich 
golden yellow styles and falls that have a 
velvety look. Excellent .. .. . ...... 5.00 

SPRING LOVE (Noyd '65) M.L. 36 in. (((Pink 
Mauve Mohr x Midwest Gem) x New Hor
izon)) x Sib))) x Revel. A nicely ruffled and 
lightly laced flower or creamy pink with 
rosy tan brushing over the hafts around the 
bright coral red beard .... .. ..... 17.50 

STARCHED FABRIC (Brummett '65) M.VL. 
36 in. Cahokia x Golden Alps. A huge, 
extra heavily substanced flowers of great 
beauty in a new combination. Its leather 
white standards are flushed oyster blue on 
their inner sides and its huge flatly flaring 
falls are like pure enameled ivory which has 
been wrought to gleaming brightness by a 
pattern of Golden Chrome that seems to 
flow out over the hafts from deep in the 
throat. Visitors were fascinated by it as 
were we. Limited stock ... .. ... . . 15.00 

STEPPING OUT (Schreiner 1964) M.L. 38 in. 
(Parentage unknown). A rich violet and 
white plicata. The ground color is glossy 
white and border is pansy violet. Nicely 
formed flowers. H.M. 1965 ... . . 12.00 

REMEMBERED MELODY 

STERLING SILVER !Moldovan '63) M . 36 in . 
(Regal Ruffling x Dr. Wanlassl. A nicely 
formed and lightly ruffled flower in the 
light violet bitone class with the broad 
ruffled petals having a wire-like s ilver edg
ing . Well branched stalks. A.M . '66 .. 7.50 

STRIPED BUTTERFLY !Noyd '58) M. 36 in . 
!Butterfly Wings x Cahokia). Almost every
one who sees this likes and wants it. A 
real beauty with large, flaring ruffled flow
ers of light blue white with the falls veined 
a rich dark blue. H.M . 1958 ..... 4.00 

STYLE MASTER (Tompkins '65) E.ML. 44 in. 
(Silken Sails x Mountain Music) x Licorice 
Stick. Seldom does one find such perfec
tion of form in a dark Iris as is possessed 
by Style Master. While it is not really a 
black, it is assuredly one of the darkest of 
the blackish-toned blue class. A self, it is 
somewhere between very dark navy blue, 
Admiral blue and blackish aconite, this 
latter color probably adding just enough 
of blackish-purple tint to give a lively 
depth to the color. The flowers are huge, 
with broad, ruffled and fluted petals of 
heavy substance and have a deep I ustrous 
finish which is absolutely clean and un
veined and further accented by a full, 
wide beard of very dark blacked - toned 
blue. Very strong, tall stalks with exce l
lent branching and fine placement. Pic-
tured on page 1 6. . .. .......... 15.00 

SUDDEN SPRING (Framke '65) E.VL. 39-44 
in. (Gypsy Heart x Truly Yours) x Melo
drama . A truly beautiful new Iris with 
large, well formed flowers of semi-flaring 
form, broad, heavily substanced petals and 
a sparkling finish . A bi-color or amoena, 
this has standards of creamy Butter yel
low, tinted and touched with gilt and wide 
clean falls of vivid amethyst- magenta or 
rose-violet. Tall and superbly branched 
stalks with many buds, even one plant 
makes a spectacular showing. A good hardy 
Iris of extra fast growth and good bloom-
ing habits ............. . . .... 12.50 

SUMMER HILLS !Babson '61) E.M. 36 in. 
(Figurine x Tobacco Road). A blend of warm 
tones of golden buff and cocoa in a flower 
so broad petaled that it appears to be of 
Onco origin . Swell. H.C. 1960 ... . 4.50 

SUN CHARIOT !Hall '63) M .L. 38 in. !Hall 
Sdlgs.l. A massive, widely flaring flower 
of bright Chrome and Sulphur yellow with 
a paler gilt-like sulphur yellow area below 
the beard. A real giant with broad, laced 
and serrated petals. The beard is deep yel-
low ......... .. ... . ... . ...... 5.00 

SUN COUNTRY !Plough '63) E.ML. 33 in . 
(Butterscotch Kiss & Cloud Dancer) . A 
large, rounded flower of semi-flaring, 
rounded form with slightly touching stan
dards, ala Cloud Dancer. Color is light 
canary yellow touched cream in the center 
of the fall s. H.M. '66 .. . .... . ... 7.50 

SUNDAY SILK !Tomp. '62) E.L. 39 in. !Cameo 
Coral x May Hall ). A sib to Herald Angel 
and High Note, we think this is one of the 
best things in our garden . A clean and 
very bright Cerise pink or Bengal rose . It 
is large, beautifully formed with ruffled 
petals and broad flaring falls ...... 7.50 
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SUNLIT LACE (Tallant '621 M .L. 36 in. (Pin
nacle x Limelight). A lovely new bitone in 
shades of icy white tinted with lime gilt 
and frosty sunlit lemon . Standards are 
lighter than the falls but are brightened by 
the gilt overlay. Adding to the glittering 
effect is the frothy laced edge around all 
the petals. H.M. 1962 .......... 5.00 

SUNLIT MEMORIES (Framke '661 M.VL. 34 
in. Comforting Thought x ((Gentle Star x 
Techny Chimes) x Primrose Path)). A de
lightful flower of large size and lovely 
flaring form with domed stands and hori
zontal falls . Petals are extra broad and nice
ly ruffled with overlapping hafts. Creamy 
yellow with tints of vivid lemon gold and 
a deep golden beard. One of the most ex
citing parents we have seen, this seems to 
produce most any color from white through 
creams, lemon yellows, pinks, orchids and 
oranges. Its height and size seems to vary 
if on one or on two year plantings. Stock 
limited . .... .. .... . ..... . ... 20.00 

SUNNYLATION (Beattie '661 M .L. 35 in . 
((Mexico x Moontide) x ((Good News x 
Uuliet x Rocket))). A very brilliant yellow 
that has been much admired in the Beattie 
garden. It has wonderful form with full 
domed standards and broad, rounded, hori
zonal falls . A real showpiece, this has 
strong, well branched stalks that carry many 
flowers .. . .. . .. . ...... . ..... 15.00 

SUNSITE (Plough '64) E.ML. 36 in . ((Butter
scotch Kiss x (Ruth x Rainbow Room)) x 
Rainbow Gold. A bright sel f of intense yel
low with a deep orange beard . More flaring 
than Rainbow Gold. H.M. 1965 . .. 15.00 

SUPERLATION (Cook '62l M.L. 36 in. Blue 
Rhythm x ((Blue Sdlg. x (Progenitor x Shin 
ing Waters)). A large, perfectly branched 
amoena with white standards and light vio
let falls with paler violet margin . Sharp of 
color contrast. H.M . 1963 ........ 5.00 

SUTTERS FALLS (Schreiner '65l M.L. 36 in. 
(Brass Accents x Beechleaf). One of the 
largest of the Schreiner blends, this is a 
gigantic flower of golden brown overtoned 
chocolate and highlighted by a heavy flush 
of blue from the beard on down over the 
fall. Tall, strong, well branched stalks make 
it a showy item ... . . . .... . . ... I 0.00 

SWEET LILANI (Noyd '62l ML. 33 in. (Mid
west Gem x Mary Randall) x Mary Randall. 
Very large, flaring flower with round petals 
which are very broad at the haft . Standards 
medium orchid with rosy glow up center 
and fall s Orchid pink, changing to pink 
with overlay of pink tan on the clean hafts . 
Tangerine beard ...... .. . .. .... . 5.00 

SWEET ONE (Plough '641 E.ML. 36 in. Party 
Favor x ((Tranquil Moon x Heritage) x 
Cloud Parade s ib.)). A medium sized flower 
of great appeal, this has excellent form 
with nicely laced petals of light carmine 
rose with red beard . . ...... . ... 15.00 

SWING LOW (Fred Crandall '65) M.VL. 26 
in. (Swingtime x Crinkled Sunset sib. An 
utterly delightful Border Iris of vivid Jon
quil yellow, with wonderful flaring form 
and the most heavily laced and ruffled 
edges we've seen on any Iris. An icy, satiny 
white area below the heavy Jonquil beard 
further highlights the flower. An excellent 
grower with well-branched stalks that 
carry three to four flowers at a time in per-
fect placement. H.C. 1964 ....... I 0.00 
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SYLVAN STREAM (Schr. '61) M. 38 in . (From 
P. Menard, Blue Rhythm, Chivalry and 
Harbor Blue). A light medium blue of 
utmost clarity of color. Large, nicely formed 
flowers of heavy substance on strong excel
lently branched stalks. A.M . 1962 ... 3.00 

TAHITI SUNRISE (Ernst '631 M.L. 36 in . 
Fairy Fable Sdlg.l . Very large, beautifully 
formed and tailo red with broad full petals 
and delightfully lacy edge. Entirely differ
ent in coloring, this is smooth Begonia pink 
with a pale undertone of salmon . Its heavy 
Saturn red beard accents this smooth rich-
ness . H.M. 1965 ............... 5.00 

TAR HEEL (Loleta Powell '64) ML. 36 in. Top 
Hat x Black Taffeta. Should likely be called 
a bi-color in the black class, but this was 
certainly the most outstanding black we 
had blooming last year. An immense flower 
with ultra broad petals, the standards were 
deep black tinted purple and the falls were 
like pitch black ve lvet . It practically 
stunned the visitors ...... .. .. .. I 0.00 

TATTOO (Babson '65) M.L. 36 in. (Voodoo 
x Storm Warning) x Red sdlg. A variegata 
with extra bright orange yellow standards 
and falls of a slightly darker shade with 
heavy all-over network of dark brownish 
veins which extend from the throat to the 
petal tips ..... ..... ....... . .. 15.00 

THUNDER ROAD (Tompkins '64) ML. VL. 44 
in. (Mountain Music x Brigadoon) x Twi
light Zone . A giant in the dark but bright 
violet-blue class. One of our personal fav
orites. The huge flowers are excellently 
formed with ultra broad petal s, domed 
standards and semi-flaring falls. A blend 
of violet-blue, rose-violet and bluish -pur
ple with an undertone of Indigo, this ap
pears to be a self color accented by a rich 
smooth chocolatey haft and a vivid electric 
blue, purple-tipped beard. Tall, superbly 
branched stalks ........ . . .. ... I 0.00 

TILLICUM (Plough '64) M. 30 in . Golden 
Masterpiece x Cloud Dancer. A very large, 
broadly petaled and heavily ruffled flower 
with flat flaring falls and well domed stand
ards. Pure white with a gleaming infusion 
of gold up through the stands and a smooth 
brush ing of deeper gold across the haft. 
Very lovely ... .... ........ . . . I 0.00 

TOMECO (Suiter '61) M. 36 in. Owyhee x 
((Capt. Wells x Burmese Ruby) x Techni
color)) . A very fine new red of dark gar
net ruby tones. Excellently formed flower 
with broad, heavily substanced petals . 
H.M. 1962 .... . ..... ....... . . 3.50 

TONI MICHELE (Fail '66} M.L. 35 in. (Cath
edral Bells x Dark Chocolate} . We haven't 
seen this as yet . Said to be a deeper pa
tience with a touch of brown at the throat 
that is barely visible. Beard has a blueish 
violet tip . Introducer thinks it might throw 
blue bearded pinks. 'S'Possible .. .. 40.00 

TOP DOLLAR (Tomp. '61) E. VL. 40 in . (All
aglow x Fusilier). A truly exciting new 
yellow. One of the best we have grown . 
Huge flowers with extremely broad petals, 
perfectly domed standards and flaring falls . 
Extra heavy substance and a sleek glisten
ing unmarked finish . H.M. 1964 .... 7.50 

TORCH BEARER U. Nelson '631 M .L. 36 in . 
Latin Quarter x Olympic Torch . A beauti
fully formed flaring brown red with the 
Olympic Torch thumb-print pattern on the 
haft in dark red brown. Showy and should 
be a fine parent. H.M . 1964 ...... 7.50 

TOUCH OF ELEGANCE (Rees '61) M .L. 32 
in. (Yellow Organdy x Party Dress) x Techny 
Chimes. Well named, this would add a 
touch of elegance to any garden. Beauti
fully formed, exquisitely ruffled flowers of 
large s ize on perfect stalks and wonderful 
color. Gilt yellow standards with deep 
Chinese coral flush through the midrib 
area and Deep Barium gold falls deepening 
to Dandelion yellow over the haft around 
the fiery red beard. Not just touched with 
elegrance but born to it . H.M . 1964 8.00 

TREASURE TRAIL ITomp. ' 62) M.L. 36 in . 
(Allaglow x Inca Chief). A vividly glowing, 
brilliant orange copper with a self colored 
beard . Beautifully formed with extra broad, 
heavily substanced petals. The stands are 
perfectly domed and the falls flare hori
zontally. Excellently branched stalks on 
good plants . Sold out again last year, only 
a few this year. H.M . 1965 . . . . .. 7.50 

TRITON Uulander '63) M . 36 in . (Harbor 
Blue x Whole Cloth). A fine medium blue 
self of great richness and clarity of color, 
this has wide, closed standards and flaring, 
gently ruffled falls . A real beauty and 
should be interesting to use for breeding. 
H.M. 1964 ... . . . .......... . . 10.00 

TROPIC ISLE (Fay '65) M. 34 in. IE. Fay 
sib. x New Arrival) x Morning breeze. A 
fine flower of smooth coloring and finish . 
The well domed stands are of bluish orchid 
and the wide rounded falls are considered 
lighter, paling to near white at the hafts 
around the full pink beard. What a cross 
if used either way with Singing Strings. 
H.M. '66 ....... . ...... .. Net 22.50 

TRUDY (Tompkins '64) M . VL. 39 in . (Helen 
Collingwood x Mystic Melody) x Madame 
Butterfly. See rear catalogue cover for this 
one. A fascinating new color break in the 
amoena class . Pure white stands with fasci
nating flush of gilt at base and rich Chest
nut brown falls with brilliant orange-brown 
undertone. Good size flowers of fine form 
on tall, excellently branched stalks. Not the 
most finished flower in the world but fasci
nating and quite sensational in appearance 
and certainly producing some ultra fasci
nating seedlings. H.M. '66. Pictured on 
page 29 ..................... 15.00 

TUXEDO (Schreiner '65) M. 37 in. (Licorice 
Stick Sdlg.l . This is the latest of the 
Schreiner darks . It is a very velvety, solid 
blue-black of exceptional size . Tall, well 
branched stalks . . ......... . ... 12.00 

TWILIGHT SONATA (Ghio '63l ML. 40 in. 
Frosted Starlight x Rehobeth . A large ,nice
ly formed flower of smooth Amethyst blue 
with a vividly contrasting beard of white. 
AI! petal edges are flashed with jagged in
serts of transparent silver, much (ike the 
makeup on Parrot Tulips. Unusual and very 
lovely .. ... . . . ... . .. .. ....... 4.00 



TWILIGHT ZONE !Tompkins '63) M.VL. 44 
in. Mountain Music x (Down Beat x AI 
Borak). A blend of Parisian blue, Dauphine 
rose and Vanderpools violet by Ridgway, 
this is a strange new color which I could 
best describe as tones of Petunia violet, 
Dusky blue and rose violet. Very smoothly 
blended or perhaps undertoned coppery 
cocoa . Flawlessly clean and smooth, its 
strange and compelling color is accented 
by a thick beard of darker smoky tones 
of red violet and dusky blue. A sure-fire 
attention-getter .. . . .. . ......... 5.00 

TYROLEAN BLUE !Schreiner '63) ML. 33 in . 
(Biscay Bay x Kings Choice). A dark vibrant 
blue iris with huge, rounded, slightly waved 
petals. Standards dome perfectly and the 
falls flare nicely showing off its smooth 
brown brushed hafts and lighter blue-white 
beard to great advantage. H.M. 1965 6.00 

ULTRAPOISE INoyd '62) ML . 34 in. !Sister 
to Skookuml. A very fine new iris of rich 
straw yellow with a red beard. A top notcher 
in all ways. A .M. 1965 .......... 12.50 

VALHALLA !Craig '62) M. 40 in. From M . 
McClellan, Steeplechase etc., lines. A giant 
flower of richest Lobelia violet with a 
clean finish. Magnificent . ... ... . 12.00 

VAN CLIBURN IC. Benson '61 l M. 38 in. 
((Jane Phillips x (Spanish Peaks x Cloudless 
Sky)) x Starlift. A huge, medium blue of 
beautiful form with wide ruffled petals. A 
quality flower on tall, well-branched stalks. 
H.M. 1962 ... . .... .. . .. ...... 7.50 

VANDAL (fred Crandall '65) E.M. 34 ·in. 
Asoka of Nepal x (Hoogiana x Shining Wa
tersl. Another Onco-bred of great beauty 
with broad doomed standards of vivid sky 
blue and huge, ultra wide falls of the same 
vivid blue overtoned shimmering greenish
brown which deepens to a Foam-green 
arrow-shaped signal outlining a wide 
chrome-yellow beard. Long lasting a good 
husky grower ..... .... ......... 7.50 

VELVET BRASS !Tompkins '65) EM.VL. 38 
in. IAIIaglow x Top Dollar) x Hermit Thrush 
x Bronze Belll . This appears at times to be 
a reverse bi-color. The broadly formed, well 
domed, gently fluted standards are of 
smoothly blended Topaz gold and Argus 
brown, subtly undertoned with hints of 
French lilac and the broad roundly flaring, 
flat falls are of rich Argus brown, blended 
Byzantine gold and tinted with the same 
hazy undertone of French lilac around their 
ruffled edges. When fully opened and ex
panded this blending in the falls turns to 
a smooth, brilliantly burnished Byzantine 
gold, giving each petal the appearance of 
being a huge golden medalion. Pictured on 
page 9 .. . ..... . ............. 15.00 

VELVET ROBE ISchr. '60) M. 34 in. (Un
known). A very fine, mahogany crimson 
iris of good size and form . The smooth 
velvety fini sh is rich and clean. H.M. 
1960 ............. .... ...... 3.00 

WANDERING RAINBOW !Tompkins '65) 
M.VVL. 39 in . Allaglow x 55-349. The 
most beautiful blend we have produced. 
The huge, well formed flowers have thick, 
lustrously finished petals of ultra heavy 
substance which tends to make it one of the 
longest lasting of all our iris . Blazingly 
bright, it appears to be fashioned of glitter
ing orange toned, brassy gold dust over 
which an equally bright dusting of glittery 
brown, blue and rose clings and shimmers 
producing an ever changing, taffeta-like 
iridescence that is heightened by the clean, 
solidly colored hafts of brightly glowing 
chocolate- red undertoned orange- copper 
and set off by thick beards of deep chrome 
gold. Extra heavy stalks with good branch
ing. H.M. '66. Pictured on page 12. 25.00 

WAR BONNET ITomp. '61 l M.L. 44 in. 
(Glittering Gold x Southwestern) x Briga
doon. A gigantic blend of excellent form 
with domed standards and huge semi
flaring falls. The color is a rich blending 
of chocolate brown, watermelon red and 
coppery chamois with a touch of blue shim
mering on the falls . Pictured on page 
21 ........ . .... ............. 3.50 

WENATCHEE SKIES (Noyd '63) ML. 34 in. 
Sapphire Sea x South Pacific. A very, very 
blue self. One of the very best we have seen 
as to color for it is truly very close to spec
trum blue. Excellent formed flowers with 
broad, ruffled petals, domed standards and 
semi-flaring falls. Strong, well-branched 
stalks. H.M. 1964 . ........... I 0.00 

WENATCHEE VALLEY (Noyd '65) M.L. 30 
in . (Marilyn C. x Apple Valley). A beauty 
with lacy, frilled standards of shell pink 
with buff gold edge and falls of light 
creamy tan with rosy hafts and tangerine 
beard . H.M. '66 ...... .. . ... .. 22.50 

WESTERN SUN IF. Harris '64) M. VL. 32 in . 
Summer Sun x Glittering Gold. Said to be 
a tremendous advance in the yellow class. 
A deep and rich, mustard-yellow color with 
a metallic, velvety finish. Very large, broad 
petaled flowers of good form, with flat 
horizontal falls . H.M . 1965 . ..... . 15.00 

WHITE CRINOLINE INoyd '64J L. VL. 32 in . 
Angela Mia x Queens Lace. Here is a 
beauty to really extend the season. A gor
geous lacy flower of pure white with white , 
yellow-tipped beard ........ .... I 0.00 

WHITE DRAPES IM. Wallace '65l M.L. 38 
in. White Sdlg . x Queen's Lace. A beauty 
in silvery white with large flowers of excel
lent form . This is elegantly ruffled and 
delicately laced. H.C. 1963 .. . ... 15.00 

WHITE PRIDE IBranch '62J L. 36 in. Cliffs 
of Dover Sdlg. x Spanish Peaks. A brilliant 
white of large size and good form with rich 
yellow beard. Semi-flaring with ruffled pet-
als . H.M. 1963 . . . . . ..... ...... 7.50 

WIDE COUNTRY ISchm. '65) M. 39 in . 
(Copacetic x Lime Joyl. This has been a real 
knockout in our garden for two years now . 
A simply huge flower of beautiful form, 
very broad and ruffled . The color is green
ish cream very pale and sparkling like cool 
lemonade . Its petals are heavily laced in 
silvery green and a cool greenish lime beard 
adds to its beauty. Tall strong stalks carry 
its huge flowers to perfection ... .. 15.00 

WILD APACHE !Gibson '65) M .L. 35 in. 
(Sdlgs. Likely from Cayenne Capersl. 
Another typical Gibson plicata. This is 
white with cinnamon violet standards and 
a border on the falls of deeper cinnamon 
violet. Very large . H.M. '66 .. ... 12.00 

WILD GINGER (Gibson '62) M. 34 in . Taho
lah x Floradora Flounce. A lovely new pli
cata with white ground and ginger mark
ings. Very large, heavily ruffled flowers . 
You will like it. A.M. 1965 ....... 5.00 

WILD PEACOCK !Tell '64) M. VL. 36 in. 
Jungle Bird x Bang. A very brilliant blend. 
One of the brightest of its type . Rosy wine 
sta ndards with coppery tan infusion and 
deep wine falls with bright flushing of elec
tric blue and brushing of chocolate over 
the hafts. H.M. '65 ... . . .. ..... 15.00 

WINE AND ROSES !Hall '63) M. 35 in. !From 
Hall pink linesl. A bitone with rose pink, 
lavender toned standards and violet purple 
falls edged in rosy pink or lavender rose . 
Similar to the older Tally-Ho and Pagan 
Princess but broader and more flaring. 
Orange-red beard. A.M. '66 . .. ... 7.50 

WINTER OLYMPICS 10. Brown '63J E.M. 34 
in. Poets Dream x Eleanor's Pride. A greatly 
praised new white. Very heavily ruffled and 
with a thick translucent substance . Large 
flowers and prolific bloom. Stalks some-
what bunched. A.M. '66 ... . . . .. 12.00 

WITCHES BREW !Craig '58) M.L. 38 in. 
IR. Couffer Sdlg. x R. Coufferl. One of the 
most beautiful of the new garnet red 
blends. Gigantic flowers with broad fluted 
petals and rich finish . Stunning . . . . 6.00 

YELLOW GOLD (Noyd '66l M.L. 34 in. !Or
gan Music x Apricot Dancerl. A flaring, 
buttercup yellow self with a wide golden 
beard . A small white blaze at the end of 
the beard accents the glowing color. Many 
buds on well branched stalks . .... 20.00 

YES SIR (Noyd '65) L. VL. 34 in. Fusilier x 
Aspenglow. A brilliant self of deepest 
orange yellow, slightly ruffled. Said to be 
very showy. We have not as yet seen it. 
H.M. '66 . ................... 15.00 

ZAIDA !Wallace '63) E. ML. 38 in . Snow 
Flurry x Fabiola . A brilliant magenta flower 
of great charm. Large, broad petaled and 
delightfully ruffled. Smooth and clean with 
pale lemon beard. Swell ...... . ... 5.00 
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7~ ~ Pat,,,IRIS FOR THE BORDER 

ALASKAN GOLD IMayhood '60) M. 20 in. 
(Gold Sovereign x Orange Glint). A rich 
orange self with vivid beard ........ 1.00 

AMARANTH GEM IMuhl. '62) E. 14 in . 10. 
Glow x Pumilal x D. Chocolate. Rich ama-
ranth violet .. .. ...... ... . . .... 1.00 

APACHE BRAVE !Tolman '65J M. 26 in . 
(Lovelace x Firedancel. A brilliant new pli
cata border Iris . This has standards of 
lemon , finely sanded with magenta red 
and white falls with burgundy dots that 
become solid red over the hafts . Delight-
ful . .. . ......... ............ 5.00 

BABY DOLL !Crosby '60J ML. 18 in. !Mary R. 
x Q. Lace). Heavily laced cream with Opal-
escent falls .. . . .... . . . . .. . . .. . . 2.00 

BIBELOT !Willbanks '621 EM. 15 in. (Black 
Orchid x Storm Warning). Floriferous, ex-
tra choice deep black .......... . . 1.00 

BIT 0 PARADISE !Tell '66) M.L. 24 in. U. 
Eliz. x Fair Luzon). Fine ruffled pink of 
delightful flaring form. Red beard 15.00 

BLUE ASTERISK !Greenlee '551 M. 20 in. 
(Cook Sdlg x Pumila) x C. Castle. Flax blue, 
deeper flash on falls . H.M. '58 ..... 1.00 

CHILTERN GOLD !Patton 64) E.M. 21 in. 
Golden Hind x Chamaeiris Lutea . Golden 
yellow self of excellent form with very wide 
petals ..... ..... ..... . . .... ... 1.00 

CHIT CHAT !Hager '64) E. 22 in. A delight
ful intermediate of clear white with both 
standards and falls bordered orchid purple. 
H.M. 1965 .. . . . . .... ...... .. . 2.00 

CLOUD FLUFF (Greenlee '551 E. 15 in. (Blue 
Asterisk sib) . Small, ruffled, very fluffy 
white . ... . . ................. 1.00 

COCKLE SHELLS !Whiting '601 ML. 24 in . 
(Tribute x Orient Pink). Flaring shell pink 
with rich coral beard ..... . .... . . . 1.00 

CUTE TOMATO !Suiter '591 ML. 28 in . 
!Salmon Sheen x Beau Gay) x (Hall sdlg. x 
P. Formal). Cream with rich gilt edge and 
tomato red beard ..... . ......... 1.00 

CUTIE ISchr. '62) E. 24 in. U. Phillips x 
Pumila) x Mrs. D. Pattison. White with blue 
ray on flaring falls .. .. ....... ... 1.00 

DALE DENNIS !Dennis '57) M. 12 in . !Mari
posa Mia x Cretical. White plicata with 
orchid stitching. H.M. '57 . ........ • 75 

DELICATE AIR (Warburton '621 E. 12 in. 
(Little Shadow x Zwanimir) x Truce. A well
formed flower of pale blue with a green 
halo around the beard. H.C. 1961 .. . 1.00 

ECHOETTE !Tamp. '61 l E.L. 24 in. !Crown 
Point x D. Swiss) x Recip.ll x self. Delight-
ful, fluffily ruffled pure white .. .... 1.00 
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ELISA BEE !Warburton '63J ((Fairy Flax x 
Bouquet) x (Great Lakes x Pumila bluel. A 
bi-tone with white stands and flaring falls 
of white overcast olive and spotted blue. 
Very fine . ...... .. . . . ......... 1.50 

FAIRY FROST !Sundt '63) EM. 20 in. (New 
Snow x Irish Linen). Lovely white with 
green midribs ..... . . . . .... . . .. 2.00 

FAIRY JEWELS !Hamblen '601 M. 1 5 in . 
IValimar sib x G. Amber sibl. Beautiful 
white with gold brushings. Knowlton award. 

2.00 

FOLDEROL !Hager '641 E.M. 23 in. A lovely 
new border Iris with amber standards and 
wide falls of citron flushed orchid . .. . 2.00 

FRENCHI (Jones '59) ML. 24 in. L. Lembrich 
x !Spindrift x J. Stewartl. Orchid purple 
bi -tone. Red beard. Know. Award ... 2.00 

GRACE NOTE !Hamblen '65) M. 12 in. !Truce 
x Easter Holiday). Chartreuse yellow with 
blue beard. Very charming . .. . .... 3.00 

HIGH HOPES !Fail '62J M. 20 in. (Top Flight 
x Bang). Colorful deep yellow with heavy 
orange beard. H.M. 1963 .... .. . .. 1.00 

HOOD RIVER SKIES !Wells '66) M. 18 in . 
IChiv. sdlg.l. Lovely little blue of flaring 
form, lots of flowers. Heavy stalk .. 10.00 

INDEED (Hager '63) E. 22 in. A yellow re
cessive with standards of lemon and white 
falls bordered gilt lemon . . .. . .. . .. 2.00 

INTERIM !Salsman '62J M. 20 in. Baria x 
Goldbeater. White standards, flushed gold
en yellow at the midrib base and falls of 
smooth deep gold. A real beauty .... 2.00 

KISS ME KATE (Cook '58l M . 20 in. (From 
Cook Progenitor linesl. Greenish white bor
dered Wisteria violet . Sass Award '60 2.00 



LADY SLIPPERS (Suiter '59) VL. 26 in . (Mari
posa Mia x C. from Castile). Gold, stitched 
rich cinnamon. Lovely ............ 1.00 

LAKE ELATION (Temp. '61 l EM. 18 in . (Lit
tle Lake x Consolation). Flaring sky blue 
hybrid. Choice ................. 1.00 

LA NINA ROSA (Sundt '631 EM. 22 in. (Party 
Dress x Lipstick). Lovely pink version of 
Lipstick ...................... 1.50 

LIME GROVE (Fothergill '60) EM. 12 in. 
Green Spot x Golden Alps. Bone white 
flushed creamy lime and edged on the falls 

1.00 

LIME RIPPLES (Brown '60) M. 20 in. (8aria x 
. Limelight). Rich lime with ivory blaze 1.00 

LITTLE GREMLIN (Hall '62) M. 20 in. (Hall 
sdlgs.l. Black purple stands, white falls 
dotted black. Fine . .. .... ... .. .. 2.50 

TRUDY 

LITTLE NELL (Temp. '661 E.M. 17 in. Savage 
x (Brig. x Rampage) . A brilliant flaring 
flower of blended reds . Stunning .. 1 0.00 

LITTLE SIR ECHO (Temp. '61 l E.L. 26 in. ((E. 
EchoxGreat Day) x (Recip.llxTells (Orange 
Glint x Defiance) sdlg. A cleaner and darker 
version of Ebony Echo. Very lovely. H.M. 
1963 ....................... 1.00 

MARCY DEE (Tell '631 ML. 24 in. Cream and 
Tangerine x Rosedale. A charming border 
Iris of pale peachy apricot blended with 
silvery Cattlyea orchid. Closed standards 
and ruffled flaring falls. Daintily laced and 
truly delightful. H.M. 1965 . ..... 5.00 

MEXICAN DANCER (E. Smith '641 E. 15 in. 
(Unknown). Yellow stands and horizontal 
red falls. A charmer .. .......... 2.00 

NATIVE DAUGHTER (Noyd '64) E.M. 28 in. 
(Parentage not available). A beautiful new 
border Iris of richest pink with a pink beard 
and delightful flaring form with broad, very 
lacy petals. H.M . 1965 . . ...... 12.00 

NORMA AVERETT (Tell '641 BB. ML. 28 in . 
Native Dancer x June's Sister. A rich ivory 
white with a flush of apricot-pink. The falls 
are lined amber at hafts, standards flushed 
coral with gold edge and the falls have a 
broad coral-pink border with a minute gold 
edge and a rich red beard. Extra lovely. 
H.C. 1963 . ........... .. .... 12.00 

NYLON RUFFLES (Doriot '61 l EM. 12 in . 
Snow Flurry x (Nana x Pumila) . Ruffled 
stands of creamy white and round ruffled 
falls flushed cream and yellow at the beard. 
H.M. 1963 ..... ...... ... . .... 1.00 

PIXIE SKIES (Hamblen '66) M.L. 25 in. Blue 
Denim x (S. Flurry x Chiv.l. Flaring lavender 
blue self. A real gem ... .. . .. .. . . 3.50 

RICKSHAW (Hager '631 E. 11 in . Pogo x 
Greenlee Sdlg. Mid-yellow self with bold 
maroon cartwheel signal. H.M. 1965 1.00 

SMALL CLOUD (Tell '63) E. 12 in. M. Mc
Clellan x (F. Flax x M . Randalll. Small, de-
lightfully formed pure white ... . ... 1.00 

SMALL SKY (Tell '63) E. 12 in. (Sib to Small 
Cloud). Rich blue but otherwise identical 
to its sib. . ................... 1.00 

SPRING JEWEL (E. Smith '641 M. 12 in. 
(Unknown). Lovely orchid rose. . ... 2.00 

SUGAR (Warburton '62) M. 20 in. (Great 
Lakes x Blue Pumilal x Pinnacle . Stands of 
pale ivory. Falls ivory flushed deeper yellow 

1.00 

TAR LITTLE (Powell '661 M.L. 15 in. (B. 
Taffeta x B. Forest). Lovely flaring flower 
of sooty black .. ... ............ 5.00 

TEENAGE (Hamblen '621 M. 24 in. (R. Or
gandy x Glit. Amber sib.l. Heavily ruffled 
buff rose. Apricot hafts. H.C. 1959 .. 1.00 

TIMMIE TOO (Wolff '62) VL. 17 in. (Debbie 
Ann sib.l. Deep violet, veined black. Blue 
beard . H.M. 1963 .............. 1.50 

TULARE (Hamblen '62) EM. 24 in. (R. Or
gandy x Rosedale) x (Y. Dresden x Golden 
Flash). Wide ruffled yellow with apricot 
beard. H.M. 1962 ....... . ...... 1.50 

VALSE PETITE (Temp. '66) E.M. 24 in. (Dale 
Dennis x Echoettel. White with plicata 
stitching of orchid pink. Flaring form. 7.50 

VELVET GOLD (Tell '64l lB. 16 in. Happy 
Thought x Pink Fulfillment. A fine rich 
yellow gold self with deep Cadmium yellow 
falls and very velvety finish . Should be 
quite a breeder. H.M. 1965 ... . ... . 3.50 

VIBRANTE CHARM (Noyd '641 20 in. A de
lightful border Iris of apricot peach blended 
creamy rose pink and heavily laced w)th a 
lighter silvery pink ..... . . ... ... 7.50 
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$2.00 EACH, NET, OR 7 DIFFERENT FOR $10.00 OR 16 DIFFERENT FOR $20.00 

AD-LIB. Rich brown red self. 
ALLEGIANCE. Dykes Medal blue. 
ARCTIC SKIES. Blue stands, white falls . 
AROUND ABOUT. Huge white, blue border. 
ASTRONAUT. Ruffled sulphur yellow. Icy. 
BLUE SAILS. Self of medium delft blue. 
BLUE SILHOUETTE. Rich ruffled blue self. 
BURNING BRAND. Vivid flame red blend. 
BUTTERSCOTCH KISS. Lacy buff tan blend. 
CANDLE MAGIC. Luscious cream and pink. 
CHARLES FOWLER. Huge flaring white. 
CHETKIN. Shell pink speckled deeper. 
CHI CHI. Rich pink self. Laced. 
CHINA GIRL. Cream tinted pink. Lovely. 
DARK FURY. One of the best black Iris . 
DARK SPLENDOR. Huge, deep velvety black. 
DAY OF REST. Lovely cream and gilt. 
DOT AND DASH. White edged blue black. 
DUKE OF BURGUNDY. Very tall wine purple . 
EBONY PRINCE. Huge, purplish black. 
ESCONDIDO. Huge, caramel and rose tan. 
FASHION NEWS. Ruffled, flaring yellow. 
FIESTA DAYS. White, sanded violet red. 
FLARING IVORY. Ruffled warm white self. 
FOAMING SEAS. Crepe finished blue white . 
FORMAL AFFAIR. Violet flushed rich blue. 
GOLDEN DAWN. Flaring yellow and copper. 
GOLDEN SPICE. Lemon gold edged ginger. 
GOLD PIECE. Ruff!ed gold. Velvety. 
HONEY AMBER. Rich golden bronze. 

IMPERIAL AMETHYST. Orchid violet. 
ISLANDER. Rich gentian blue self. 
JAN ELIZABETH. Lacy orchid pink. 
JEAN ANN. Very deep, tailored pink. 
JEAN BOYD FITZ. Deep velvety black. 
JOLLY SPRITE. Flaring ruffled orchid. 
JUDY MARSONETTE. Halls deepest pink. 
JUNE SONG. Ultra broad, satiny white. 
KAHILI. Gold stands, maroon falls . 
KAREN LYNN. Apricot, gilt hafts . 
KIMBERLY. Plic of White and purple. 
KISS OF FIRE. Icy white, red beard. 
LADY OF NEPAL. Gold buff once. 
LATIN QUARTER. Bright brown bitone. 
LATTICINIO. White stitched lilac. 
LAVENDER FROST. Glittering orchid . 
LEATHER LACE. Lacy edged lavender. 
LORNA LYNN. Salmon pink. red beard. 
LOVELY DIANA. Bright cerise orchid. 
MAIN EVENT. Blended carmine and red . 
MARILYN C. Cream, pink and apricot. 
MONEE. Shining, medium blue self. 
ORANGE BEACON. Vivid orange self. 
ORANGE CRUSH. Huge, broad, apricot. 
PATRIARCH. Blended red and violet. 
PINWHEEL. White flushed wine. 
POINT LACE. Heavily laced cream. 
REAL GLORY. Lacquered violet. 
RIMFIRE. White bordered rose . 
ROBERT J. GRAVES. Horizontal white. 

ROSE HERMOSA. Rich medium pink. 
ROUND ROCK. Gigantic brown red. 
ROYAL RUBY. Vivid ox-blood red. 
RUBY LIPS. Satin white, red beard. 
RUSTICANA. Dark copper flame. 
SHINING SEA. Shimmering pale blue. 
SKY CROWN. Huge wide bordered blue. 
SKY QUEEN. Sleek, flaring flax blue. 
SNOW TRACERY. White trimmed blue. 
SNOWY VISTA. Huge shiny white . 
SOARING KITE. Glittering primrose . 
SPEAK SOFTLY. Cream, red beard. 
SPRING NOCTURNE. Blackish oncobred. 
SPRING VALLEY. Pale blue, white area . 
STEP FORWARD. Ruffled blue, huge . 
STEEPLECHASE. Massive medium blue. 
STRIKE ME PINK. Very pink self. 
SUGAR BABE. Lacy silver rose self . 
TERRY LEE. Superb rose, red beard. 
TILLAMOOK. Deep carmine red self. 
TONALEA. Gigantic rose red. Fine. 
TOP HELEN. Huge, oval blue self. 
TOP OF THE WORLD. Fine silvery blue. 
TRES BIEN. Canary flushed pink. 
TRUTH. Huge icy white self. 
UTAH VALLEY. Gigantic violet. 
WHITE FOAM. Frothy white self. 
WHOLE CLOTH. Blue and white amoena . 
WIND SONG. Lovely flaring mulberry. 

75c EACH, NET, OR 15 DIFFERENT FOR $10.00 OR 31 DIFFERENT FOR $20.00 

AMBER BLUSH. Warm white flushed pink. 
APPLE CUP. Wide, red edged green. 
APPLE VALLEY. Large white tinted pink. 
ARENA SHOW. Blue, falls centered white. 
ATMOSPHERE. Mammoth gentian blue. 
ATOMIC POWER. Amoena, greenish hafts . 
AZURE HAVEN. Wide ruffled azure blue . 
AZURITE. Lovely white, blue flecked throat . 
BACCHANAL. Vivid reddish violet. 
BOUFFANT. Massive billowy white. 
BRIGHT WORLD. Huge golden yellow . 
CAPTAIN GALLANT. Deep reddish brown. 
CHARTREUSE BUTTERFLY. Veined Green . 
CONCORD TOWN. Broad, flaring white . 
COUNTRY CLUB. White, brushed gold haft . 
CRINKLED IVORY. Lacy edged cream. 
CROWN COLONY. White, brushed violet . 
DARDANIAN. Giant golden rose. 

-..DESERT CANDLE. Gold and white plic. 
DIXIE PEACH. Apricot, white blaze . 
DO TELL. Red violet, white splash on fall. 
ELIZ. DE WITT. Lacy red brown blend. 
EVER THINE. Huge, ruffled apricot pink . 
FABULOUS. Magenta and brown blend. 
FILAGREE. Bright yellow, gilt laced edge. 
FLIPPANCY. Huge, fluted apricot orange. 
FYLING SQUADRON. Flaring ruffled white. 
FREE GOLD. Huge, golden yellow self. 
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GAVOTTE. Lemon green and deep pink. 
·GENTLE STAR. Pale creamy lemon . Laced. 
GRAND COULEE. Enormous golden rose. 
GRASMERE. Lovely ruffled sky blue. 
GRAY LACE. Well named. Real lacy. 
HEARTBEAT. True deep pink. Huge beard . 
HIDDEN GIFT. Yellow, pale oval in fall. 
HOPE DEVINE. Gigantic orchid, toned pink. 
IDAHO CENTENNIAL. Golden orchid blend. 
JAZZ BABY. Greenish with blue veins. 
JUNGLE FIRES. Smoky red . Broad. 
KARACHI. Red purple and white plicata . 
KIN-NA-ZIN. Huge buff with red falls . 
LILAC BOUQUET. Wide, enameled lilac . 
LLITA. Broad, fluted, rich pink. 
LOVE NEST. Smooth, light blue. 
MEXICAN HAT. Giant neglecta . 
MISS ALAMEDA. Large white and lilac plic. 
MOUNTAIN MUSIC. Huge, ruffled violet. 
MY ALANA. Large, ruffled cream. Lacy. 
NASHBOROUGH. Huge gold and ruby red . 
NEGLIGEE. Lacy fluted silver white. 
NORTHBROOK. Elegant blue green . 
NORTH COUNTRY. Wide leathery white. 
PARTY PINK. One of the very pinkest. 
PINK ENCHANTMENT. Famous cerise pink. 
PINK FULFILLMENT. Soft pink. Large . 

PRETTYFIELD. Pale blue-white amoena. 
PURPLE HAVEN. Smooth violet purple . 
PURPLE RUFFLES. Ruffles and ruffles. 
QUEENS ATTIRE. Wine bicolor. Red beard. 
ROSE TRIBUTE. Bright rose self. Huge. 
ROYAL CANADIAN. Royal blue self. 
ROYAL IMAGE. Elegant medium blue . 
ROYANAH. Huge showy copper rose. 
SALEM. Near true light blue . 
SARAH FOWLER. Medium silvery blue . 
SARAH SHOCKEY. Flaring, showy blue . 
SMOKE MIST. Pale flesh pink. Nice. 
SUNDAYS CHILD. Lacy lilac blue. 
TEACHERS PET. Pink Plic. Red beard . 
TENDER TOUCH. Bright Orange apricot. 
TROPHY. Huge, flaring blue once. 
TURBO FIRE. Large, flame red self. 
UNCLE TELL. Heavy, dark violet black. 
URANIUM BELLE. Frothy green gold. 
UTAH VELVET. Rich velvety red. 
VIOLET HAVEN. Huge, ruffled violet: 
WAKITA. Rich golden brown self. 
WAYWARD WIND. Fine antique bronze. 
WEDGEWOOD HAVEN. Blue bearded silver. 
WHITE PARASOL. Huge, flat white. 
WONDERFUL SKY. Rich blue self. 
ZOMBIE. Huge, flaring wine red . 



ADDED ATTRACTION CHINESE LANTERN 
ADORN CHINQUAPIN 
AHOY CHIPITICA 
AI AI AI CINNAMON TOAST 
AL BORAK ,-COFFEE ROYAL 
ALICE CHRISTY COLONIAL BOUQUET 
ALICE LEMEN CONCORD RIVER 
ANGELA MIA CONSTANT COMMENT 
ANGEL CURLS COOL COMFORT 
ANTHEM COOL VALLEY 
APRICOT CREAM COPPER HALO 
APRICOT DANCER CORAL KING 
APRICOT GLORY CORONATION TAPESTRY 
ARCTIC SUN COTLET 

,.ARGUS PHEASANT COUNTRY EDITOR 
ASPEN GLOW COUNTRYSIDE 

CREAM COCKATOO 
CRESCENDO 

BABY'S BONNET 
CRINKLED LILAC 

BANG 
CRISPETTE 

BEAUDETTE 
CROWN POINT 

BEECH LEAF 
CRYSTAL 

BELLE PRAIRIE 
BELTON BEAUTY 
BERTA B 
BETH CORY 

DARIEN 
DARK BOATMAN 

BLACK DIAMOND 
/ DARK CHOCOLATE 

DARK HALO 
BLACK ONYX DEEP BLACK 
BLACK TAFFETA DEEP DEVOTION 
BLAKSTOK DEFIANCE 
BOLERO DEMETRIA 
BLOOMIN' LOVE DESERT ROSE 
BLUE CLIF DESERT SON 
BLUE CREST DONNA 
BLUE FRECKLES DONNA SCHAAN 
BLUE RAVEN / DOTTED SWISS 
BLUE SPICE DREAM DUST 
BLUE VALLEY DR. WANLASS 
BON VOYAGE DUSTY FRILLS 
BORDER BRIGHT 

, BRAVADO 
BRAVE SHOW EBBTIDE 

BREATH 0 KILLARNEY ELEANOR'S PRIDE 

BRIAR ROSE EDITH POPE 

BRIGADOON ELIZABETH NOBLE 

BRIGHT FUTURE ELYSIAN GOLD 

BRIGHT STARLIGHT ENCHANTED VIOLET 

BROAD RIPPLE ENGRAVED 

BROADWAY STAR ETHEL HOPE 

BRONZE ARMOUR EXOTIC BLUE 

BRONZE BROCADE 
BUTTERHORN 
BUTTONS AND BOWS 

FANCIFUL 
FASHION SHOW 

BWANA 
FESTOON' 
FINEST HOUR 

CAPE COD FIRE CHIEF 
CAPTURED HEART FIRE FLURRY 
CARBONDALE FIRENZE 
CARIBOU TRAIL FIRST BORN 
CARLA FIRST FLIGHT 
CATHERINE CLAAR FIRST VIOLET 
CAUTION liGHT FLAG SHIP 
CENTER GlOW FLEET A 
CHANNEL ISLAND FLUTED COPPER 
CHARMED LAND FOLK SONG 
CHERITO FORTUNE'S GIFT 
CHIEF CHICKASAW FORWARD MARCH 

Sfteetat 
~~ 
~~ 
~~~~ 

FINE STANDARD VARIETIES "'-"' _0) 
No discount on these 

SOc each- 25 different for 

Postage and Handling SOc -():--

Extras chosen from your list of alternates and our choice...--~ , 

FRANCES CRAIG INCA CHIEF NAVUA SPOOK 
FRESCO INTERMEZZO , NEGRURA SPRING CHARM 
FRILLY FRINGES INVERNESS NELL BABSON SPRING FESTIVAL 
FROST AND FLAME IRISH CHARM , NEW ARRIVAL SPRING TEMPO 
FROSTED LACE IRISH LINEN NEXT 0' KIN STAMPEDE 
FRONT GATE IRISH WHIM NOMOHR STARFIRE 
FRONTIER DAYS IRMA MELROSE NONA STARLIT HOUR 
FULL CIRCLE ISLAND BOY NORTHWESTERN STEP UP 
FULL REWARD STORMCREST 
FULL SAIL OEDIPUS REX SULTAN'S MUSIC 
FUSILIER JEANIE OLIVETTE SUMMIT 
FUTURAMIC JUBILATION ON PARADE SUNSET SAIL 

JUNE BRIDE ORANGE BANNER SURPRISE PARTY 
JUNE MEREDITH ORCHID AND FLAME SWAN BALLET 

GALILEE JUNE'S SISTER ORCHID DOLL SWEET ALICE LEE 
GARDEN GOLD JUNE SUNLIGHT ORCHID ISLE SWEETHEART 
GARNET ROYAl ,AUNGLE BIRD SWEETHEART'S FOLLY 
GAY ADVENTURE _..JUNGLE SHADOWS PAPER DOLL SWEET REFRAIN 
GAY APPAREL PATIENCE SWING TIME 
GAY PAL PATRICIAN SWISS CHARM KANGCHENJUNGA 
GAY PAREE 

KAZAK PARTY FAVOR SYMPHONY 
GAY PRINCESS PEACH PLUME KING'S CHOICE 
GAY PROMISE 

KISSIN' KIN PEGASUS TABU 
GAY STRIPES PERSIAN ROBE TAHOLAH 
GENEROUS PICTURE BOUQUET TALL CHIEF 
GEORGIA MAESER LACE FLOUNCES PIERRE MENARD TANGELO 
GINGER LADY ANGIE PINK CHIMES TANTALLON 

, GLITTERING AMBER LADY APRIL PINK CONFECTION TANGIER 
GOLDEN BLAZE LAKE ISABELLA PLAINSMAN TEMPLE BELLS 
GOLDEN CHEER LA NEGRIFLOR PRETTY GAY THE CITADEL 
GOLDEN FLOUNCE LANTANA PRETTY RED WINGS THREE SIGNALS 
GOLDEN GARLAND LA PARISIENNE PRINCESS PRIM TICKLED PINK 
GOLDEN RUSSET LASSES TAFFY PURISSAMOHR TIMES SQUARE 
GOLDEN TAN LAVANESQUE TIS TOPS 
GOSPER LEILA ROMER RAINBOW MIST TOLL GATE 
GRACELINE LIBRETTO RANIER VALLEY TOM TOM 
GRACELLE LIGHT STITCHES REGINA MARIA TOP FLIGHT 
GRACIOUS LILAC PARADE REHOBETH TORRID ZONE 
GRAND TETON UNA BETH REVEL TOTAL ECLIPSE 
GRATITUDE LOST RIVER RICHMONDTOWN TOURIST A 
GRECIAN URN LOVELY LETTY RIO VALLEY TOWN TALK 
GREEN SMOKE LULU MARGUERITE RIPTIDE TRANQUILITY 

LYNETTE ROSE AMETHYST TROPICAL DUSK 
ROSEBLOOM HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
ROSY SPANGLE HAPPY MEETING MAGNET UTAH CREAM 

HARBOR BLUE MALVA LACE ROYAL SPICE UTAH SKY 
HARVEST HOLIDAY MARION MARLOWE ROYALTY VELVET 

MARSALA RUFFLED APACHE HARVEST MEDLEY 
RUFFLED ORGANDY VAUMAR 

HARVEST SPLENDOR MARY ELLA 
VENGEANCE 

MARY McCLELLAN RUFFLED STARLIGHT HARVEST TONE VIOLET HARMONY 
HEADLINES MARY RANDALL RUTH COUFFER 

VIOLET HILLS 
HEATHERMIST MAYBERRY LACE 

HELEN COLLINGWOOD MAY HALL SABBATH MORN 

HELEN McCAUGHEY MELISSA SABLE NIGHT WAVE CAP 

MELODRAMA SALMON FUCHSIA WAXING MOON HELLEBORE 
HENNA RUST MELODY ROSE SASSAFRAS$ WHITE PALOMINO 

HERMIT THRUSH MELODY WATERS SECRET lOVE WHITE PEACOCK 

HIGH BARBAREE MENDENHALL SHILOH WIDE WORLD 

HINDU WAND MILLIONAIRE SHOCK WAVE WHISPERING BELLS 

HOANGHO MINT JULEP SIERRA SKIES INGED GODDESS 

HOLD THAT TIGER MISS PINK SINA MARIA WINTER SUNRISE 

HOLY SMOKE MISS ST. LOUIS SKY CRYSTAL WOODLAND SPRITE 

HOT MUSTARD MISTER MOON SKYSCAPE 
MISTER WONDERFUL SLEEPING PRINCESS YANKEE CLIPPER 
MOHR LACE SNOW BONNET YESTERYEAR 

ICE CARNIVAL MORNING BLUE SNOW GODDESS YOUNG BRAVE 
ICE 'N'UME MUTED MUSIC SNOW TRACERY 
IDAHO CREAM MY HONEYCOMB SOUTH PACIFIC ZULU WARRIOR 
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